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Kurzfassung

Informationssysteme werden für immer größere und organisa-

tionsübergreifende Anwendungsbereiche entwickelt. Während die einzelnen

Teilbereiche eines solchen Anwendungsbereichs einerseits gleichartig struk-

turiert sind, gibt es zwischen einzelnen Teilbereichen und Organisationen

auch große Unterschiede, sowohl in Bezug auf den Anwendungsbereich

selbst, als auch in Bezug auf die Informationsbedürfnisse der Anwender.

Eine Überbetonung der Homogenität von Teilbereichen führt zu unflexiblen

Systemen, die nur schlecht die Realität abbilden können. Andererseits

führt eine Überbetonung der Heterogenität zu Insellösungen, die nicht mehr

gemeinsam genutzt werden können.

Konzeptuelle Modellierung versucht, Anwendungsbereiche möglichst der

Realität entsprechend und unabhängig von konkreten Implementierungen in

Modellen abzubilden. Dabei bedient sie sich der klassischen Abstraktions-

prinzipien —Klassifizierung, Generalisierung, Aggregation— um einzelne

Objekte und deren Beziehungen zu abstrakteren Objekten und Beziehungen

zusammenzufassen. Um die Homogenität und gleichzeitige Heterogenität

von großen Anwendungsbereichen abzubilden, müssen diese Prinzipien kom-

biniert werden. Dies führt zu einer mehrfachen Abbildung einzelner Ob-

jekte in unterschiedlichen Abstraktionshierarchien, was wiederum zu schwer

verständlichen und schwer wartbaren Modellen und Informationssystemen

führt.
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Mehr-Ebenen-Objekte (M-Objects) und Mehr-Ebenen-Beziehungen (M-

Relationships) ermöglichen die kompakte Abbildung von Objekten und

Beziehungen auf höheren Abstraktionsebenen gemeinsam mit der zusammen-

fassenden Beschreibung von konkreteren Objekten und Beziehungen auf ver-

schiedenen darunter liegenden Abstraktionsebenen. Durch die Kombination

und gleichzeitige Differenzierung von Klassifizierungs-, Generalisierungs- und

Aggregations-Hierarchien in einer Konkretisierungshierarchie, ermöglichen

M-Objects und M-Relationships eine schrittweise Modellierung von großen

Anwendungsbereichen. Einerseits wird die Gleichartigkeit aller Teilbere-

iche auf unterschiedlichen Abstraktionsebenen sichergestellt und andererseits

können Unterschiede in Bezug auf Anwendungsbereich und Informations-

bedürfnis abgebildet werden.

In dieser Arbeit werden M-Objects und M-Relationships und deren kon-

sistente Konkretisierung formal definiert und an Beispielen erklärt. Der M-

Object und M-Relationship Ansatz wird durch formal definierte Operationen

zum Anlegen, Manipulieren, und Abfragen von Mehr-Ebenen-Modellen kom-

plettiert.

Die Anwendungsmöglichkeiten von M-Objects und M-Relationships sind

vielfältig. In dieser Arbeit beschränken wir uns auf Ontologiemodel-

lierung im Web und auf Data Warehousing. Im Data Warehousing können

Konkretisierungshierarchien von M-Objects eingesetzt werden, um Hetero-

genitäten in Dimensionen abzubilden und darüber hinaus, um Hetero-

genitäten in den zu analysierenden Fakten zu ermöglichen. Diese Anwen-

dung von M-Objects und M-Relationships wurde bereits prototypisch als

Erweiterungspaket für Oracle DB implementiert.



Abstract

Information Systems maintain a representation of the state of a domain in

order to provide information about that domain. They are often employed

in a cross-organizational setting and have to represent different sub-domains.

These sub-domains and different organizations are homogeneous as well as

heterogeneous with regard to the domain itself, as well as with regard to

information needs. Emphasis on homogeneity results in inflexible information

systems. On the other hand, emphasis on heterogeneity leads to ‘information

islands’, which are difficult to integrate.

As a prerequisite for information system development, conceptual mod-

eling provides a high-level representation of a domain, independent of a spe-

cific implementation. For this purpose, conceptual modeling makes use of

the classical abstraction principles: classification, generalization, and aggre-

gation. In order to represent complex domains, being both homogeneous as

well as heterogeneous, these principles need to be combined. Using tradi-

tional modeling techniques, this results in multiple representation of single

objects in different abstraction hierarchies. This, in turn, results in models

and information systems that are hard to comprehend and to maintain.

Multi-Level Objects (M-Objects) and Multi-Level Relationships (M-

Relationships) allow to represent objects and relationships at higher abstrac-

tion levels, which encapsulate descriptions of sets of objects and relation-

ships at multiple lower levels of abstraction. A single concretization hier-

archy of m-objects (or m-relationships) combines and differentiates multiple
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classification-, generalization-, and aggregation-hierarchies. In this manner,

m-objects and m-relationships facilitate stepwise modeling of complex do-

mains at multiple abstraction levels. Concretization hierarchies guarantee a

certain level of homogeneity between sub-hierarchies and, on the other hand,

they also allow for heterogeneities between different sub-hierarchies.

In this thesis, we provide formal definitions and examples of m-objects and

m-relationships. The m-object and m-relationship approach is complemented

by formally defined operations for creating, manipulating and querying multi-

level models.

Applications of m-objects and m-relationships are manifold, we especially

discuss web ontologies and data warehousing. Applied to ontology engineer-

ing with OWL DL, m-objects and m-relationships provide a more powerful

alternative to current multi-level modeling techniques, such as punning. In

data warehousing, m-objects and m-relationships provide a solution to the

well discussed problem of modeling heterogeneous dimension hierarchies and

also allow heterogeneities within cubes. This solution has been implemented

as an extension package for Oracle DB.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Contents

1.1 The Big Picture . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2

1.2 Specific Problem . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6

1.2.1 Running Example . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

1.2.2 UML Representation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9

1.2.3 Comparison Criteria . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

1.3 Research Approach . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17

1.4 Scope . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19

1.5 Solution Idea . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21

1.6 Contributions and Limitations . . . . . . . . . . 27

1.7 Outline . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

In this chapter we first briefly discuss some problems and challenges of

conceptual modeling of information systems, and sketch our vision of how to

meet these challenges. This is the subject of Section 1.1. In Section 1.2, we

identify and exemplify a specific problem that lies in the center of our vision

and that is to be solved in this thesis. In Section 1.3, we discuss our research

approach with regard to frameworks and guidelines for design science. We

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

then, in Section 1.5, give an overview of our solution, and, in Section 1.6, of

its contributions. Finally, in Section 1.7, we outline the overall structure of

this thesis.

1.1 The Big Picture

Information systems play a crucial role in industry and public administra-

tion. An information system, as discussed herein, is a ‘designed system that

collects, stores, processes, and distributes information about the state of a

domain’ (universe of discourse, subject domain) [94]. Its main functions are

‘Memory : to maintain a representation of the state of a domain’, ‘Infor-

mative: to provide information about the state of a domain’ – we call this

business intelligence – and ‘Active: to perform actions that change the state

of a domain’ [94].

The representation of the state of a domain is based on how we per-

ceive this domain. Typically, we make the ontological assumption that the

world, as we perceive it, consists of entities (individuals, objects), e.g, Jim

and Mary, and relationships between them, e.g., Jim loves Mary. In our

mind, we classify these entities and relationships to entity types (classes),

e.g., Person, and relationship types, e.g., love. These concepts form our con-

ceptualization of a domain and guide the whole life-cycle of an information

system. We use the notion of concept to refer to something that is an ab-

straction of something more concrete (an entity, a relationship, a property of

an entity or relationship, or a more concrete concept). To avoid misunder-

standings and facilitate communication, these concepts should not only be

present in our minds but should also be formally represented in a conceptual

schema of a domain (ontology). Based on an ontology one can define the

conceptual schema of an information system, which defines, disregarding im-

plementation issues, which information should be stored (structural schema),

together with changes, actions, and processes represented in the information

system (behavioral schema). The conceptual schema of an information sys-
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tem then serves as blueprint for its implementation. Ideally, the conceptual

schema of an information system already serves as its implementation or can

automatically be transformed into an implementation.

Conceptual modeling is the whole process from conceptualization to (im-

plementable) conceptual schema of an information system. It is a matured

discipline in academia and industry, within information systems engineer-

ing, data and knowledge engineering, and software engineering. Recently, in

software engineering, the goal of using conceptual schemas as core of imple-

mentations has received increased attention under the name of model-driven

engineering (see [61, 101] for introductions to model-driven engineering).

While conceptual modeling is well established and matured for relatively

small subject domains, modeling of very large domains was widely neglected

in academia. In industry, however, it is necessary to represent very large sub-

ject domains, leading to database schemas with 10000 to 100000 tables (like

in Enterprise Resource Planning). Having no matured conceptual modeling

tools but rather ad-hoc solutions for dealing with such huge schemas, they

are immensely hard to comprehend, to maintain, to adapt and to integrate.

Conceptual modeling in the large, as envisioned here, tries to tackle at

least the following areas: constructing, comprehending, and maintaining very

large conceptual schemas, providing different views on data, integration and

adaption of conceptual schemas, and blurring between schema and instance

level. The term ‘conceptual modeling in the large’ was coined by Olivé [93]

as a research direction that deals with very large conceptual schemas and was

the topic of a workshop [56] at the International Conference on Conceptual

Modeling (ER) 2009.

To illustrate the problem of comprehending and maintaining very large

schemas, consider a typical mid-sized company. In such a company it is,

first, very difficult to find employees who have a sufficiently broad conceptu-

alization of their company (information structure, processes, business rules)

to guide information systems engineering and, second, it is difficult to elicit
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these conceptualizations in terms of conceptual schemas, since only a few

employees are able to use conceptual modeling or ontology languages in or-

der to represent their conceptualizations. Thus, companies have to rely on

best practices implemented in software solutions (such as SAP ERP). Fur-

thermore, a whole industry of business and technical consultants is necessary

to explain the conceptual schemas implemented in these software solutions

and to adapt, more or less, these best practices to the needs of organizations,

and to maintain them in order to reflect changes in law and in the business

environment.

Furthermore, different users or different parts of an organization have

varying information needs concerning the same or similar real-world entities.

Thus, an information system has to provide different views on data at differ-

ent abstraction levels. This is well acknowledged in data warehousing, where

aggregated data is provided at multiple levels of granularity.

The great success of large, best-practice software solutions in Enterprise

Resource Planning and similar domains is mainly due to global, homoge-

neous schemas that facilitate integration of all parts of an organization and

allow minor customizations to specific needs. A global, homogeneous schema

facilitates to write queries, methods or processes that cover the whole orga-

nization.

As organizations grow and merge, maintaining a homogeneous schema

is very expensive. This is especially true when organizations are integrated

across different countries with different laws and cultures or across different

industrial sectors with different products and business processes. In order

to support their non-uniform business processes, different branches of or-

ganizations often retain their local information systems with local schemas.

These ’information islands’, however, makes business intelligence very expen-

sive. To facilitate at least some advantages of a global homogeneous schema

within a world of local schemas, enterprise data integration and business

process integration have become large sectors of the software and consulting

industry.
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State-of-the-art, both in academia and industry, does not provide appro-

priate modeling techniques for coping with the heterogeneity in organiza-

tions. Such modeling techniques have to retain the advantages of homoge-

neous schemas and at the same time have to be flexible enough to support

specific information needs in specific contexts, e.g., for different countries,

industrial sectors, product categories, companies, departments, and so forth.

Such techniques go beyond classical customization and specialization.

Another property of very large schemas is the blurring between instance

and schema level. While traditional modeling techniques maintain a strong

distinction between instance level and schema level, the borderline between

classes and instances is often application dependent. Instance data in one

application might serve as schema data in another application. Since a con-

ceptual schema often has to serve different applications, maintaining such a

distinction is disadvantageous. Two notable examples are, in the context of

Enterprise Resource Planning, product types vs. product items and rout-

ings (workflows that define, for each product type, the necessary production

steps) vs. production orders (workflow instances according to routings, one

for each product item). Thus, conceptual modeling in the large always has

to address aspects of metamodeling.

The vision that guides our research is a concise formalism that allows

to comprehensibly represent and efficiently implement very large conceptual

schemas, that are easy to maintain and that provide for different views at

different levels of abstraction. Furthermore such a formalism has to provide

for the adaption of large schemas to specific information needs of (parts of)

organizations and for the integration of different but similar schemas.

For all these needs, (orthogonal) abstraction hierarchies play a crucial

role. Schemas may be specialized along such hierarchies at different levels by

different users. Data may be aggregated along such hierarchies at different

levels of abstraction to fit the information needs of different users. Like tradi-

tional schemas define which data is stored for which entity types, aggregation
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schemas define how and where aggregated data is provided, and higher-level

schemas define how and where schemas may be specialized.

1.2 Specific Problem

Finding an overall solution for the vision discussed above is beyond the scope

of one thesis. Thus we will focus only on the core constructs of conceptual

modeling, namely entities/entity types and their attributes and relationships

and how they can be represented in so-called hetero-homogeneous hierarchies

at multiple levels of abstraction. In the remainder of this section we will

outline and exemplify this problem and describe some comparison criteria

to evaluate the fitness of multi-level modeling techniques for representing

hetero-homogeneous hierarchies.

Objects are frequently organized in abstraction hierarchies consisting of

multiple levels. Examples are product hierarchies, dimension hierarchies

in data warehouses, and taxonomies in general. For example, a product

catalog may consist of three levels, category, model, and physical entity.

Sample instances of these levels could be car, porsche911CarreraS, and my-

Porsche911CarreraS, respectively.

Conceptual modeling of such hierarchies is straightforward if objects at

each level are uniform, i.e. have the same structure. As information systems

grow in size or previously independent systems are integrated across related

domains, the need to handle levels of similar, yet non-uniform objects arises.

Objects at the same level in different subhierarchies may differ from each

other. For example, product models have a listprice, but car models (i.e.,

objects at level model belonging to car, an object at level category) have an

additional attribute maxSpeed.

Heterogeneity may go beyond having differently structured objects at

the same level. Sub-hierarchies beneath two objects at the same level may
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differ from each other in that they introduce different additional levels. For

example, our product catalog may contain a product category car, which is

described by an additional level brand (with objects like porsche911) between

levels model and physical entity.

Such hierarchies with differently structured sub-hierarchies can also be

referred to by the oxymoron term hetero-homogeneous hierarchies. A hetero-

homogeneous hierarchy is a hierarchy that is (1) homogeneous in regard to a

minimal common schema shared by all sub-hierarchies, and (2) heterogeneous

in regard to the specialized schemas of sub-hierarchies.

Hetero-homogeneous hierarchies of objects at multiple levels of abstrac-

tion combine the three classical abstraction principles, namely classifica-

tion/instantiation, generalization/specialization, and whole/part. When

modeled with a conceptual modeling language, like the UML, that supports

these abstraction principles, but not all of them in combination, entities and

concepts have to be represented multiple times in different abstraction hier-

archies (see Figure 1.1).

While, from a static perspective, the UML representation of hetero-

homogeneous hierarchies does not involve unnecessary or accidental com-

plexity, the accidental complexity becomes apparent when introducing new

domain concepts. Introducing a single domain concept (such as new product

category car) requires – besides introducing an instance Car:CarCategory

– the addition of multiple classes, (in our case CarCategory, CarModel,

CarPhysicalEntity) as well as associated aggregation, generalization, and

classification relationships. Moreover, similar classes need to be added for

each new product category entered into our product catalog. The redundancy

and fragmentation caused by following such a modeling approach complicates

maintenance and extension of the schema.

Several modeling techniques have been proposed in recent years to reduce

accidental complexity in modeling domain entities and concepts at multiple
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levels of abstraction. The prevailing techniques simplify multi-level modeling

by combining at least two of the classical abstraction principles:

∙ Materialization [30, 98, 23], at first sight, is akin to whole/part,

but also provides a powerful attribute propagation mechanism

that introduces aspects of classification/instantiation and generaliza-

tion/specialization.

∙ Powertypes [91, 44, 32] allow to structure generalization/specialization

hierarchies by classifying subclasses of a particular class to a powertype

associated with that class.

∙ Ontological metamodeling with potency-based deep instantiation [7]

starts with a multi-level classification hierarchy and allows to factor out

common properties of instances of multiple classes to their metaclass,

thus extending multi-level classification with some aspects of general-

ization/specialization.

However none of these multi-level techniques fully supports modeling

hetero-homogeneous hierarchies. Chapter 3 discusses in detail their suit-

ability for multi-level modeling regarding hetero-homogeneous hierarchies.

Furthermore, in order to provide a feasible multi-level modeling approach,

not only objects, but also relationships need to be modeled at multiple levels

of abstraction. When we started our research, none of the existing multi-

level modeling approaches provided for that. In the meantime, parallel to our

research, Atkinson et al. [42, 6] also identified this necessity and analyzed how

relationships can be modeled at multiple levels, however only in the restricted

context of ontological metamodeling with potency-based deep instantiation.

1.2.1 Running Example

In this section we introduce our running example that is used throughout

the thesis.
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Example 1.1 (Sample Problem). The product catalog of an online-store is

described at three levels of abstraction: physical entity, model, and category.

Each product category has associated a tax rate, each product model has a

list price. Book editions, i.e. objects at level model that belong to product

category Book, additionally have an author. Our company keeps track of

physical entities of products (e.g. copies of book HarryPotter4), which are

identified by their serial number. In addition to books, our company starts

to sell cars, i.e. it introduces Car as a new product category. Cars differ from

books in that they are described at an additional level, namely brand, and

in that they have additional attributes: maxSpeed at level product model

and mileage at level physical entity. As our sample online-store specializes

on selling cars of brand Porsche 911, it wants to be able to register physical

entities of this car brand at the Porsche 911 club.

Our company further keeps track of companies that produce these prod-

ucts. Our product catalog describes the companies in which products are

produced at three levels as well: (factory, enterprise, and industrial sector).

Relationship producedBy between levels physical entity and factory can be

abstracted to product model and enterprise and further to product category

and industrial sector. The following dependencies exist between these ab-

straction levels of relationship producedBy : (1) A physical entity can only

be produced at a factory that belongs to an enterprise that produces the

corresponding product model. (2) A product model can only be produced

at an enterprise that belongs to an industrial sector that produces the cor-

responding product category. Specifically, product category Car is produced

by industrial sector CarManufacturer, each model of car brand Porsche911

is produced by Porsche Ltd and physical entity myPorsche911CarreraS is

produced by factory Porsche Zuffenhausen.

1.2.2 UML Representation

In this section we show how our sample problem can be modeled using a stan-

dard modeling language, like the UML, by representing domain entities and
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concepts by multiple objects/classes and organizing them in aggregation-,

generalization-, and classification-hierarchies. While the resulting UML

model should make intuitively apparent the problems with such a multiple

representation approach, a more detailed evaluation is provided below.

In our reference UML model (see Figure 1.1) the three-level product cat-

alog is modeled by arranging classes (ProductCategory, ProductModel, Pro-

ductPhysicalEntity) and their instances ({Car, Book}, {Porsche911CarreraS,
Porsche911GT3, HarryPotter4}, {myPorsche911CarreraS, myCopyOfHP4},
respectively) in an aggregation hierarchy, where each aggregation level

represents one level of abstraction (product-category, product-model, and

physical-entity).

Objects at the same level in different subhierarchies may differ from each

other. For example, product models have a listprice, but car models (i.e.,

objects at level model belonging to car, an object at level category) have an

additional attribute maxSpeed. Furthermore, physical entities of car addi-

tionally have a mileage. In our reference UML model (see Figure 1.1) this

non-uniformity between objects at the same level is modeled by specializing

classes that are part of the aggregation hierarchy below ProductCatalog, i.e.

ProductCategory, ProductModel, PhysicalEntity, to corresponding classes,

CarCategory, CarModel, CarPhysicalEntity, that describe common proper-

ties of objects belonging to product category Car at the respective level. Note

that singleton classes like CarCategory are used to refine aggregation rela-

tionships, e.g., to define that each instance of CarModel belongs to product

category Car.

Multi-level modeling of relationships, as desired, is not possible in plain

UML. A partial solution is to model each level of a relationship as an associa-

tion and, when instantiating the association that represents the most abstract

level, to specialize the others. Figure 1.2 exemplifies this approach by mod-

eling relationship producedBy as associations producedBy1, producedBy2,

and producedBy3. When introducing a producedBy-link between product

category Car and industrial sector CarManufacturer one has to introduce
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-taxRate : Integer

ProductCategory

-listPrice : Integer

ProductModel

-serialNr : String

ProductPhysicalEntity

-taxRate = 15

-author : String

BookTitle

-taxRate = 20

Car:CarCategory

-maxSpeed : Integer

-mileage : Integer

BookPhysicalEntity

-listPrice = 11.50

-author = 'J.K.Rowling'

HarryPotter4:BookTitle

-listPrice=91.838

-maxSpeed = 293 km/h

Porsche911CarreraS: 

Porsche911CarreraS

Model

-listPrice = 108.083

-maxSpeed = 310 km/h

-serialNr = 'A121212'

-serialNr = 'C333333'

-mileage = 100000

myPorsche911CarreraS

: Porsche911CarreraS-

PhysicalEntity

-desc = 'Our Products'

Products:

ProductCatalog
-desc : String

ProductCatalog

Singleton

CarCategory

Singleton
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Singleton
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Singleton
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Classes Instances

Porsche911GT3: 

Porsche911GT3Model

myCopyOfHP4: 

HP4PhysicalEntity

Book:BookCategory

CarModel

CarPhysicalEntity

HP4-PhysicalEntity

Porsche911CarreraS-

PhysicalEntity

Porsche911GT3-

PhysicalEntity

Figure 1.1: Product catalog modeled in plain UML, using generalization,
instantiation and aggregation. Simplified: relationships and level brand are
omitted

specialized associations between CarModel and CarManufacturerEnterprise,

as well as between CarPhysicalEntity and CarManufacturerFactory. An-

other partial solution is to use OCL to express extensional constraints that

are imposed from a higher to a lower level of abstraction of the producedBy

relationship. Figure 1.3 exemplifies this approach by modeling relationship

producedBy as three associations, between ProductCategory and Industrial-

Sector (in the following referred to as A1), between ProductModel and En-

terprise (A2), and between ProductPhysicalEntity and Factory (A3). The

constraint between A2 and A1 ensures that a product model can only be

produced at an enterprise that belongs to an industrial sector that pro-

duces the corresponding product category. The link between product model
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ProductCategory

ProductModel

ProductPhysicalEntity

CarBrand

CarModel

CarPhysicalEntity

IndustrialSector

Enterprise

Factory

CarManufacturer

Enterprise

CarManufacturer

Factory

producedBy1

producedBy2

producedBy2

producedBy3

producedBy3

Car : ProductCategory CarManufacturer : 

IndustrialSector

producedBy1

Figure 1.2: Modeling relationships at multiple levels of abstraction by spe-
cializing and instantiating associations.

P911CarreraS and enterprise PorscheLtd, which is an instance of A2, sat-

isfies this constraint, since there is a corresponding link between product

category Car and industrial sector CarManufacturer, which is an instance

of A1. Likewise, the constraint between A3 and A2 ensures that a physi-

cal entity can only be produced at a factory that belongs to an enterprise

that produces the corresponding product model. The link between physical

entity myPorsche911CarreraS and factory PorscheZuffenhausen, which is an

instance of A3, satisfies this constraint since there is a corresponding link

between product model P911CarreraS and enterprise PorscheLtd, which is

an instance of A2.

For an evaluation of these two partial solutions we refer to comparison

criteria multiple relationship-abstractions in the following section.
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ProductCategory IndustrialSector

ProductModel

ProductPhysicalEntity

Enterprise

Factory

producedBy

producedBy

producedBy

context ProductModel inv:

self.enterprise.industrialSector->forall( x |   

self.productCategory.industrialSector

->exists( y | x = y) )

context ProductPhysicalEntity inv:

self.factory.enterprise->forall( x |   

self.productModel.enterprise

->exists( y | x = y) )

1

*

1

*

1

*

1

*

Car : ProductCategory CarManufacturer : 

IndustrialSector

producedBy

Porsche911CarreraS : 

ProductModel

PorscheLtd : Enterprise
producedBy

myPorsche911CarreraS : 

ProductPhysicalEntity

PorscheZuffenhausen : 

Factory

producedBy

Figure 1.3: Relationships producedBy at different levels of abstraction mod-
eled with UML and OCL

1.2.3 Comparison Criteria

The suitability of a multi-level modeling language that should be capable of

modeling hetero-homogeneous hierarchies may be benchmarked against the

following requirements. We exemplify these requirements by evaluating our

UML solution.

Compactness: A modeling solution is compact if it is modular and

redundancy-free. Modularity means that all model elements that represent

aspects of the same domain concept are tied together and can be used and

updated as a self-contained part of the model without interfering with the

rest of the model. Hierarchical Modularization means that sub-hierarchies
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(e.g. the classes CarCategory, CarModel, CarPhysicalEntity together with

their respective subclasses and instances) can be treated as self-contained

models (sub-systems or federated systems with their own schema and own

data). A model contains redundancy if information is represented more than

once.

Our reference UML model (see Figure 1.1) is neither modular nor

redundancy-free: Domain concept car is represented by four separate model

elements, namely by object Car:CarCategory, and by classes CarCate-

gory,CarModel, and CarPhysicalEntity which are not tied together to a

self-contained part of the model. Concerning hierarchical modularization,

subclasses and instances of CarCategory, CarModel, and CarPhysicalEntity

cannot be regarded as self-contained part of the model. Furthermore, the

hierarchic relation between product and car is represented redundantly as

aggregation between Car:CarCategory and Products:ProductCatalog and as

generalizations between CarCategory and ProductCategory, between Car-

Model and ProductModel, and between CarPhysicalEntity and Product-

PhysicalEntity.

Query flexibility: A modeling solution supports query flexibility if it pro-

vides several pre-defined entry points for querying, such as class names or

qualified identifiers to refer to various sets of objects. In the context of

multi-level abstraction we check whether one may easily refer to the set of

objects at one abstraction level that belong to a certain domain concept. To

test this criterion, we query (1) all objects belonging to product-category

car at level product-model, (2) all objects belonging to product-category

car at level physical-entity, and (3) all objects belonging to level product-

physical-entity. In our reference UML model these entry points for queries

are available through the classes (1) CarModel, (2) CarPhysicalEntity, and

(3) ProductPhysicalEntity.
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Hetero-Homogeneous Level-Hierarchies: A modeling solution sup-

ports hetero-homogenous level-hierarchies if an additional abstraction level

can be introduced without the need to change existing model elements. To

evaluate this criterion, we will introduce an additional abstraction level car-

brand for product-category car between levels product-category and product-

model and describe one car-brand, namely Porsche 911. If this extension

can be made without affecting the existing model, i.e, definitions of other

product-categories, e.g., book, or generally of products, the modeling so-

lution is considered to support hetero-homogenous level-hierarchies. Con-

cerning our reference UML model the respective extension could be made

by introducing a class CarBrand together with introducing as component of

class CarCategory and as aggregate class of CarModel.

Multiple relationship-abstractions: A modeling technique supports

multiple relationship-abstractions if it does not only support modeling of

domain objects at multiple levels of abstraction, but equally supports multi-

level abstraction of relationships. For an in-depth discussion of the three

classical abstraction principles and their application to relationships we refer

to Chapter 2.

Relationship occurences at higher levels of abstraction (implicitly) play

roles of relationship classes and metaclasses. These relationship classes and

metaclasses (implicitly) specialize relationship classes and metaclasses that

are played by higher level relationships. We also refer to these (implicitly

given) relationship classes and metaclasses as class-facets and metaclass-

facets of a relationship.

For example, relationship occurrence producedBy between product cat-

egory Car and industrial sector Car manufacturer can be regarded (1) as

an instance of relationship class producedBy between product category and

industrial sector, (2) as a relationship class, having relationships between car

physical entities and car manufacturer factories as instances (this relationship

class specializes the class of relationships between product physical entities
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and factories), (3) as a relationship class, having relationships between car

models and car manufacturer enterprises as instances, (4) as a relationship

metaclass, having such relationship classes as instances.

Support for multiple relationship-abstraction can be further characterized

by:

(a) Provide for such (implicit) relationship classes and metaclasses and

their specializations ((Meta-)Classification of Relationships).

(b) Convenient mechanisms to refer to these (implicitly given) relation-

ship classes and metaclasses and to their extensions (Adressabil-

ity/Queryability).

(c) Mechanisms to specialize domain and range of relationship classes,

based on higher-level relationships, either by specialized classes (as

just described) or by explicit constraints (Specialization/Instantiation

of Domain and Range).

(d) If support for relationship abstraction is provided, we also evaluate

compactness (see above). We assume that a modeling solution is

impracticable, if information about relationships and its class- and

metaclass-facets needs to be represented redundantly (Compactness of

Relationship Abstraction).

The first partial solution (see Figure 1.2) explicitly represents class-

facets of relationships as associations. One relationship (for example pro-

ducedBy between Car and CarManufacturer) has to be represented redun-

dantly: (1) as link between object Car and object CarManufacturer (not

depicted), (2) as association producedBy2 between CarModel and CarMan-

ufacturerEnterprise, and (3) as association producedBy3 between CarPhys-

icalEntity and CarManufacturerFactory, together with specialization rela-

tionships. This solution is, thus, far from being (d) compact and, for that

reason, impracticable.
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The second partial solution (see Figure 1.3) employs OCL to express

extensional constraints that are imposed from a higher to a lower level of

abstraction of the producedBy relationship. This covers criterion (c) Special-

ization of Domain and Range. It does not provide (a) (Meta-)Classification

of Relationships. Thus, regarding criterion (b) addressability/queryability it

does also not provide for convenient mechanisms to refer to these (implicitly

given) relationship classes and to their extensions.

1.3 Research Approach

This thesis contributes to conceptual modeling, especially to the vision of

conceptually modeling in the large, as outlined in Section 1.1. Since the

realization of this vision is beyond the scope of one thesis, we focus on the

very core of the problem, namely multi-level modeling of entities and rela-

tionships, as exemplified in Section 1.2. The resulting formalism can serve as

the central building block of further work on realizing our vision. Further-

more, already the core approach on its own is powerful enough for several

interesting applications, such as modeling of domains where the borderline

between classes and individuals is not clear cut as well as hetero-homogeneous

hierarchies in data warehousing.

Our research follows the design-science research paradigm, like most of

the research in data and knowledge engineering. While natural science is

about how things are, design science is about how things ought to be [113,

Chapter 5: The Science of Design].

March and Smith [76] propose a research framework for design sciences in

IT research, which consists of two dimensions: research outputs and research

activities. Research outputs are four kind of artifacts: constructs, models,

methods, and instantiations. Constructs are the concepts which are used

to describe problems within a domain. Models are based on constructs and

describe how they are related to each other. Methods are algorithms or
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guidelines, based on constructs and models, that prescribe how certain tasks

are to be fulfilled. Instantiations are implementations of constructs, models,

and methods and show the feasibility of models and methods. Research

activities in design science are build and evaluate, where Build is the activity

of designing constructs, models, methods, and instantiations and Evaluate is

the activity of developing a set of criteria and of assessing the performance

or quality of artifacts against these criteria. Design science research typically

falls into one or more of the eight resulting quadrants of the cross-product of

research outputs and research activities.

We now apply this research framework to the domain of conceptual mod-

eling. Constructs of conceptual modeling are used to describe concepts within

subject domains, and models describe how conceptual modeling constructs

are related to each other and can be used in combination to represent con-

ceptualizations of subject domains, that is what is often referred to as meta-

models. Methods, in this context, are either guidelines how to use model-

ing constructs and models or operations that can be applied on conceptual

schemas. Instantiations in conceptual modeling are typically concerned with

(1) (graphical) modeling environments that facilitate conceptual modeling

based on specific constructs and models, (2) automating various tasks of

conceptual modeling such as consistency checking, and (3) transforming con-

ceptual schemas to logical schemas (implementations).

This thesis is concerned with building language constructs for multi-level

modeling (build-construct) and with defining how they are related (build-

model) and used for multi-level modeling. These language constructs are

m-objects and m-relationships. We evaluate these constructs and model to-

gether with related modeling techniques against a set of comparison criteria

(evaluate-construct, evaluate-model). Furthermore, we define operations for

manipulating and querying multi-level models (build-method), and imple-

ment a proof-of-concept prototype (build-instantiation).
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Hevner et al. [46] build on the above cited framework and provide more

detailed guidelines for information systems research. According to them,

design science research requires:

1. Design as an artifact: the output of design science is a purposeful

artifact (construct, model, method, or instantiation).

2. Problem relevance: the design artifact must provide a technical solution

to important problems in organizations.

3. Design evaluation: the design artifact must be evaluated, concerning

its utility and quality.

4. Research contributions: design science is innovative, it has to solve

unsolved problems or provide a better solutions to previously solved

problems. These contributions have to be made clear and verifiable.

5. Research rigor: design science has to rely on rigorous methods, often

in the form of mathematical formalism.

6. Design as a search process: design is an iterative process that can be

described as a generate/test cycle. (Parts of) design alternatives are

generated and tested until a viable solution is found.

7. Communication of Research: research output has to be presented to

different audiences (technical and managerial).

Table 1.1 shows how we applied these guidelines in our research.

1.4 Scope

In this thesis we are concerned about structural (conceptual) models at multi-

ple levels of abstraction. We concentrate on the core constructs of conceptual
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Research guidelines as applied in this thesis

Design as an artifact Research outputs of this thesis are artifacts: lan-
guage constructs, (meta)model, methods, and a
proof-of-concept-prototype [111]

Problem relevance Relevance of these artifacts is within realizing the
vision of conceptual modeling in the large, and,
on their own, in solving problems in data ware-
housing

Design evaluation M-objects and m-relationships are evaluated using
descriptive evaluation methods

Research contributions Contributions are manifold and outlined in Sec-
tion 1.6

Research rigor Designed constructs, model, and methods are de-
fined using mathematical formalisms such as set-
theory

Design as a search pro-
cess

Solution candidates where tested against a set of
criteria (see Section 1.2.3)

Communication of Re-
search

Key results where presented at international con-
ferences and workshops.[86, 87, 88]

Table 1.1: Research guidelines for design science [46] as applied for this thesis
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modeling, namely entities (individuals, objects) and relationships (links, as-

sociations, connectors) between them, as well as their abstraction at multiple

levels.

We do not discuss modeling of passive and active behavior. We believe,

however, that the provided multi-level modeling approach can also be ex-

tended and applied for modeling of passive behavior (methods, business pro-

cesses) and active behavior (trigger, business rules).

The provided approach is first and foremost a conceptual modeling ap-

proach. But it is also meant to be easily implementable as extension of

database management systems, object-oriented programming languages, and

modeling tools. The provided approach is therefore also influenced by the

goal to have good computational properties.

1.5 Solution Idea

The core of this thesis is dedicated to the structural and operational model

of the m-object and m-relationship approach, originally introduced in [86].

Multi-level objects (m-objects) andmulti-level relationships (m-relationships)

provide for the concretization of objects and relationships along multiple lev-

els of abstraction. The basic ideas of this approach, which builds on current

approaches (powertypes, deep instantiation, and materialization), are (i) to

encapsulate the different levels of abstraction that relate to a single domain

concept (e.g., the level descriptions, catalog, category, model, physicalEn-

tity that relate to the single domain concept, product catalog) into a single

m-object (see Product), and (ii) to integrate aspects of the different abstrac-

tion principles (aggregation, generalization, and classification) into a single

concretization hierarchy.

An m-object encapsulates and arranges abstraction levels in a linear order

from the most abstract to the most concrete one. Thereby, it describes itself
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and, for each level of the concretization hierarchy beneath itself, the common

properties of descendant objects. An m-object that concretizes another m-

object, its parent, inherits all levels except for the top-level of the parent.

It may also specialize the inherited levels or even introduce new levels. An

m-object specifies concrete values for the properties of the top-level. This

top-level has a special role in that it describes the m-object itself. All other

levels describe common properties of m-objects beneath itself.

Product
Category

Car
Brand

Product
Model

Product
Physical Entity

Car : category

- taxRate = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- mileage : Integer

Porsche911 : brand

- marketLaunch = 1964

<model>

<physicalEntity>

- porsche911club :boolean 

Porsche911CarreraS : 

model

- listPrice = 91.838

- maxSpeed = 293 km/h 

<physicalEntity> 

Porsche911GT3 : model

- listPrice = 108.083

- maxSpeed = 310 km/h

<physicalEntity> 

myPorsche911CarreraS : 

physicalEntity

- serialNr = ‚C333333'

- mileage = 100000

- porsche911club = true

HarryPotter4 : model

- listPrice = 11.50

- author = ‚J.K.Rowling’ 

<physicalEntity>

myCopyOfHarryPotter4 : 

physicalEntity

- serialNr = ‚A121212’ 

Book : category

- taxRate = 15 

<model>

- author : String 

<physicalEntity> 

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Figure 1.4: Product catalog modeled with m-objects
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Consider m-object Product of Figure 1.4, which consists of four levels

with one attribute each. Level category is the parent level of level model.

Attribute taxRate is associated with level category, has domain Integer and

does not define a value. The m-object resides at level catalog, which is its

top-level. The top-level defines attribute desc of domain String and specifies

value ‘Our Products’ for this attribute.

An m-object can concretize another m-object, whereby the latter is re-

ferred to as its parent. Such a concretization relationship combines aspects

of classification, generalization, and aggregation as follows:

∙ Classification – Instantiation: Each m-object can be regarded as in-

stance of its parent m-object. It must adopt all levels from its parent

except for the parent’s top-level, and it can specify values for its at-

tributes.

∙ Generalization – Specialization: The level descriptions of an m-object

correspond to subclasses of the corresponding levels of its parent. The

m-object can define new levels or add attributes to levels.

∙ Aggregation – Decomposition: The hierarchy between m-objects of dif-

ferent levels expresses the aggregation hierarchy. Thereby, an m-object

must not change the relative order of levels and attributes which it

inherits from its parent.

A concretization relationship between two m-objects does not reflect that

one m-object is an instance of, part of, and subclass of another m-object as a

whole. Rather, a concretization relationship between two m-objects, such as

Car and Product in Figure 1.4, is to be interpreted in a multi-faceted way.

Each m-object plays multiple roles with regard to the classical semantic ab-

straction hierarchies (also referred to as facets of an m-object). M-object Car

concretizes m-object Product in Figure 1.4. The concretization relationship

expresses classification: m-object Car is instance of level category of m-object

Product because level category, which is the first non-top-level of m-object
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Product, is its top-level. It also specifies a value for its attribute taxRate.

M-object Car specializes m-object Product by introducing a new level brand

and adding attribute maxSpeed to level model and attribute mileage to level

physical entity. Level model of m-object Car can be regarded as a subclass

of level model of m-object Product. Cars are further categorized into brands,

models and physical entities. These levels define the aggregation hierarchy.

M-relationships are analogous to m-objects in that they describe relation-

ships between m-objects at multiple levels of abstraction. M-relationships are

bi-directional. To facilitate references to objects involved in binary relation-

ships, we take, however, a (potentially) arbitrary directional perspective by

considering one object in the source role and the other object in the target

role of the relationship. Each m-relationship links a source m-object with a

target m-object. Additionally, it connects one or more pairs of levels of the

source and the target. These connections between source- and target-levels

constitute the abstraction levels of an m-relationship, its connection levels.

They define that m-objects at source-level are related with m-objects at

target-level. We point out that the generic roles source and target, which we

introduced here for simplicity, may be easily replaced by relationship-specific

role names.

To represent that car models have a designer, one may introduce m-

relationship designedBy between source m-object Car and target m-object

Person (see Figure 1.5). More precisely, it links source-level model of m-

object Car to target-level individual of m-object Person. While relationship

designedBy only links one source-level with one target-level, relationship

producedBy between Product and Company specifies multiple connection-

levels. The relationship expresses that product categories are produced by

industrial sectors, that product models are produced by enterprises, and that

physical entities are produced by factories.

Like m-objects, m-relationships can be concretized. Concretizing an m-

relationship means to substitute its source or its target for a direct or indirect
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Product : catalog

<category>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Porsche911CarreraS : 

model

<physicalEntity>

myPorsche911CarreraS :

physicalEntity

Company : all

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

<factory>

CarManufacturer : 

industrialSector

<enterprise>

<factory>

PorscheLtd : enterprise

<factory>

PorscheZuffenhausen :

factory

producedBy

producedBy

producedBy

producedBy

Car : category

<brand>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Porsche911 : brand

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Person : all

<individual>

MrBlack : individual

designedBy

designedBy

Figure 1.5: Product catalog modeled with m-objects and their m-
relationships [86]

concretization. The concretizes-relationship between two m-relationships ex-

presses instantiation and/or specialization.

Consider m-relationship designedBy between m-objects Car and Per-

son in Figure 1.5. M-relationship designedBy between m-objects

Porsche911CarreraS and Mr.Black concretizes the former m-relationship. In

this case, the concretization solely represents an instantiation, i.e. no further

concretization is possible. Now look at m-relationship producedBy between

m-objects Product and Company. M-relationship producedBy between Car

and CarManufacturer concretizes the former m-relationship, expressing that

cars can only be produced by car manufacturers. This concretization further

defines that each car model must be produced by enterprises that belong to

the car manufacturer sector. Similarly, each physical entity of cars must be

produced by a factory of the car manufacturer sector.

Dependent on the levels which an m-relationship connects, it can play

various roles:
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∙ Relationship occurrence: Each m-relationship links the top-level of its

source m-object with the top-level of its target m-object and can be

regarded as a relationship occurrence between these m-objects.

∙ Relationship class: An m-relationship that links a non-top-level of the

source m-object with a non-top-level of the target m-object can be re-

garded as a relationship class. It defines that m-objects at the source-

level may or must – depending on whether the relationship is optional

or mandatory, a distinction which we do not discuss in this thesis – have

a relationship with m-objects at the target-level, which are concretiza-

tions of the target m-object. An m-relationship that links n pairs of

non-top-levels, with n ≥ 2, can further be seen as a metan−1 relation-

ship class because these links constrain how this relationship has to be

further concretized.

In Figure 1.5, the m-relationship designedBy between source m-object

Car and target m-object Person can be regarded as a relationship occur-

rence between these two m-objects and as a relationship class, defining that

each car model may or must (see above) have a relationship with an in-

dividual person. In our example, such a relationship exists between the

car model Porsche911CarreraS and the individual person Mr.Black. This

relationship represents a relationship occurrence. Similarly, m-relationship

producedBy between Product and Company can be regarded as a relation-

ship occurrence and as multiple relationship classes, namely at connection-

levels (category, industrialSector), (model, enterprise), and (physicalEntity,

factory). M-relationship producedBy between m-objects Car and CarManu-

facturer is a relationship occurence and as such a member of the extension of

m-relationship producedBy at connection-level (category, industrialSector).

It further refines relationship classes at connection-levels (model, enterprise)

and (physicalEntity, factory), by constraining producers of Car models to en-

terprises of industrial sector CarManufacturer and by constraining producers

of Car physical entities to factories of industrial sector CarManufacturer.
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1.6 Contributions and Limitations

In this section we outline the contributions and limitations of the m-

object/m-relationship approach. A more detailed evaluation is provided in

Section 9 which concludes the thesis.

To the fields of conceptual modeling, data engineering, and software en-

gineering we contribute a multi-level modeling technique with a formally

defined structural and operational model. Its novel features are especially

∙ heterogeneous level hierarchies

∙ multi-level modeling of relationships (parallel to our research, Atkinson

et al. [42, 6] also identified the problem and discuss a somehow similar,

yet less powerful and less versatile approach)

∙ a solution to the problem of ‘strict-metamodeling vs. loose-

metamodeling’[8, 65, 2, 29], by providing an abstraction relationship

that combines classification and generalization, but without blurring

them.

We apply m-objects and m-relationships in the realm of data warehousing.

For this purpose, we extend the basic m-object/m-relationship approach with

multiple concretization and n-ary m-relationships described by measures. In

this way, we contribute to data warehousing as follows:

∙ We provide a solution to the problem of heterogeneous dimension hi-

erarchies

∙ We provide an approach to work with heterogeneous base facts

∙ We provide a proof-of-concept-prototype as extension package for Or-

acle DB. This package was implemented under our supervision as part

of a master’s thesis.
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To ontology engineering within the semantic web, we contribute a map-

ping from m-objects/m-relationships to the decideable fragment of the web

ontology language OWL. We thus provide a more powerful alternative to

punning, which is the standard way to ontological metamodeling in OWL.

Since the m-object/m-relationship approach, as presented in this thesis,

is only the first step towards realizing our vision of conceptual modeling in

the large, there are a couple of limitations. Most notably, this basic ap-

proach does not consider orthogonal abstraction hierarchies, i.e., we do not

discuss generalization, classification, and aggregation orthogonal to our con-

cretization hierarchies. We also neglect cardinality constraints and other

custom integrity constraints which are necessary to unleash the full expres-

sivity of m-objects and m-relationships. Besides, we discuss m-objects and

m-relationships only as a structuring mechanism and do not consider their

real-world semantics, that is, m-objects and m-relationships are, like object-

orientation in general, at the epistemological level and not at the ontological

level (see [37] for this distinction).

The outlook provided in Chapter 9 sketches how these limitations can be

overcome without changing the basic m-object/m-relationship approach and

thus how m-objects and m-relationships are at the very core of the realization

of our vision of conceptual modeling in the large.

1.7 Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 – Abstraction Principles clarifies our use of basic notions of

conceptual modeling and reviews classical and more recent work on the basic

abstraction principles, classification, generalization, and aggregation. It also

discusses our general idea of abstraction hierarchies.
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Chapter 3 – Comparison of Multi-Level Modeling Techniques evaluates

multi-level modeling techniques, potency-based deep instantiation, materi-

alization, and powertypes, with regard to comparison criteria introduced

above.

Chapter 4 – M-Objects and M-Relationships introduces m-objects and

binary m-relationships as well as their organization in concretization hier-

archies. It provides set theoretic definitions of their basic structure and of

global consistency criteria.

Chapter 5 – Creating and Manipulating Multi-Level Models gives formal

definitions, in terms of pre- and postconditions, of operations for defining and

manipulating multi-level models based on m-objects and m-relationships.

Chapter 6 – Querying Multi-Level Models provides a query algebra for

m-objects and m-relationships. It also discusses query support for the task

of top-down multi-level modeling.

Chapter 7 – Multi-Level Modeling and OWL shows how m-objects and

m-relationships can be mapped to the de-facto standard for web ontologies.

Chapter 8 – Hetero-Homogeneous Hierarchies in Data Warehouses ex-

tends the basic m-object/m-relationship approach for its application in data

warehouses to allow for concretization in dimension hierarchies and cubes.

Hierarchies of m-objects serve as hetero-homogeneous dimension hierarchies,

and hierarchies of n-ary m-relationships serve as multi-level cubes.

Chapter 9 – Summary and Outlook summarizes and evaluates the m-

object/m-relationship approach and gives an overview of future work, espe-

cially discussing how m-objects and m-relationships are the first step towards

realizing our vision of conceptual modeling in the large.
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In this section we will first clarify how we use some basic notions of con-

ceptual modeling, especially discussing the notion of abstraction hierarchy.

Subsequently we will discuss the classical abstraction principles, classifica-

tion, generalization, and aggregation in (conceptual) modeling and exem-

plify them with regard to our sample problem, followed by a short discussion

of the notion of metaclassification. We will complement our discussion of

abstraction in conceptual modeling by a short review of related work.

Note that the informal definitions of basic notions provided in this chap-

ter are not meant to be valid for conceptual modeling in general. Our goal

31
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is rather to provide the conceptual framework for the discussion of model-

ing with m-objects and m-relationships. Since we assume that most of this

chapter is common knowledge, we refrain from giving extensive bibliographic

references. We will back up some of our basic assumptions by referring to

Guizzardi’s work on ontological foundations for structural conceptual mod-

els. Further references to related literature can be found in the related work

section.

The discussion of basic notions and abstraction principles in this section

is quite general, the relation to modeling hetero-homogeneous abstraction

hierarchies will be mainly provided by the given examples. In order to visu-

alize the given examples we use a simple graphical notation, which is loosely

based on entity/relationship-diagrams [20] and on UML class diagrams [47].

We will explain this notation together with the examples.

2.1 Basic Notions

Modeling, in general, results in models. Following Stachowiak [117] as cited

in [64], a model is based on an original, reflects a selection of the original’s

properties and is usable in place of the original with respect to some purpose.

We also say a model represents an original. A model consists of elements and

each element of the model (model element) represents one or more elements

or properties of the original. Guizzardi [39] distinguishes between model

and model specification, where a model only exists in the mind of one or

more users and a model specification is a representation of such a model and

captured in some concrete artifact. Most of the time we do not make this

distinction between model and model specification, but rather use the notion

of model in the sense of a model specification. Note that we do not use the

notion of model as, for example, in relational data model, where it is rather

used to refer to the set of constructs of a data modeling language. We also

do not use the notion of model in its mathematical, model-theoretic sense.
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A structural model is a model that represents the static structure of an

original, disregarding its behavior. Such a structural model consists of two

types of elements, namely of objects and of relationships between them. Ob-

jects connected by a relationship play different roles in that relationship.

Elements in a structural model are further described by attribute values.

Relationships are sometimes also referred to as links or connectors.

An abstraction combines a (possibly empty or singleton) set of elements

(of the domain or of the model) by omitting some details. We especially con-

sider the three classical abstraction principles, classification, generalization,

and aggregation, as described below. We also use the notion of concept to re-

fer to something that is an abstraction of something more concrete (entities,

relationships, more concrete concepts).

In conceptual modeling the to-be represented original is a domain of inter-

est as we perceive it, typically some part of the world. Following Chen [20]

and many others, we make the ontological assumption that the world, or

another domain of interest, as we perceive it, consists of entities and of rela-

tionships between them. Further information about entities and relationships

can be obtained by observation or measurement. Each entity connected by

a relationship plays a specific role in this relationship.

A structural model of a domain is a structural model that represents such

a domain of interest, as we perceive it. Each element of a structural model of

a domain represents an entity of that domain, a relationship of that domain,

or an abstraction of entities or relationships. Further information about

entities, relationships, and their abstractions are represented by attribute

values.

The semantics (meaning) of a model is given by the represented original

(semantic domain) and a mapping from model elements to elements of the

represented original (semantic mapping) [43]. We use the notion of real-world

semantics if we want to emphasize that the represented original is a part of

the world, as we perceive it.
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A hierarchy is a partially-ordered set of elements. The elements directly

above an element are called its parents, the elements directly below an ele-

ment are called its children. The order of elements in a hierarchy is given

by a hierarchy relation, consisting of hierarchy-relationships which are pairs

of child and parent elements. The elements directly or indirectly above an

element are called its ancestors, the elements directly or indirectly below an

element are called its descendants. An element without parent is called root.

The sub-hierarchy of a given element in a hierarchy consists of this element

and all its descendants, together with their order.

We distinguish between different kinds of hierarchies: A total order or list

of elements is a hierarchy where for any two elements one of these elements is

either descendant or ancestor of the other. A tree is a hierarchy with a single

root, where each element has at most one parent. A forest is a set of trees.

A lattice is a hierarchy where for any two elements (1) there is an element

that is an ancestor of these two elements or where one of the two elements is

an ancestor of the other, and (2) there is an element that is a descendant of

these two elements or where one of the two elements is a descendant of the

other.

Hierarchies may be structured by levels. Informally, the level an element

belongs to is its vertical position in the hierarchy. The set of levels in a

hierarchy is again a hierarchy. Very often, the set of levels in a hierarchy is

a total order.

An abstraction hierarchy is a (part of a) structural model that arranges its

elements in a hierarchy. An element in such a hierarchy is an abstraction of its

children. A transitive abstraction hierarchy is a hierarchy where each element

can be regarded as abstraction of all its descendants. An anti-transitive

abstraction hierarchy is an abstraction hierarchy where each element is only

an abstraction of its children, but not of descendants of its children. An

abstraction level is a level in an abstraction hierarchy. The schema of an

abstraction level defines the common structure of elements at this level. The
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schema of an abstraction hierarchy defines the order of its abstraction levels

as well as abstraction level schemas, one for each abstraction level.

A hetero-homogeneous abstraction hierarchy is a transitive abstraction hi-

erarchy in which each element may specialize the schema of its sub-hierarchy.

Specialization of a schema of an abstraction hierarchy refers to introducing

additional abstraction levels and to specializing schemas of abstraction levels.

Our notion of multi-level modeling refers to constructing such hetero-

homogeneous abstraction hierarchies with multiple levels. A multi-level

model (m-model) is a model with elements arranged in such hierarchies.

If we want to emphasize that an abstraction hierarchy is modeled top-

down, that is from abstract to concrete, we write concretization hierarchy.

The children of an element represent concretizations of this element or con-

cretizations of what this element represents. Analogous concretization prin-

ciples to classification, generalization, and aggregation are instantiation, spe-

cialization, and decomposition, respectively.

2.2 Classification and Instantiation

Classification is an abstraction principle according to which a set of similar

elements (instances) is combined into one element (class) defining the struc-

ture of its instances (see [33]). Instantiation is a concretization principle

according to which a new instance of a class is created using the structure

defined in a class as a template. Instances are often also referred to as indi-

viduals or objects. Classes are often also referred to as universals.

We assume, that every class (implicitly) provides a principle of iden-

tity [39]. This is the premise for its instances being countable and identifi-

able. For example, class Person has another principle of identity than class

Organization. If an individual is instance of more than one class, than these

classes must carry the same principle of identity. We do not consider terms
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such as Red or Driveable as classes, since they only provide attribution [39]

and do not carry a principle of identity. We further assume that role types,

such as Student, carry a (dependent) principle of identity and can be repre-

sented as classes. For a brief discussion of these basic assumptions we refer

to the paragraphs on ontological foundations of conceptual modeling and on

Role/Player in Section 2.6.

A conceptual schema is a structural model of a domain that consists of

object classes and relationship classes. We also say such models are on the

schema level. Models that consist of individual elements which represent

single entities and single relationships are on the instance level. A model on

the schema level is also sometimes referred to as type model. A model on the

instance level is also referred to as token model (see [64]).

A class represents first the common structure – in terms of attributes –

of its instances (often referred to as intension or type) and second the set of

its instances (often referred to as extension or members of a class). A class

with exactly one instance is referred to as singleton class.

We often distinguish between classification of relationships and classifi-

cation of objects. The former connects a relationship instance with a rela-

tionship class. The latter connects an object with an object class. In the

Entity-Relationship Model (ERM) [20, 115] object classes are referred to as

entity sets (or entity types) and relationship classes are referred to as re-

lationship sets (or relationship types). In the Unified Modeling Language

(UML) [16, 99, 96] relationship instances are called links and relationship

classes are called associations.

The structure of an element in a model is given by its set of attributes

(sometimes also referred to as slots [90]). We also use the notion of own-type

to refer to the structure of an element. Each attribute is associated with a

value set (or a data type). An instantiated attribute is additionally associated

with a value from its value set. Multi-valued attributes may be associated

with more than one value. A class defines attributes that are shared by all
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its instances. These attributes are the class’s member-attributes (sometimes

also referred to as template-slots [90]) and constitute the class’s member-

type. An object’s own-attributes resemble the member-attributes of its class.

Each instance may (or must) instantiate its own-attributes. A class may

instantiate its member-attributes. In this case we distinguish between shared

values and default values, a shared value is valid for all instances of the class,

a default value is only valid for instances that do not define another value

for the respective attribute.

Classification provides for inheritance from class to instance. Member-

attribute definitions, including associated value sets and, if defined, shared

or default values are propagated from the class’s set of member-attributes

to the set of own-attributes of its instances. This relieves the modeler of

redundant structure definitions. Default attribute values can be overwritten,

that is, they can be replaced by another value.

Example 2.1 (Classification). Consider our sample problem (see Exam-

ple 1.1). We perceive our domain of interest (which are products sold by an

imaginary company) as consisting of elements at different levels of abstrac-

tion, physical entities, product models, and product categories. Using tradi-

tional modeling techniques, the set of product categories can be represented

as class ProductCategory with instances Car and Book, that is, {Car,Book}
is the extension of class ProductCategory. In our example, product cat-

egories are only described by the tax rate associated with them. This is

represented by member-attribute taxRate of class ProductCategory, which

is instantiated at Car and Book. This example is depicted in Figure 2.1 using

a simplified graphical notation: classes and objects are depicted as rectan-

gles. Attributes of classes and of objects are depicted within these rectangles

and, in order to distinguish between member-attributes and own-attributes,

member-attributes are depicted below a horizontal line. A classification is

depicted as dashed arrow from instance to class.

Note that we do not make a strong distinction between concrete domain

entities, such as a physical entity of Car, and abstract domain entities, such
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Class

Instance

ProductCategory

- taxRate : Integer

Car

- taxRate = 20

Book

- taxRate = 20

Figure 2.1: Classification

CarPhysicalEntity

- serialNr : String

- mileage : Integer

myPorsche911CarreraS

- serialNr = 'C333333'

- mileage = 100000

CarBrand

- marketLaunch : Year

Porsche911

- marketLaunch = 1964

CarModel

- listPrice : Integer

- maxSpeed : Integer

Porsche911CarreraS

- listPrice = 91838

- maxSpeed = 293

Porsche911GT3

- listPrice = 108083

- maxSpeed = 310

Figure 2.2: Class facets of product category Car

as Car. Concrete domain entities as well as abstract domain entities are

first represented as objects that reside on the instance level (but having

different principles of identity). Abstract domain entities, such as Car, may

additionally play multiple class roles, such as car model or car physical entity.

We also refer to these (implicit) classes as class facets on an individual.

Example 2.2 (Class Facets). Consider again our sample problem (see Exam-

ple 1.1). We perceive abstract entities, like product category Car, as entities

in their own right, having different class facets, like car brand, car model,

and car physical entity. Using traditional modeling techniques these differ-

ent facets can be represented by classes. In Figure 2.2, the different class

facets of product category Car are represented by classes CarBrand, Car-

Model, and CarPhysicalEntity having {Porsche911}, {Porsche911CarreraS,
Porsche911GT3}, and {myPorsche911CarreraS}, respectively, as their exten-
sions.
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ProductCategory

Car

IndustrialSector

CarManufacturer

producedBy

Figure 2.3: Classification of Relationships

The structure of a relationship is additionally defined by the roles played

by the connected objects. These roles are typically defined by a relationship

class. Roles may have names or be simply identified by the order of connected

objects. Each role is associated with an object class. When instantiating a

relationship class, the resulting relationship instance associates each role with

an instance of the role’s object class.

Example 2.3 (Classification of Relationships). Consider again our sample

problem (see Example 1.1). We are now interested in the producers of our

products. When focusing on product categories we are interested in the in-

dustrial sectors in which the respective products are produced. This class of

associations between product categories and industrial sectors can be repre-

sented by a relationship class, labelled producedBy, between object classes

ProductCategory and IndustrialSector (see Figure 2.3). We do not explicitly

model its roles, product and producer, but rather assume two generic roles

source and target (not depicted). The relationship instance producedBy be-

tween objects Car and CarManufacturer is one of its instances. In order to

be a valid relationship instance, the objects associated with its source role

and its target role, Car and CarManufacturer, respectively, need to be in-

stances of the object types associated with these roles, ProductCategory and

IndustrialSector, respectively, which is given. In our simple graphical nota-

tion, relationships and relationship classes are depicted as labelled diamonds,

where labels may be omitted for more compact representation.

When modeling relationships we do not distinguish between concrete and

abstract relationships. We rather assume that relationships have different
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CarModel

Porsche911CarreraS

CarManufacturerEnterprise

PorscheLtd

producedBy

Porsche911GT3

CarPhysicalEntity

myPorsche911CarreraS

CarManufacturerFactory

PorscheZuffenhausen

producedBy

Figure 2.4: Relationship class facets of relationship producedBy between Car
and CarManufacturer

facets, including relationship class facets. Using traditional modeling tech-

niques, these relationship class facets may be again represented as relation-

ship classes.

Example 2.4 (Relationship Class Facets). Consider relationship pro-

ducedBy between product category Car and industrial sector CarManufac-

turer which we introduced in Example 2.4. When looking at this relation-

ship at more detail we may be interested in the connections between specific

car models and their producing enterprises as well as in the factories that

produce specific car physical entities. In Figure 2.4 these relationship class

facets are modeled as relationship class between object classes CarModel and

CarManufacturerEnterprise, and as relationship class between object classes

CarPhysicalEntity and CarManufacturerFactory, respectively.

2.3 Generalization and Specialization

Generalization is an abstraction principle that allows to combine a set of

more specific classes (subclasses) to a more generic class (superclass). A
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generalization-relationship, also referred to as isA or subclassOf, connects a

subclass (child) with its superclass (parent). By applying generalization re-

peatedly, classes are organized in generalization hierarchies. If we want to

emphasize top-down modeling of generalization hierarchies, we write special-

ization, which is the inverse to generalization.

Generalization is transitive, that is, all ancestors of a class in a generaliza-

tion hierarchy are superclasses of this class. Thus, a generalization hierarchy

is a transitive abstraction hierarchy. A class is direct superclass of another

class if it is its parent in a generalization hierarchy. A class is indirect super-

class of another class if it is its ancestor in a generalization hierarchy but not

its direct superclass. Single generalization means that each class in a gen-

eralization hierarchy has at most one parent. Multiple generalization means

that one class may have more than one direct superclass.

An instance of a class is also instance of this class’s superclasses. An

object is a direct instance of a class if it is not an instance of any of this class’s

subclasses. An object is indirect instance of a class if it is an instance of that

class but not a direct instance of that class. We talk of single classification

if each object is direct instance of at most one class and we talk of multiple

classification if an object may be direct instance of more than one class.

A class and its superclass must share their principle of identity. We as-

sume that classes having the same principle of identity are arranged in a

single generalization hierarchy with a single root class. Root classes cannot

be further generalized. Our abstraction levels (such as physical entity, prod-

uct category, and product model) are such root classes. Each individual is

(indirect) instance of exactly one such root class. A short discussion of these

basic assumptions is provided in the paragraph on ontological foundations of

conceptual modeling in Section 2.6.

Since each class has two facets, namely intension and extension, also gen-

eralization has an intensional as well as an extensional aspect. Intensionally,

concerning the structure definitions in terms of member-attributes, a sub-
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CarModel

- maxSpeed : Integer

Porsche911CarreraS

- listPrice = 91838

- maxSpeed = 293

ProductModel

- listPrice : Float

Porsche911Model
(Brand)

Category

Porsche911GT3

- listPrice = 108083

- maxSpeed = 310

BookTitle

- author : String

HarryPotter4

- listPrice = 11.50

- author = 'J.K.Rowling'

Model

Figure 2.5: Generalization

class may introduce additional member-attributes and may refine existing

member-attributes. Extensionally, the set of instances of a subclass is a

subset of the set of instances of its superclass.

Generalization provides for inheritance from superclass to subclass.

Member-attributes of a class are also member-attributes of its subclasses.

A generalization schema defines the structure of a generalization hierar-

chy. This is typically not explicitly modeled. Such a generalization schema

divides the set of subclasses of a class into subsets at different levels (tax-

onomic ranks) or partitions. Such partitions of or levels of generalization

hierarchies can be regarded as metaclasses, having classes as instances (see

next section). Powertypes, which we will discuss in detail in Chapter 3, are

one, however restricted, way to define such partitions. Well-known examples

of taxonomies with explicitly modeled levels are biological taxonomies (see

[77, 110]), where classes (also referred to as taxa, for example Canis and

Mammal) are assigned to taxonomic ranks (for example Genus and Class,

respectively).

Example 2.5 (Generalization). Consider our sample product catalog (see

Example 1.1) consisting of elements at different levels of abstraction: physical

entities, product models, and product categories, and elements at some addi-
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tional levels, such as brand, which exist only in certain sub hierarchies. One

facet of this abstraction hierarchy is the set of elements at level model and

their common structure, where this structure may differ between product cat-

egories. When focusing on this aspect of the product hierarchy, we consider

abstraction level product model as instance level and are interested in classes

of product models at higher levels of abstraction. Figure 2.5 depicts this gen-

eralization hierarchy of product model classes and their instances. The set

of all product models is represented by class ProductModel (see Figure 2.5),

it has as extension the set of product models in our product catalog and de-

fines their common structure in terms of member-attribute listPrice. At ab-

straction level (taxonomic rank) category, class ProductModel is specialized

to classes BookTitle (representing the class facet for level model of category

Book) and CarModel (representing the class facet for level model of category

Car). Since all book titles have an author, class BookTitle adds attribute

author to its set of member-attributes. Since all car models are described

in terms of their maximum speed it adds attribute maxSpeed to its set of

member-attributes. The Car sub-hierarchy has an additional taxonomic rank

Brand. At this level class Porsche911model (representing the class facet for

level model of brand Porsche911) does not add further structure definitions.

HarryPotter4 is a direct instance of BookTitle and thus an indirect instance

of ProductModel, and instantiates the inherited attributes. Porsche911Model

has two direct instances, namely Porsche911CarreraS and Porsche911GT3

which are indirect instances of CarModel and ProductModel.

Similarly, relationship classes can be generalized to more generic relation-

ship classes. A relationship superclass connects the same classes or super-

classes of the classes that are connected by the relationship-subclass. The

extension (set of relationship instances) of a relationship class is a subset of

the extension of its superclass’s extension. Its intension, in terms of object

classes assigned to its roles, is a refinement of its superclasses’ intension.

Example 2.6 (Generalization of Relationships). Consider again a fragment

of our sample problem (see Example 1.1), namely producedBy relationships

that connect physical entities with factories. When focusing on this aspect of
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ProductModel

Porsche911CarreraS

Enterprise

PorscheLtd

producedBy

CarModel CarManufacturer-

Enterprise

Figure 2.6: Generalization of Relationship Classes

produced by relationships we consider relationships that connect physical en-

tities with factories as relationship instances and their abstraction at higher

levels as relationship classes. The relationship class producedBy between

ProductModel and Enterprise (ProductModel is the object type associated

with role source and Enterprise is the object type associated with role tar-

get) has as extension all producedBy relationships between product models

and enterprises, such as between product model Porsche911CarreraS and fac-

tory PorscheLtd. This relationship class can be specialized to a producedBy

relationship class between CarModel and CarManufacturerEnterprise.

2.4 Aggregation and Decomposition

Aggregation is an abstraction principle that allows to combine a set of parts

to a whole. Aggregation is often also discussed under different names such

as part/whole, weak entity, composition, or meronymic relation. On the

instance-level, partOf relates an object (part, component object) to another

object (whole, composite object) of which it is, in some regard, a part. On

the schema-level, partOf relates an object class (component class) to another

object class (composite class) where instances of the part class are part of

instances of the whole class. We also use the notion of aggregation schema

to refer to a hierarchy of component and composite classes.
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The precise meaning of aggregation in conceptual modeling is subject to

a still ongoing discussion (see Section 2.6). In this thesis we use the no-

tion of aggregation in a very generic form with regard to the different kinds

of parthood, such as for example component/functional complex or mem-

ber/collection. Note that the relationship between an instance and its class’s

extension can also be regarded as a kind of member/collection relationship.

We employ a precise formal meaning by using the notion of aggregation syn-

onymously with a transitive, antisymmetric, and irreflexive relation having

the following further properties:

∙ Functional dependency: A partOf relationship between a component

class and a composite class means that each instance of the component

class is part of exactly one instance of the composite class.

∙ Existential dependency: A partOf relationship between a component

object and a composite object means that the component object cannot

exist without its composite object. That is, we only consider inseparable

parts (as defined by Guizzardi [39]).

∙ A whole is more than its parts: That is we do not employ an Extensional

Mereology, where a whole is considered as being equal to the set of its

parts.

∙ Aggregation preserves context: As Guizzardi [39] states: “. . . contexts

demarcate the scopes in which transitivity can be guaranteed to hold”.

Since we assume transitivity of aggregation, we assume that every el-

ement in an aggregation hierarchy shares a context with each of its

descendants.

Concerning context in aggregation hierarchies we assume that when some-

thing is modeled as part of a whole then it has to be interpreted in at least

one context of the whole (we assume that model elements can have more

than one context). To illustrate this point, consider class Person modeled as

part of Organization. This seems obviously wrong since a person can be part
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of multiple organizations and since the lifespan of a person is not restricted

by its membership to an organization. However, assuming that the modeler

is a sensible person, this partOf relationship helps us to understand what

the modeler actually wanted to represent by class Person, namely persons in

the context of an organization, that is in their roles as members of specific

organizations. While such a person role is existentially dependent on the or-

ganization it belongs to, the person that plays this role is not. A role, in this

sense, refers to a facet of an individual that is of interest only in a specific

context (see Section 2.6 for interesting literature on roles).

We further assume that every aggregation hierarchy has a single root

element. This root element provides a context that is shared by all its direct

and indirect parts and thus transitivity holds. Consider, for example, the

city of Linz is part of Austria and Austria is part of the European Union.

While we cannot say, in general (i.e., in every context), that Linz is part of

the European Union. If we assume Geographic Location and Year 2010 as

the context of the hierarchy, then it is obvious that Linz is also part of the

European Union.

Example 2.7 (Aggregation). Consider again our sample company with its

three-level product hierarchy (see Example 1.1) consisting of product de-

scriptions at least at three levels of abstraction, namely at levels category,

model, and physical entity, where each product phyiscal entity belongs to

one product model and each product model belongs to one product cate-

gory. To represent this abstraction hierarchy we use aggregation as defined

above and model class ProductPhysicalEntity as component class of compos-

ite class ProductModel, and ProductModel as component class of composite

class ProductCategory (see left part of Figure 2.7). Our simplified graphical

notation denotes aggregation relationships (as defined above, not in the UML

sense of weak aggregation) by an edge with a diamond at the end

Note that our notion of aggregation does not exclude component classes

from having multiple composite classes. In this case, each instance (com-

ponent object) of the component class has to be part of multiple composite
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Class Instance

ProductModel

- listPrice : Integer

myPorsche911CarreraS

- serialNr = 'C333333'

ProductCategory

- taxRate : Integer

ProductPhysicalEntity

- serialNr : String

Porsche911CarreraS

- listPrice = 91838

Car

- taxRate = 20

Figure 2.7: Product hierarchy modeled as aggregation hierarchy

objects. With regard to a specific composite class, each component object ex-

clusively belongs to one composite object. This form of exclusive part-whole

relation is also promoted by Guizzardi [39].

Aggregation can be applied, with the same properties, to relationship

instances and relationship classes. A relationship may be part of another

relationship or be part of an object. This means that the component re-

lationship is existentially dependent on the composite relationship or the

composite object, respectively. A relationship class may be a component of

another relationship class or an object class, meaning that each of its rela-

tionship instances is part of an instance of the component relationship class

or of an instance of the component object class, respectively. This typically

gives rise to the need of local referential integrity, as discussed by Kappel

and Schrefl [60]. In this thesis we discuss an extended form of aggregation

between component relationships and their composite relationships. In the

case of aggregation between relationships it must hold – in addition to the

dependencies implied by a partOf relationship between objects – that the

two relationships have the same roles and that for each role the associated

object of the component relationship is a component of the object associated

with that role at the composite relationship.

Example 2.8 (Aggregation of Relationships). Consider again our sample

problem (see Example 1.1). We are interested in the producers of our prod-
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ProductCategory IndustrialSectorproducedBy

ProductModel Enterprise

ProductPhysicalEntity Factory

Figure 2.8: Aggregation of Relationships

ucts at different levels of abstraction. We have producedBy relationships

between product physical entities and factories, each of these relationships

has to be part of exactly one producedBy relationship which connects a prod-

uct model, of which the physical entity is part of, with an enterprise of which

the factory is part of. The same dependencies hold to the next higher level of

abstraction where producedBy relationships connect product categories with

industrial sectors. This can be modeled by aggregation between relationship

classes as just described. Relationship class producedBy between Product-

Category and IndustrialSector has relationship class producedBy between

ProductModel and Enterprise as component which in turn has relationship

class producedBy between ProductPhysicalEntity and Factory as compo-

nent.

2.5 Meta-Classification

Classification can not only be applied to objects and relationships but also to

object classes and relationship classes and results in object metaclasses and

in relationship metaclasses, respectively. Models that consist of metaclasses

and relationship metaclasses are referred to as metamodels. Classification is

antitransitive, that is, an object (at the instance level) is never instance of

a metaclass (this is one of the properties of strict metamodeling [8]). When
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modeling with multiple classification levels, these levels are typically prede-

fined as instance-level, class-level (schema-level), and metaclass-level (meta-

model, metaschema). The instances of metaclass are its member classes.

Remember that each class has two aspects, namely its set of instances

(extension) and the definition of the common structure of its instances (type,

intension). Also consider that —when modeling with metaclasses— a class

is also often regarded as an object on its own, having own-attributes that

describe the class itself and not its instances. Thus, the notion of metaclass

has various aspects, which are outlined in the following:

∙ A metaclass as an object describes itself by its own-attributes.

∙ The extension of a metaclass is the set of its member classes.

∙ Themeta-extension of a metaclass is the set of extensions of its member

classes and, thus, a set of sets of individuals.

∙ The set of member-members of a metaclass are given by the union of

the sets in its meta-extension.

∙ The member-type of a metaclass defines the common structure of its

member classes in terms of member-attributes, which are, in turn, in-

stantiated by own-attributes of its member classes.

∙ The member-member-type of a metaclass defines the common structure

of its member-members, in terms of member-member-attributes, .

∙ The member-metatype of a metaclass defines the structure of the struc-

ture definitions (types) of its member classes, typically in terms of avail-

able language constructs and in terms of constraints on the permissible

use of these language constructs. Note that the member-metatype in-

directly also influences the structure of its member-members.

Approaches to modeling and programming with metaclasses emphasize

one or more of these different aspects. In this thesis we are mainly concerned
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with the extensional aspects of metaclasses. In comparison with modeling

without metaclasses, considering extensional aspects of metaclasses provides

for more expressiveness regarding query and constraint formulation.

Class

Object

Metaclass
PhysicalEntityClass

AtCarModel

Porsche911CarrerraS

PhysicalEntity

myPorsche911CarreraS

Porsche911GT3

PhysicalEntity

Figure 2.9: Meta-Classification

Example 2.9 (Meta-Classification). Consider again our sample prod-

uct catalog (see Example 1.1). Product category Car has two prod-

uct models, namely Porsche911CarreraS and Porsche911GT3. They

have class-facets which have as extension the set of physical entities of

Porsche911CarreraS and of Porsche911GT3, respectively. These class-facets

may be explicitly represented by classes Porsche911CarreraSPhysicalEntity

and Porsche911GT3PhysicalEntity. These two class-facets of descendant ele-

ments of Car which have physical entities as their instances and which belong

to car models may now be classified to a metaclass-facet of product category

Car. This metaclass-facet may be explicitly represented by metaclass Phys-

icalEntityClassAtCarModel. (see Figure 2.9)

Analogously to object classes and metaclasses, relationship classes may

be further classified to relationship metaclasses. When classifying a relation-

ship class, the resulting relationship metaclass associates with each role a

metaclass of the object class which is associated with this role. And vice

versa, when instantiating a relationship metaclass, the resulting relationship

class associates with each role a member class of the metaclass associated

with this role.
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PhysicalEntityClass

AtCarModel

Porsche911CarrerraS

PhysicalEntity

myPorsche911CarreraS

producedBy
FactoryClassAtCar

ManufacturerCompany

PorscheLtdFactory

PorscheZuffenhausen

Figure 2.10: Meta-Classification of Relationships

Example 2.10 (Meta-Classification of Relationships). Consider again our

sample product catalog (see Example 1.1). Relationship producedBy be-

tween between product category Car and industrial sector CarManufacturer

has one descendant producedBy relationship at level Model to Enterprise,

namely between Porsche911Carreras and PorscheLtd. This relationship has

a relationship-class-facet which has descendant relationships at level physical

entity to factory as its instances. This relationship-class-facet can be fur-

ther classified to a relationship-metaclass-facet of relationship producedBy

between Car and CarManufacturer. It is explicitly modeled as a relationship

metaclass between object metaclasses PhysicalEntityClassAtCarModel and

FactoryClassAtCarManufacturerCompany.

2.6 Related Work

In this section we give a brief overview of further aspects of and related

work on abstraction in conceptual modeling. A detailed comparison of three

multi-level modeling techniques, namely powertypes, potency-based deep in-

stantiation, and materialization, is provided in Chapter 3. For an overview

of the classical work on the basic abstraction principles in semantic data

modeling see [109, 54, 97].
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Ontological Foundations of Conceptual Modeling Guarino [36] in-

troduced the ontological level to characterize modeling languages “taking

into account the intended meaning of its primitives”. This is in contrast

to languages on the logical as well as on the epistemological level. Logical

languages, such as first-order predicate logic or the relational data model,

are neutral with regard to what is represented by their language constructs

(they are ontologically neutral). Languages on the epistemological level, such

as object-oriented, frame-based, as well as description-logic-based languages,

provide additional structuring mechanisms. While these structuring mecha-

nisms are often used with a certain meaning (real-world semantics) in mind,

this meaning remains vague and unclear.

Work on formal ontology tries to overcome these shortcomings and pro-

vides “highly general ontological notions drawn from philosophical ontology,

especially what is now called analytic metaphysics.”[38] that can be used to

better describe and categorize a domain of interest. In their work on Onto-

Clean, Guarino and Welty [38] give a concise account of some of these basic

ontological notions (essence, rigidity, identity, and unity) that can be used

to evaluate modeling decisions. Ontological analysis, such as provided by

Guizzardi [39], not only draws from philosophy, but also from psychology

and cognitive science to analyze modeling language constructs with regard

to their adequacy for representing real-world phenomena (ontological ade-

quacy).

In this chapter we referred to Guizzardi’s work on ontological foundations

of structural conceptual models [39] in order to underpin some of our basic

assumptions. We especially used the notion of principle of identity to clarify

our approach. We only considered classes which carry a principle of iden-

tity. Such classes are also referred to as Sortals [39]. According to Guizzardi

[39], it is uncontested in the philosophy of language that “the identity of an

individiual can only be traced in connection with a Sortal Universe, which

provides a principle of individuation and identity to the particulars it col-

lects”. Thus, we assumed that every individual has to be an instance of a
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class which represents such a Sortal. In contrast, Non-Sortals, such as Red

or Young, only provide attribution but no principle of identity. We assumed

that non-sortals are not represented as classes but rather by other modeling

constructs, such as attributes. We further assumed that all classes that have

the same principle of identity are organized in a single generalization hierar-

chy with a single root class, also referred to as Substance Sortal [39]. Such a

substance sortal cannot be further generalized. In line with Guizzardi [39],

we also assumed that each individual in a conceptual model must be instance

of exactly one such substance sortal.

Part/Whole There has been a lot of research concerning different kinds

of aggregation, especially concerning the question whether aggregation is

transitive. Wilson et al. [131], as cited in [39], proposed six types of part-

hood: component-functional complex (e.g, pedal-bike), member-collection

(e.g, ship-fleet), portion-mass (e.g., slice-pie), stuff-object (e.g., steel-bike),

feature-activity (e.g., paying-shopping), and place-area (e.g., Everglades-

Florida).

More recently, Guizzardi [39] analyzed the ontological foundations of part-

hood and reduced the set of kinds of aggregation to: (1) subQuantityOf

connecting two quantities, (2) subCollectionOf connecting two collections of

objects, (3) memberOf connecting an object with a collection of objects, and

(4) componentOf connecting a component with a functional complex. Ex-

amples for these kinds of part/whole are provided in Table 2.1. Guizzardi

[39, 41] further analyzes transitiveness of these four kinds of part/whole rela-

tionships and comes up with the following results: subQuantityOf is always

transitive, subCollectionOf is always transitive, and memberOf is antitran-

sitive (never transitive). componentOf, arguably the most-interesting kind of

aggregation relationship, is sometimes transitive, that is, some componentOf

relations are transitive and others are not. A combination of memberOf and

subCollectionOf is again always transitive.
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subQuantityOf memberOf subCollectionOf componentOf

Roles in
Relation-
ship

Quantity –
Subquantity

Collective –
Member

Collective –
Subcollective

Functional
Complex –
Component

Instance
Example

the cappuccino
i just had –
the portion of
milk in this
cappuccino

Manchester
United –
Wayne Rooney

Black Forest –
north part Of
Black Forest

me –
my left arm –
my left hand

Schema
Example

cappuccino –
milk

soccer team –
soccer player

forest –
part of forest

person –
arm–
hand

Table 2.1: Different kinds of part/whole [39]

Note that memberOf is often considered as an abstraction principle on

its own and is also known as grouping [82] or association [19].

The UML distinguishes between whole/part relationships with shareable

parts (aggregation in UML) and with non-shareable parts (composition in

UML). In line with Guizzardi [39] we think that these two kinds of aggrega-

tion are not suitable for a lot of modeling tasks, since aggregation in UML

is too weak and composition in UML is too strict.

Linguistic vs. Ontological Metamodeling Atkinson and Kühne [9]

introduced the distinction between ontological metamodeling and linguistic

modeling. Ontological metamodeling refers to describing complex domains at

multiple classification levels, especially in domains where the borderline be-

tween individuals and classes is not clear cut. Linguistic metamodeling refers

to representing modeling language constructs in one or more higher levels,

or meta∗-schemas, thereby defining the syntax of a modeling language. To

illustrate the difference between ontological and linguistic metaclassification

consider a class Dog with instance Lassie. Dog can be regarded as ontologi-

cal instance of ontological metaclass Species as well as linguistic instance of

linguistic metaclass Class (Class as a UML language construct).
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In the context of ontological metamodeling, Atkinson and Kühne [9] do

not —in contrast to our conceptual framework— distinguish between ab-

stract domain concepts, such as Dog, and their class facets, such as DogIndi-

vidual, but rather regard them as identical. We regard this as a shortcoming,

since it hinders modeling of abstract domain concepts having multiple class

facets, such as Dog having class facet DogBreed as well as class facet DogIndi-

vidual. We will further discuss this issue in the context of ranked taxonomies

(see below).

Linguistic metamodeling is prevalent in model-driven engineering. Con-

structs of modeling languages are defined in terms of linguistic metaclasses

in a linguistic metamodel. Most approaches to linguistic metamodeling fo-

cus on one aspect of metaclasses, namely on their role as member-metatypes

(see Section 2.5). They do typically not consider other typing aspects of

metaclasses, such as member-type and member-member-type, nor considering

extensional aspects of metaclasses. The most prominent framework for lin-

guistic metamodeling is the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [95]. It has been

used to define modeling languages such as the Common Warehouse Model

(CWM).

Atkinson et al. [10, 6] argue for the orthogonal classification architecture

which not only allows for linguistic but also for ontological metamodeling, as

a basis for model-driven engineering. Henderson-Sellers and colleagues [32]

argue for extensive use of powertypes (a meta-level construct we will look at

in Chapter 3) in model-driven engineering.

Ranked Taxonomies A ranked taxonomy is a generalization hierarchy,

where each class (also referred to as taxa), is assigned to a specific level (also

referred to as taxonomic rank). Well-known examples of ranked taxonomies

are biological taxonomies (see [77, 110]), often also referred to as Linnaean

taxonomy. The elements in a biological taxonomy (e.g., Dog, Animal) are

assigned to taxonomic ranks (e.g., Species, Kingdom).
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Class O1 Object O0

Collie Lassie

Dog

Mammal

Animal

Breed

Species

Class

Kingdom

BioRank

Metaclass O2Meta
2
class O3

Figure 2.11: Modeling Ranked Taxonomies with Ontological Metaclasses

Atkinson and Kühne [9] promote the use of ontological metaclasses in

conjunction with generalization for modeling ranked taxonomies. Taxonomic

ranks, as in a biological taxonomy, are represented as ontological metaclasses

(see Figure 2.11 for a simplified version).

We argue that ontological metaclasses are not adequate for the task of

modeling ranked taxonomies. This is, first, because ontological metaclasses,

as such, do not allow for explicitly modeling of hierarchies of levels. Second,

this pattern assumes an agreed-on instance level (which in Figure 2.11 is as-

sumed to be given by individual creatures), which hampers re-use (see below

for a short discussion of the class vs. instance issue). The depicted spe-

cialization hierarchy (Collie subclassOf Dog subclassOf Animal) only allows

to specialize the structure of instances (like Lassie) at level individual crea-

ture. This pattern does not, as such, provide for specializing the structure of

objects at level Breed belonging to species Dog, in order to introduce an ad-

ditional attribute watchdog ability for all dog breeds. Such a specialization

of Breed to DogBreed needs to be introduced explicitly (and redundantly

with the specialization at level individual creature).

Furthermore, when applying simple metaclass compatiblity rules, as

Kühne does in his work on DeepJava [66], one ends up with a taxonomy

as depicted in Figure 2.12. This is definitely not what we intended, since
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Class O1 Object O0

Collie Lassie

Dog

Mammal

Animal

Breed

Species

Class

Kingdom

BioRank

Metaclass O2Meta
2
class O3

Figure 2.12: Modeling Ranked Taxonomies with Ontological Metaclasses
obeying simple metaclass compatibility rules.

this would imply that class Collie is not only instance of metaclass Breed,

but also instance of metaclass Species, of metaclass Class, as well as of meta-

class Kingdom.

Class vs. Instance In (conceptual) modeling and ontology engineering

one often has to decide whether a particular element is to be represented as

class or as instance. Concerning this issue, Noy and McGuinness [89] state

“Deciding whether a particular concept is a class in an ontology or an individ-

ual instance depends on what the potential applications of the ontology are”.

Consequently, partitioning a set of domain concepts into instances (such as

Lassie) and classes (such as Collie) hampers reuse of structural models for

different applications.

It is sometimes assumed that an absolute instance level (a level of elements

that cannot be further concretized) is constituted by physical objects. We

do not make this assumption. We rather assume that nearly every physical

object can be further concretized, for example by decomposing an individual

into smaller parts, by looking at it at different points in time (its phases [39]

or states), or by looking at different roles it plays. We illustrate this subtle

point by the following example given by Hofstadter [48, p.357].
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‘It is interesting to wonder if the cows on a farm perceive the

invariant individual underneath all the manifestations of the jolly

farmer who feeds them hay.’

Strict Metamodeling Atkinson and Kühne argue for strict metamodel-

ing [8], and oppose it to loose metamodeling. In strict metamodeling, only

instanceOf relationships cross classification level boundaries and every in-

stanceOf relationship crosses exactly one classification level boundary. Other

relationships must not cross classification levels.

We fully agree with Atkinson and Kühne and regard strictness as an

important property of multi-level models. We think, however, that strictness

is hard to maintain when modeling with ontological metaclasses, as promoted

by Atkinson and Kühne. For this reason, we argue that each domain entity

and domain concept should be represented as object at the instance level and

additionally may have multiple class- and metaclass-facets, which reside on

the class- and the metaclass-level, respectively (as exemplified in this thesis).

Relationships may also have such multiple facets. Class-facets of objects

may only be connected by class-facets of relationships and metaclass-facets

of objects may only be connected by metaclass-facets of relationships.

Role/Player Another important abstraction principle not discussed in de-

tail in this thesis is Role/Player which allows to decompose an individual into

the different roles it plays in different contexts. A roleOf relationship con-

nects a role with its player. A role, in this sense, is an adjunct instance

that is existentially-dependent on its player, which can be another role or

an individual. roleOf is transitive, antisymmetric, and irreflexive. Each role

is – directly or indirectly – played by exactly one individual. A role carries

information about its player in a specific context. It is typically assumed

that information which is carried by the player is also available at its roles.

A role is instance of a role class which is associated with a player class which

is either another role class or an object class. We assume that a role class
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carries a principle of identity, given by the principle of identity of its player

class combined with the context of the role. We assume that a single object

may play multiple instances of a single role class, e.g., a person may play

multiple student roles, one for each university it is enrolled to. Since we

assume that a role class has its own principle of identity (dependent on the

principle of identity of the player class) it is should be easy to incorporate

roles into our conceptual framework.

By the means of roles one can include objects in aggregation hierarchies

(with functional and existential dependency) without the object being de-

pendent on the hierarchy. For example, a person can play various student

roles, each such student role is part of a specific university (which provides

the context of the role). While the student role is existentially dependent on

the university it is enrolled to, the person itself is not.

Our notion of roleOf is based on the work of Gottlob et al. [33], which

has been implemented in Smalltalk and in Java [108]. More recently, we

applied it to the Web of Data, as a syntactical extension [53] of the Ressource

Description Framework, as well as to Web Engineering as an extension [26]

of Ruby on Rails. Note that there are many different notions of roleOf in

the conceptual modeling literature. Steimann [118] provides an insightful

overview.

Abstraction Hierarchies Our intuition of abstraction hierarchies is best

illustrated by Example 2.11, originally introduced by Hofstadter [48]. This

example highlights two important properties of abstraction hierarchies as dis-

cussed in this thesis. First, one element in an abstraction hierarchy may play

multiple roles with regard to different abstraction principles, and, second,

the distinction between concrete and abstract domain entities and concepts

is blurred.

Example 2.11 (Abstraction Hierarchy). A newspaper may be described at

different levels of abstraction:
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1. Publication

2. Newspaper

3. The San Francisco Chronicle

4. the May 18 edition of the Chronicle

5. my copy of the May 18 edition of the Chronicle

6. my copy of the May 18 edition of the Chronicle as it was when I first

picked it up (as contrasted with my copy as it was a few days later: in

my fireplace, burning)

In this example newspaper may be regarded as the class of all newspa-

per titles, the class of all newspaper editions, and the class of all newspaper

copies. The San Francisco Chronicle is first an instance of newspaper and,

concerning newspaper editions and newspaper copies, it represents subclasses

of the respective newspaper classes. While it is often assumed that the abso-

lute bottom level in an abstraction hierarchy is the physical entity level, this

is not absolute, as illustrated by lines 5 and 6 of the newspaper example.

Combining abstraction principles In conceptual modeling, some ap-

proaches combined aggregation with aspects of specialization and instanti-

ation. Kappel and Schrefl [60] proposed to use local classes, to specialize

component classes of instances of composite classes. They also provided for

object classes with component relationship classes, especially discussing refer-

ential integrity of component relationships. Troyer and Janssen [128] embed

schemas into Schema Object Types and discuss its implication on subtyping.

Telos and ConceptBase Early work on metamodeling has been done by

Mylopoulos and colleagues, especially their work on Taxis [83, 85], its suc-

cessors Telos [84] and ConceptBase [57, 58] strongly influenced our work.
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Recently, Jeusfeld [59] gave an overview of metamodeling and method engi-

neering with ConceptBase. Concerning the formalization of Telos, the most

important principle is: every model element is both an object (having an

OID) and a proposition (having source, target, and label). Figure 2.13 shows

the different kinds of objects/propositions. In this approach, classes (and

meta+-classes) are also objects. Thus, they can also have own-attributes

which describe the class (as an object) and not the structure of its instances.

To address this duality, Atkinson [5] later coined the term Clabject (short for

class-object) to denote objects that both have member-attributes as well as

own-attributes.
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Figure 2.13: Telos: different types of objects/propositions (from left to right):
individual, attribute, isA, instanceOf

Deep Instantiation Metamodeling through meta classes that provide for

deep instantiation has been first put forward in the area of databases by

the VODAK system [63]. VODAK associated several types with an object,

the own-type describing itself (own-attributes), the instance-type describ-

ing objects at one classification level below (member-attributes), and the

instance-instance-type describing objects at two classification levels below

(member-member-attributes). In this way, meta classes in VODAK allow to

describe not only common properties of instances but also common properties
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of instances of instances. The idea of deep instantiation has been later elab-

orated by Atkinson and Kühne [7, 11]. Rather than using different types for

each level as in VODAK, attributes definitions are annotated with a potency,

where this potency denotes the instance level. This approach is discussed in

detail in Chapter 3.

Aschauer et al. discuss how multi-level models that employ the Orthogo-

nal Classification Architecture (OCA) and potency-based deep instantiation

can be queried efficiently [3]. They apply OCA in the domain of testbed au-

tomation systems and discuss how the system architecture of Model Driven

Engineering tools is influenced by OCA [4]. They adjust and extend ‘classical’

OCA by relaxing the strictness criterion, and also identify the need to rep-

resent relationships at multiple levels and to instantiate and specialize them

[2]. Their reluctance to adhere to the strictness criterion of OCA highlights

a general problem of ontological metamodeling with potency-based deep in-

stantiation. By combining a superclass and a metaclass in one metaclass,

potency based deep instantiation combines metaclassification and general-

ization, leading to problems as described in [3]. These problems are due to

representing object- and class-facets at the metaclass level, which is, at least

in our opinion, not coherent with strict metamodeling.

The Higher-Order Entity-Relationship Model The higher-order

entity-relationship model (HERM) [122] extends the classical entity-

relationship model by complex attributes (type), relationship types of higher

order and cluster types. Relationship types may have only one component

and represent in this case a specialization of its component.

The Component Model The component model [126] (also see [100, 125,

123]) enhances the extended ER model by explicit introduction of an encapsu-

lation based on component schemata, views defined for component schemata

with or without update propagation through these views, and ports to com-

ponents that allow an exchange of data among components based on the
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view assigned to the port. Components may consist itself of components.

Views of inner components may be visible also to outer components. The

abstraction principle provided by the component model is orthogonal to our

work.

2.7 Summary

In this section we clarified how we use basic notions and abstraction principles

of (conceptual) modeling. We provided a concise account of the classical

abstraction principles – classification, generalization, and aggregation – and

how we understand and apply them. An overview is given in Table 2.2.

We especially discussed generalization, aggregation, and meta-classification

of relationships. Summarizing, in this thesis we make the following basic

assumptions:

1. Every class provides a principle of identity, which is typically not ex-

plicitly modeled. A subclass and its superclass have the same principle

of identity. A component class often has another principle of identity

as its composite class.

2. Generalization hierarchies as well as aggregation hierarchies are tran-

sitive abstraction hierarchies. Classification hierarchies are anti-

transitive abstraction hierarchies.

3. We strictly distinguish between individuals (single elements), classes

(sets of elements and their common structure) and metaclasses (sets of

classes, sets of sets).

4. Strict metamodeling : Every classification relationship crosses exactly

one classification level boundary. All other relationships (generaliza-

tion, aggregation, as well as custom relationships) may only connect

elements at the same classification level.
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Classification
Instantiation

Generalization
Specialization

Aggregation
Decomposition

Generic
Relationship

instanceOf subclassOf partOf

Roles in
Relationship

class
instance

superclass
subclass

whole
part

Example ModelClassOf-
ProductCategory

CarModel
Porsche911CarreraS

ProductPhysicalEntity
CarPhysicalEntity
Porsche911-

PhysicalEntity

Car
Porsche911CarreraS
myPorsche911CarreraS

Schema predefined taxonomic rank aggregation hierarchy
at schema level

Schema Ex-
ample

metaclass
class
instance

Root
Category
Model

ProductCategory
ProductModel
ProductPhysicalEntity

Transitivity Anti-Transitive Transitive Transitive

Table 2.2: Abstraction Principles

5. Aggregation is a transitive, antisymmetric, and irreflexive relation that

connects components with composites, where the component is existen-

tially dependent on the composite. On the schema level, aggregation

also represents a functional dependency between component class and

composite class.

6. Every aggregation hierarchy has one root element that (implicitly) pro-

vides a context that is shared by all elements in the hierarchy.

7. Relationships can be likewise abstracted to relationship classes, rela-

tionship superclasses, relationship metaclasses, and composite relation-

ships.

Concerning representation of hetero-homogeneous abstraction hierarchies

we make the following conclusions. These conclusions guide our research on

multi-level objects and multi-level relationships, as presented in the remain-

der of this thesis.
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1. An abstraction level provides a unique principle of identity. Two ab-

straction levels in an abstraction hierarchy must not share their prin-

ciple of identity.

2. Since classification is anti-transitive, we do not regard classification lev-

els as levels in hetero-homogeneous abstraction hierarchies (which are

transitive), but rather regard classification levels as being orthogonal

to abstraction hierarchies.

3. Abstraction levels can be represented by classes arranged in aggregation

hierarchies, where each class has a unique principle of identity. The

order of abstraction levels can be represented by partOf relationships

between classes.

4. Elements at different levels of abstraction are, at first, individuals. Ad-

ditionally they may have multiple class- and metaclass facets which

can be, using classical abstraction principles, represented as classes

and metaclasses.

5. We exemplified how hetero-homogeneous hierarchies can be modeled

using the classical abstraction principles alone. While this is possible,

it is impracticable due to the sheer amount of resulting classes and their

redundant arrangement in generalization hierarchies.

Instead of partitioning the set of elements of a multi-level model into

instances, classes (sets), metaclasses (sets of sets), and so forth, we regard

elements in a multi-level model as multi-faceted constructs. Every model

element has an instance-facet describing itself (and the part of the original

it represents) and may have multiple class-facets, defining common structure

of descendants at a given level (intension) and providing entry points for

querying them (extension). Model elements also havemeta+-class-facets that

have sets of sets (of sets . . . ) as extension.

The remainder of this thesis is dedicated to multi-level objects and multi-

level relationships. A modeling technique which combines the discussed ab-
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straction principles in a concise formalism that allows for compact represen-

tation of hetero-homogeneous abstraction hierarchies. The main idea of this

approach is to represent an object (such as product category Car) together

with its class-facets (such as CarBrand, CarModel, CarPhysicalEntity) by

a single m-object (such as m-object Car) and to arrange these m-objects in

a so-called concretization hierarchy. A concretization hierarchy resembles a

classical aggregation hierarchy but additionally comprises multiple general-

ization hierarchies (concerning class facets of the represented elements). This

also incorporates aspects of metaclassification. The same principle applies to

relationships.
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In this chapter we compare several modeling techniques and discuss their

suitability for multi-level abstraction. We cover Powertypes, Potency-based

Deep Instantiation, and Materialization. We demonstrate each technique

by our example and analyze it according to the requirements introduced in

Chapter 1. We give an overview of further related work and conclude this

chapter with an overview of the evaluation.
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Car

- taxRate = 20

- maxSpeed : Integer

ProductModel

- listPrice : Integer

ProductCategory

- taxRate : Integer

Porsche911CarreraS

- listPrice = 91.838

- maxSpeed = 293

Figure 3.1: Powertype ProductCategory

3.1 Powertypes

A powertype relationship connects a class (called partioned class) with an-

other class (called powertype). Each instance of the powertype is a subclass

of the partitioned class. Thereby, powertypes can be regarded as metaclasses

that additionally define a common superclass for their instances, thereby they

can prescribe common structure for their instances’ instances. Powertypes

were introduced by Odell [91]. We will first give a simple example of the use

of powertypes and will then try to model our sample problem.

Example 3.1 (Powertype). Consider the following fragment of our sample

problem: Every product model has a listPrice and belongs to a product

category which defines a taxRate. For each product category the structure

of the representation of product models may be specialized. For example,

product models belonging to category Car are additionally described by their

maximum speed.

Such a simple abstraction hierarchy can easily be represented by two

classes, ProductModel and ProductCategory (see Figure 3.1) where Product-

Category is powertype of partitioned type ProductModel (we depict a power-

type relationship by a two-headed arrow from partitioned type to powertype).

Car is an instance of ProductCategory, for that reason it is also a subclass of

ProductModel. Apart from instantiating attribute taxRate with value 20, it
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introduces an additional member-attribute maxSpeed. Porsche911CarreraS

instantiates ProductModel and instantiates attribute listPrice which was in-

troduced at ProductModel as well as attribute maxSpeed which was intro-

duced at Car.

To model a multi-level hetero-homogenous hierarchy, each abstraction

level is represented by a class. Each such class is connected by a powertype

relationship with the class that represents the next higher abstraction level.

Consequently, an instance of a class, which represents some level, is also a

subclass of the class that represents the next lower level. However, this only

allows to specialize the structure of elements at the next lower abstraction

level. Modeling of hetero-homogeneous hierarchies, as discussed herein, also

requires to be able to specialize the structure of descendant elements below

the next lower level of abstraction. To do so, one has to manually introduce

subclasses of classes that represent lower abstraction levels. Additionally one

has to connect these manually introduced subclasses by powertype relation-

ships. An additional abstraction level in some sub-hierarchy can be modeled

by introducing a new class that does not specialize an existing class and rep-

resents the additional abstraction level in this sub-hierarchy. The new class

is included in the level hierarchy of the sub-hierarchy by introducing, first, a

powertype relationship from the class representing the next lower abstraction

level in this sub-hierarchy and, second, a powertype relationship to the class

representing the next higher abstraction level this sub-hierarchy.

Example 3.2 (Sample Problem modeled with Powertypes). To model a

product catalog (see Example 1.1) consisting of abstraction levels product

category, product model, and physical entity one introduces three classes,

ProductCategory, ProductModel, and ProductPE that represent these lev-

els. To represent the level hierarchy, powertype relationships connect Pro-

ductPE with ProductModel and ProductModel with ProductCategory (see

Figure 3.2).

Next, one wants to introduce a new product category Car with tax rate

15, an additional level Brand, and additional attributesmileage at level phys-
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ical entity, maxSpeed at level model and marketLaunch at level Brand. This

is modeled by introducing Car as an instance of ProductCategory. Member-

attribute taxRate of ProductCategory becomes an own-attribute of Car and

is instantiated with value 15. Since ProductCategory is powertype of Pro-

ductModel, Car is also a subclass of ProductModel and introducesmaxSpeed

as additional member-attribute. An additional class CarPE is introduced

manually to represent the physical entity level of the sub-hierarchy of Car.

CarPE is connected with Car by a powertype relationship. Additional level

brand is represented by class CarBrand. To model that level brand is above

level model, Car is connected to CarBrand by a powertype relationship.

Further product categories, product models, and physical entities are in-

troduced likewise. (see Figure 3.2).

Evaluation The powertype relationship is an important extension to mod-

eling with metaclasses as discussed in the previous section. However, model-

ing of multi-level hetero-homogeneous hierarchies is not directly supported.

We will now look in detail at how well the comparison criteria introduced in

Section 1.2.1 are supported by powertypes.

1. Compactness: Multi-level hetero-homogeneous modeled with power-

types are not modular. Using powertypes, one can only tie together

one instance-facet and one class-facet relating to one domain-concept.

But to describe domain-concepts with more than two abstraction levels,

like Car, more class-facets would be necessary. Representing domain

concept Car requires to define three separate model elements, namely

class CarPE, clabject Car, and class CarBrand. The abstraction rela-

tionship between domain concepts Car and Product has to be modeled

redundantly by generalization between CarPE and ProductPE, as well

as classification between Car and ProductCategory (with generaliza-

tion between classes Car and ProductModel being implicitly given by

the powertype relationship between ProductModel and ProductCate-

gory).
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BookPE

-

HarryPotter4

- listPrice = 11.50

- author = 

‚J.K.Rowling’

CarPE

- mileage : Integer

Book

- taxRate = 15

- author : String

Car

- taxRate = 15

- maxSpeed : 

Integer

CarBrand

- marketLaunch : 

Date

ProductPE

- serialNr : String

ProductModel

- listPrice : Integer

ProductCategory

- taxRate : Integer

Porsche911

- marketLaunch = 

1964

Porsche911PE

- porsche911club : 

boolean

Porsche911GT3

- listPrice = 108083

- maxSpeed = 310

Porsche911CS

- listPrice = 91838

- maxSpeed = 293

myCopyOfHP4

- serialNr = 

‚A121212'

myPorsche911CS

- serialNr = 

‚C333333'

- mileage = 100000

- porsche911club = 

true

Figure 3.2: Cascaded powertypes - extended pattern

2. Query flexibility: Querying powertypes is not explicitly treated in the

literature we are aware of. But pre-defined entry points can be easily

provided for our “benchmmark queries”. (1) All car-models: members

of clabject Car. (2) Physical entities of car: members of CarPE . (3)

All physical entities of products: members of ProductPE .

3. Hetero-Homogeneous Level-Hierarchies: It is possible to introduce an

additional level in one sub-hierarchy (e.g., for product category car)

without affecting other sub-hierarchies (e.g., product category book).

In Example we described how to introduce an additional level brand

between car category and car model. Further, a particular car brand
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such as Porsche911 is modeled as an instance of CarBrand and a sub-

class of Car (since both Porsche911 and Car represent level model).

Furthermore, to describe common properties of objects belonging to

car brand Porsche911 at level physical-entity, class Porsche911PE is

introduced as subclass of CarPE. For example, this class has attribute

porsche911Club to indicate whether some Porsche911 car (i.e., CarPE)

is registered with the Porsche911Club.

4. Multiple relationship-abstractions: The literature we are aware of does

not introduce special techniques for modeling multiple relationship-

abstraction with powertypes.

3.2 Ontological Metamodeling with Potency-

based Deep Instantiation

Deep instantiation refers to meta modeling in which an object at some

(meta-)level can describe the common properties for objects at each

instantiation-level beneath that level. Metamodeling through meta classes

that provide for deep instantiation has been first put forward in the area of

databases by the VODAK system [63] (see Related Work Section of Chap-

ter 2.6).

Ontological metamodeling with potency-based deep instantiation was in-

troduced by Atkinson and Kühne [7]. Rather than using different types for

each level as in VODAK, attributes definitions are annotated with a potency,

where this potency denotes the instance level. Later, Kühne introduced

DeepJava [66] for programming with multi-level models. DeepJava supports

unbound classification levels and allows to describe not only common at-

tributes of instances but also common properties of instances of instances,

and so forth. Recently, Atkinson et al. [42, 6] also discussed connectors (re-

lationships) in the context of ontological metamodeling with potency-based

deep instantiation.
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-taxRate1 : Integer

-listPrice2 : Float

-serialNr3 : String

ProductCategory

-taxRate0 = 15

-author1 : String

Book

-listPrice0 = 11.50

-author0 = 'J.K.Rowling'

HarryPotter4

-serialNr0 = 'A121212'

myCopyOfHP4

-listPrice0 = 91.838

-maxSpeed0 = 293

Porsche911CarreraS

-listPrice0 = 108.083

-maxSpeed0 = 310

Porsche911GT3

-serialNr0 = 'C3333333'

-mileage0 = 100000

myPorsche911CarreraS

Car

-taxRate0 = 20

-maxSpeed1 : Integer

-mileage2 : Integer

O3

O2

O1

O0

Figure 3.3: Product catalog modeled with potency-based deep instantiation

Our sample product catalog (see Example 1.1) consisting of abstrac-

tion levels physical-entity, product model, and product category, is modeled

(see Figure 3.3) by representing objects at level physical entity as objects

at classification level O0. Each physical entity (e.g. myCopyOfHP4, my-

Porsche911CarreraS) is modeled as some instance of a product model (e.g.

HarryPotter4, Porsche911GT3, Porsche911CarreraS). Each product model is

a clabject at classification level O1, i.e., is a class for objects at classification

level O0 as well as an instance of some product category (e.g. Book, Car) at

level O2. Each product category is again a clabject, i.e., a class for objects

at classification level O1 and instance of ProductCategory at classification

level O3.

To define that physical entities of product category car additionally have

a mileage, and car models additionally have a maximum speed, attributes
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maxSpeed andmileage are introduced with potency 1 and 2, resp., at clabject

Car. To access attributes defined at a higher level (upward navigation) it is

possible to follow the instance-of relationships with method type(). The

path from myPorsche911CarreraS to taxRate defined at Car is denoted as:

myPorsche911CarreraS.type().type().taxRate.

Kühne and Schreiber [66] implement an extension of Java for potency-

based deep instantiation. Conceptually interesting is their support for type

parameters, which fundamentally extends the power of potency-based deep

instantiation, supporting a kind of multi-level abstraction of relationships.

Evaluation

1. Compactness: Potency-based deep instantiation supports modular,

redundancy-free modeling. All information concerning all levels of one

domain-category can be described locally to one clabject. For example,

all information about domain concept car is encapsulated in a single

model element Car which is related to ProductCategory only once (see

Figure 3.3).

2. Query flexibility: To our knowledge, extensions of classes are not

maintained by DeepJava. But to maintain and retrieve the differ-

ent member sets of our sample queries should be easy in principle,

given the set theoretic interpretation of deep instantiation [67]. Ev-

ery clabject with potency p > 0 can be viewed as having p mem-

ber sets, one for each level beneath, e.g., Car = {{Porsche911GT3,

Porsche911CarreraS},{{},{myPorsche911CarreraS}}}.

3. Hetero-Homogeneous Level-Hierarchies: Adding an intermediate classi-

fication level to a sub-hierarchy (e.g. car-brand under product-category

car with instance Porsche911) requires global model changes: When

introducing a new classification level Onew (e.g., O2 for car-brand

with instance Porsche911) below level On (e.g., O2, see Figure3.3,
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becoming O3 with instances Car, etc.) and above level On−1 (e.g.,

O1, see Figure3.3, with instances Porsche911CarreraS, etc.), global

model changes are necessary: (1) For each clabject at a classifica-

tion level above Onew (in our case ProductCategory and Book) po-

tencies of attributes that affect objects at classification levels be-

low Onew have to be changed (in our case listPrice and serialNr

in clabject ProductCategory and author in clabject Book). (2)

For each clabject at level On, a (dummy) clabject at level Onew

has to be introduced, e.g., BookBrandDummy, and each clabject

at level On−1 has to be re-classified to be instance-of the respec-

tive clabject at level Onew (HarryPotter4 is instance-of BookBrand-

Dummy). Furthermore, (3) upward navigation paths have to be

changed: the navigation from myPorsche911CarreraS to its taxRate

changes from myPorsche911CarreraS.type().type().taxRate to my-

Porsche911CarreraS.type().type().type().taxRate. We conclude that

due to these necessary changes in existing model elements, a given

design or implementation cannot be easily extended with additional

levels.

4. Multi-level relationships: Modeling of multiple relationship-

abstractions has recently been discussed by Atkinson et al. [42, 6].

They introduced connectors in multi-level modeling environments,

focusing on the graphical representation of connectors. It remains,

however, unclear how these connectors can be exploited for querying.

These approach does also not provide for the compact representation

of (implicitly) specialized relationship classes and metaclasses. The

constraints modeled in Figure 1.3 can be implemented in DeepJava

using type parameters [66], which, however, only captures aspect (c)

Specialization/Instantiation of Range.
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3.3 Materialization

Materialization [30, 98, 23] is a generic relationship type which can be re-

garded as a special kind of aggregation that also incorporates aspects of

generalization and instantiation. Each materialization relationship connects

a more abstract class ca (playing the model role), e.g. ProductModel, with a

more concrete class cc (playing the materialization role), e.g. ProductPhys-

icalEntity. An instance oc of the more concrete class is a materialization of

exactly one instance oa of the more abstract class. Object oc both inherits

attribute values from object oa (shared values) and instantiates attributes

defined at class cc as well as attributes introduced at object oa. Thus, simi-

lar to clabjects (see Sections 3.2 and 3.1), oa plays both the role of an object

and the role of a class.

Our sample three-level product catalog, see Example 1.1, can be modeled

by applying materialization relationships repeatedly. Class ProductPhysi-

calEntity materializes class ProductModel which, in turn, materializes class

ProductCategory. Each class represents one level of abstraction (or, in this

context, one level of materialization).

Powerful attribute propagation mechanisms [98, 23] facilitate definition

of shared attribute values at the more abstract object oa that are propagated

to the more concrete object oc as well as definition of attributes at oa, that

are instantiated at oc. Type 1 propagation (T1) simply propagates values

of attributes (mono- or multivalued) from oa to oc, e.g. taxRate=20 from

Car to Porsche911CarreraS. For better readability, we have marked prop-

agated T1-attributes with a “/”-character, such as /taxRate=20 at object

Porsche911CarreraS. Type 2 propagation (T2) allows to define an attribute

at ca, which is instantiated at oa with a set of possible values. This attribute

is instantiated at oc with one value (T2mono) or a set of values (T2multi)

from the set of possible values defined at oa (not considered in our example).

Type 3 propagation (T3) allows to define a multi-valued attribute at ca, in-

stantiated with a set of values at oa. Each of these attribute values defined
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-taxRate : Integer (T1)

-modelAttr (T3)

-physEntAttr (T1-T3)

ProductCategory

-listPrice : Integer

-physEntAttr2 (T3)

ProductModel

-serialNr : String

Product-

PhysicalEntity

-taxRate = 15

-modelAttr = {author}

-physEntAttr = {}

Book:ProductCategory

-taxRate = 20

-modelAttr = {maxSpeed}

-physEntAttr = {mileage}

Car:ProductCategory

-listPrice = 11.50

-author = 'J.K.Rowling'

-physEntAttr2 = {}

-/taxRate = 15

-/physEntAttr = {}

HarryPotter4:

ProductModel

-listPrice=91838

-maxSpeed = '293 km/h'

-physEntAttr2 = {}

-/taxRate = 20

-/physEntAttr = {mileage}

Porsche911CarreraS: 

ProductModel

-listPrice = 108083

-maxSpeed = '310 km/h'

-physEntAttr2 = {}

-/taxRate = 20

-/physEntAttr = {mileage}

Porsche911GT3: 

ProductModel

-serialNr = 'A121212'

-/listPrice = 11.50

-/author = 'J.K.Rowling'

-/taxRate = 15

myCopyOfHP4: 

ProductPhysicalEntity

-serialNr = 'C333333'

-mileage = 100000

-/listPrice = 91838

-/maxSpeed = 293 km/h

-/taxRate = 20

myPorsche911CarreraS: 

ProductPhysicalEntity
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Figure 3.4: Product catalog modeled with materialization (using a respective
UML-notation by Olivé[94]) and applying composite attribute propagation
mechanism (T1-T3) to mimic deep instantiation

at oa is transformed to an attribute in oc and instantiated there For example,

class ProductCategory defines an attribute modelAttr with T3 that is in-

stantiated at object Car:ProductCategory with {maxSpeed}, and maxSpeed

is instantiated at object Porsche911CarreraS:ProductModel (see Figure 3.4).

Attribute values defined at objects at higher materialization levels

can be accessed at objects at lower materialization levels by traversal

of materialization links. For example, attribute value taxRate = 20 at

Car:ProductCategory, can be accessed at myPorsche911CarreraS by my-

Porsche911CarreraS.model.model.taxRate. Alternatively, if taxRate is prop-

agated using T1, it can be directly accessed at myPorsche911CarreraS by

myPorsche911CarreraS.taxRate.
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Composite attribute propagation types, as described in [23], allow to

define attributes that have impact on two materialization levels below. In

particular, a combination of propagation modes T1 and T3 can be used to

mimic potency-based instantiation. The combination of propagation modes

T1 and T3 has, to the best of our knowledge, not been considered in litera-

ture, but it can be used as follows to mimic potency-based instantiation. An

abstract class ca defines an attribute with T1-T3 propagation. The attribute

is instantiated with a set of values at instance oa of class ca and, due to prop-

agation mode T1 (which is first applied), propagated to every materialization

oc of abstract object oa. The attribute is propagated further in T3 mode to

every materialization occ of oc, i.e., occ receives an attribute for every value

of that attribute at oc and instantiates it. In this way, attributes with T1-

T3 resemble attributes with potency 2 (see Section 3.2), and attributes with

T1-T1-T3 resemble attributes with potency 3, and so forth. We illustrate

this approach by the following example.

As described in our sample problem statement, product models and phys-

ical entities belonging to product category car differ from other product

models and physical entities in that they provide for attributes maxSpeed

and mileage, respectively. To be able to define these peculiarities, attribute

modelAttr(T3) and physEntAttr(T1-T3) are introduced at class Product-

Category. As described in the previous paragraph, these attributes serve

as placeholders for attributes introduced in instances of ProductCategory.

At Car:ProductCategory, modelAttr is instantiated with {maxSpeed} to

express that there is an attribute maxSpeed in every materialization of

Car, i.e. in Porsche911CarreraS and in Porsche911GT3. Furthermore, at-

tribute physEntAttr is instantiated with {mileage} to define that there is

an attribute mileage in every materialization of a materialization of Car,

i.e. in myPorsche911CarreraS. Alternatively, one could explicitly specialize

classes ProductModel and ProductPhysicalEntity by subclasses CarModel

and CarPhysicalEntity, respectively. We do not further consider this alter-

native, because subclassing of classes which are part of materialization hi-
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erarchies is not considered in literature on materialization and is somewhat

counter-intuitive to the idea of materialization.

Another powerful composite attribute propagation type, T3-T2, is dis-

cussed in [23], but not needed to model our sample product catalog.

Evaluation

1. Compactness: Materialization allows modular and redundancy-free

models. All peculiarities of domain concept car, including those con-

cerning objects at level product model and physical entity, can be de-

scribed locally to one model element, namely Car:ProductCategory.

Thus, materialization effectively reduces accidental complexity.

2. Query flexibility: Materialization hierarchies (as in [23]) provide a pre-

defined entry point for all objects at a specific materialization level

by the class representing this materialization level, e.g. all objects at

level physical entity can be addressed via class ProductPhysicalEntity.

Relevant literature does not consider pre-defined query entry points

that refer to all objects of one materialization level that directly or

indirectly materialize some abstract object. However, one should in

principle be able to retrieve such sets of objects rather easily with

materialization by queries like (in SQL-Syntax): SELECT * FROM

ProductModel p WHERE p.model = Car or to access all physical cars:

SELECT * FROM ProductPhysicalEntity p WHERE p.model.model

= Car .

3. Hetero-Homogeneous Level-Hierarchies: Literature on materialization

does not discuss how to introduce additional materialization levels lo-

cally to a specific object in the materialization hierarchy, like level

brand local to Car:ProductCategory. Since the modeling solution with

materialization presented herein mimics potency-based deep instanti-

ation using T1-T3-attribute propagation, additional levels would lead
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to similar problems as when using potency-based deep instantiation,

i.e., lead to global model changes. Using materialization, propagation

modes of attributes need to be adapted analogously as described above

for potency values of potency-based deep instantiation.

4. Multi-level relationships: Pirotte et al.[98] introduce attribute propa-

gation. Since attributes can be regarded as (directed) relationships,

T2 and T3 attribute propagation are a restricted form of multi-level

relationships. Thus, T2 and T3 partly capture (a) (meta-)classification

of relationships (c) specialization of range, in a (d) compact manner,

but lack (b) adressability/queryability of relationships at different lev-

els. Pirotte et al. also shortly mention materialization of relationships,

but do not discuss materialization of relationships in detail. They ba-

sically consider a relationship as a class that can be materialized like

any other class. Pirotte et al. also sketch the idea of materialization

of aggregation. For example, a product model is composed of various

parts (bill of materials) and this bill of materials can be materialized

to the level of physical entities. This idea could be elaborated and ex-

tended for materialization of relationships in order to support multiple

relationship-abstractions.

3.4 Summary

In this chapter we reviewed three multi-level modeling techniques. We ex-

emplified them based on our sample problem and evaluated them with regard

to our requirements for multi-level modeling.

The results of our evaluations of the various modeling techniques are

summarized in Table 3.1. This comparison of different modeling techniques

is complemented by a corresponding evaluation in Chapter 9.
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Mater. Deep I. Powertypes
Compactness + + –
Query Flexibility ∼ ∼ +
Heterogenous Level-Hier. – – +
Relationship-Abstraction ∼ ∼ –

Table 3.1: Evaluation of different multi-level abstraction techniques. Used
symbols: ‘+’ (full support), ‘∼’ (limited support), ‘–’ (no support)

We wish to stress that this evaluation only addresses the suitability of

modeling techniques for multi-level abstraction, especially for domains such

as exemplified in our sample problem (see Section 1.2). It does, however, not

evaluate the overall quality of these approaches or their suitability for other

problem domains.
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Chapter 4

M-Objects and

M-Relationships
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In this chapter we discuss multi-level objects (m-objects) and multi-level

relationships (m-relationships), which are the basic constructs of our multi-

level modeling approach. We give formal definitions of their basic structure

and of global consistency criteria. In Section 4.1, we present the concept of m-

objects and their consistent concretization in hetero-homogeneous concretiza-

tion hierarchies. In Section 4.2, we discuss the concept of m-relationships and

their consistent concretization in hetero-homogeneous concretization hierar-

chies of m-relationships. The m-object and m-relationship approach builds

on our basic assumptions and on our analysis of the classical abstraction

principles, as discussed in Chapter 2.

83
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This chapter is based on a previous paper [86], since then, we made

major extensions to the m-object and m-relationship approach. Especially by

providing stricter consistency criteria. Additionally we introduce inheritance

mechanisms and some shorthand notations.

4.1 Multi-Level Objects

In this section we introduce, exemplify and formally define m-objects and

their concretization. We first describe m-objects and how one m-object can

concretize another m-object. We then look at the roles which an m-object

plays in such a concretization. Building on a formal definition of m-objects,

we specify rules for consistent concretization of m-objects and for consistent

concretization hierarchies. Note that the basic concepts of m-object hierar-

chies could alternatively be described by providing a mapping to UML and

OCL, or to the Higher-order Entity-Relationship Model (HERM) [122]. Our

concise definitions are independent of a specific conceptual modeling lan-

guage and well suited for defining consistency rules as well as operators for

working with m-objects (see Chapters 5 and 6).

An m-object encapsulates and arranges abstraction levels in a linear order

from the most abstract to the most concrete one. Thereby, it describes itself

and the common properties of the objects at each level of the concretization

hierarchy beneath itself. An m-object that concretizes another m-object,

the parent, inherits all levels except for the top-level of the parent. It may

also specialize the inherited levels or even introduce new levels. An m-object

specifies concrete values for the properties of the top-level. This top-level has

a special role in that it describes the m-object itself. All other levels describe

common properties of m-objects beneath itself.

Definition 4.1 (M-Object). An m-object o ∈ O, where O is the universe

of m-objects, is described by a 6-tuple (Lo, Ao, po, lo, do, vo). This description

consists of a set of levels Lo, taken from a universe of levels L, and a set
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Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Figure 4.1: M-object Product representing a three-level product catalog

of attributes Ao, taken from a universe of attributes A. The levels Lo are

organized in a linear order, as defined by partial function parent po : Lo → Lo,

which associates with each level its parent level. Each attribute is associated

with one level, defined by function lo : Ao → Lo, and has a domain, defined by

function do : Ao → D (where D is a universe of data types). Optionally, an

attribute has a value from its domain, defined by partial function vo : Ao → V ,

where V is a universe of data values, and vo(a) ∈ do(a) if vo(a) is defined.

For notational convenience, we define in the following a couple of short-

hand notations.

Definition 4.2 (M-Object Shorthand Notations). Level-hierarchy Po ⊆
(Lo × Lo) is defined as: (l′, l) ∈ Po

def
= po(l

′) = l. We denote its transi-

tive closure by P+
o and its transitive-reflexive closure by P ∗

o .

The top-level of m-object o, denoted as l̂o, is the single level in Lo that

has no parent level, i.e.: l̂o = l
def
= l ∈ Lo ∧ po(l) is undefined.

The second-top-level, if such exists, of o, denoted as
ˆ̂
lo is the single level

in Lo that has l̂o as its parent, i.e.:
ˆ̂
lo = l

def
= l ∈ Lo ∧ po(l) = l̂o.

The bottom-level of o, denoted as ľo, is the single level in Lo that is not

parent of any other level in Lo, i.e.: ľo = l
def
= l ∈ Lo ∧ (∄l′ ∈ Lo : po(l

′) = l).

The top-level attributes of o, denoted as Âo, also referred to as own-

attributes of o, are given by the set of attributes associated with the top-level

of o, i.e.: Âo
def
= {a ∈ Ao ∣ lo(a) = l̂o}.

Further we say that an m-object o is at level l if l is its top-level, l̂o = l.
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Example 4.1. Consider m-object Product of Figure 4.1. This m-object

represents the sample product catalog (see Example 1.1) which consists of

product descriptions at three levels of abstraction, namely at levels prod-

uct category, product model, and product physical entity. The top-level of

m-object Product represents the product catalog itself, which is described

by own-attribute desc with data type String as domain and value ”Our

Products”, this is the instance-facet of m-object Product, which is an in-

stance of the singleton-class also represented by this top-level. The schema

of the product catalog is described by the order of levels and by the member-

attributes defined with these levels. The second-top-level, labeled category,

represents the class of all product categories within the product catalog, and

defines their common structure by member-attribute taxRate with domain

Integer. Level model represents the class of all product models and defines

their common structure by member-attribute listPrice with domain Float.

The bottom-level, labelled physicalEntity, represents the class of all product

physical entities with member-attribute serialNr, having String as domain.

The hierarchy of levels represents an aggregation hierarchy as described in

Chapter 2: each physical entity belongs to one product model and each

product model belongs to one product category. We say, m-object Product

is at level catalog since this level is its top-level (note that the name of the

top-level is always depicted next to the name of the m-object, separated by

a colon).

An m-object may concretize another m-object, which is referred to as its

parent. Such a concretization relationship between two m-objects comprises

aspects of instantiation-, specialization- and decomposition-relationships be-

tween the levels of an m-object and the levels of its parent, as follows:

∙ Classification – Instantiation: Each m-object can be regarded as an

instance of its parent m-object. In particular, the top-level of an m-

object is an instance of the second-top-level of its parent m-object. An

m-object must adopt all levels from its parent except for the parent’s
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Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Car : category

- taxRate = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- mileage : Integer

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Car : category

- taxRate : Integer = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- listPrice : Float

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

- mileage : Integer

Figure 4.2: M-object Car concretizes m-object Product. Alternative graphi-
cal representations without (left) as well as with inherited attributes (right)

top-level and it can specify values for its attributes. For a discussion

of the metaclass-facets of an m-object we refer to Chapter 6.

∙ Generalization – Specialization: The level descriptions of an m-object

correspond to subclasses of the corresponding levels of its parent. The

m-object can add attributes to levels and define new levels. By doing

so, an m-object must not change the relative order of levels it inherits

from its parent.

∙ Aggregation – Decomposition: The concretization path between m-

objects of different levels expresses an aggregation hierarchy (as de-

scribed in Chapter 2) at the instance level. The aggregation schema of

the sub-hierarchy of an m-object is given by the order of its abstraction

levels.

Example 4.2 (Concretization). M-object Car concretizes m-object Product

(see left part of Figure 4.2). This concretization relationship is depicted by an

arrow from Car to Product. This concretization relationship represents, first,

that product category Car is part of the sample product catalog. Second,
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m-object Car instantiates the second-top-level of Product, which is category.

Since m-object Product defines member-attribute taxRate, m-object Car has

taxRate as an own-attribute. Car instantiates taxRate with value 20.

M-object Car further represents the fragment of the sample product cat-

alog that describes cars at different levels of abstraction. This is referred

to as the sub-hierarchy of Car. M-object Car specializes the schema of

its sub-hierarchy by specializing classes at level model, introducing addi-

tional member-attribute maxSpeed, and physicalEntity, introducing addi-

tional member-attribute mileage. It further specializes the schema of the

aggregation hierarchy by introducing an additional abstraction level, namely

brand, above level model, to represent that each Car model belongs to a Car

brand. Car brands are described by attribute marketLaunch.

Note that the right part of Figure 4.2 depicts the full description of m-

object Car, including attributes inherited from m-object Product. The in-

heritance mechanism in place will be defined below.

When concretizing m-objects repeatedly, the resulting m-objects form

concretization hierarchies (see Example 4.3).

Definition 4.3 (Concretization Hierarchies of M-Objects). Concretization

hierarchies of m-objects are defined by relation H ⊆ O × O which forms a

forest (set of trees). Let o′, o ∈ O, then o′ is said to be a direct concretization

of or child of o iff (o′, o) ∈ H, and to be a descendant of o iff (o′, o) ∈ H+,

alternatively written as o′ ≺ o, and to be a descendant of or equal to o iff

(o′, o) ∈ H∗, alternatively written as o′ ⪯ o. In the inverse direction, o

is said to be parent of, be ancestor of, or be ancestor of or equal to o′,

respectively. H+ is the transitive closure of H and H∗ is the transitive-

reflexive closure of H. We alternatively refer to the descendants of an m-

object o as concretizations of o and to its ancestors as abstractions of o.

Every concretization hierarchy has a single root m-object ô ∈ Ô which

represents the hierarchy. The set of root m-objects, Ô ⊆ O, is defined as

consisting of all m-objects that have no parent m-object: Ô
def
= {ô ∈ O ∣ ∄ȯ ∈

O : ô ≺ ȯ}. Every m-object o belongs to exactly one hierarchy (represented
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Product
Category

Car
Brand

Product
Model

Product
Physical Entity

Car : category

- taxRate = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- mileage : Integer

Porsche911 : brand

- marketLaunch = 1964

<model>

<physicalEntity>

- porsche911club :boolean 

Porsche911CarreraS : 

model

- listPrice = 91.838

- maxSpeed = 293 km/h 

<physicalEntity> 

Porsche911GT3 : model

- listPrice = 108.083

- maxSpeed = 310 km/h

<physicalEntity> 

myPorsche911CarreraS : 

physicalEntity

- serialNr = ‚C333333'

- mileage = 100000

- porsche911club = true

HarryPotter4 : model

- listPrice = 11.50

- author = ‚J.K.Rowling’ 

<physicalEntity>

myCopyOfHarryPotter4 : 

physicalEntity

- serialNr = ‚A121212’ 

Book : category

- taxRate = 15 

<model>

- author : String 

<physicalEntity> 

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Figure 4.3: Concretization hierarchy of a product catalog along multiple
levels (inherited attributes not shown)
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by a root m-object). The root-m-object of o, denoted as ôo, is the single

root-m-object that is an ancestor of or equal to o: ôo
def
= ô ∈ Ô : o ⪯ ô.

M-objects, levels, and attributes have names, defined by function name :

O ∪L∪A → N , where N is the universe of names. Additionally, hierarchies

of m-objects provide a namespace, this namespace is assigned to the root

m-object and shared by all descendant m-objects, it is defined by function

ns : O → N . Names of m-objects, levels, and attributes are unique within

one hierarchy, that is, levels, attributes, and m-objects may be externally

identified by the namespace provided by their hierarchy together with their

names.

M-objects organized in a concretization hierarchy inherit properties from

their parent m-objects and, thus, may only be partially defined. The inheri-

tance mechanism is formally defined in the following. Examples of applying

these inheritance rules are given in Chapter 5 in the context of creating

m-object hierarchies in a stepwise manner.

Definition 4.4 (M-Object Inheritance). Given a delta description

of a (child) m-object o′, (LΔ
o′ , A

Δ
o′ , p

Δ
o′ , l

Δ
o′ , d

Δ
o′ , v

Δ
o′ ), its full description

(Lo′ , Ao′ , po′ , lo′ , do′ , vo′) is derived as follows: If o′ does not concretize an-

other m-object o, i.e., ∄o ∈ O : (o′, o) ∈ H, then (Lo′ , Ao′ , po′ , lo′ , do′ , vo′) :=

(LΔ
o′ , A

Δ
o′ , p

Δ
o′ , l

Δ
o′ , d

Δ
o′ , v

Δ
o′ ). Otherwise, that is, o′ concretizes another m-object

o, its parent m-object, denoted as (o′, o) ∈ H, then its namespace is that of its

parent, i.e., ns(o′) := ns(o), and its full description (Lo′ , Ao′ , po′ , lo′ , do′ , vo′)

is given as follows:

∙ the set of levels Lo′ of the child m-object is the union of levels introduced

by the child m-object, LΔ
o′ , and levels of the parent m-object, Lo, without

the top-level of the parent m-object, i.e., Lo′ := (LΔ
o′ ∪ Lo) ∖ {l̂o}

∙ the set of attributes of the child m-object, Ao′, is the union of attributes

introduced at the child m-object, AΔ
o′ , and attributes of the parent m-

object, Ao, without the attributes of the top-level of the parent m-object,

i.e., Ao′ := (AΔ
o′ ∪ Ao) ∖ {Âo}
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∙ the order of levels given by the parent m-object may be overwritten by

the child m-object. The second-top-level of o is the top-level of o′ and

has no parent level within o′. For every level l ∈ Lo′:

po′(l) :=

⎧
⎨
⎩

pΔo′(l) if defined

undefined pΔo′(l) undefined ∧ l =
ˆ̂
lo

po(l) otherwise

∙ the assignment of every attribute a ∈ Ao′ to a level is given by

lo′(a) :=

⎧
⎨
⎩
lΔo′ (a) if defined

lo(a) otherwise

∙ the assignment of a data type to every attribute a ∈ Ao′ is given by

do′(a) :=

⎧
⎨
⎩
dΔo′(a) if defined

do(a) otherwise

∙ the assignment of a value to every attribute a ∈ Ao′ is given by

vo′(a) :=

⎧
⎨
⎩
vΔo′ (a) if defined

vo(a) otherwise

In the following definition of a consistent concretization, we assume that

partially defined m-objects have already been extended as just described.

Definition 4.5 (Consistent Concretization). Let o′ ∈ O be a direct con-

cretization of o ∈ O, (o′, o) ∈ H, then o′ is a consistent concretization of o

iff

1. The top-level of o′ is second-top-level of o: l̂o′ =
ˆ̂
lo (second-top-level

instantiation)

2. Each level of o, except for its top-level, is also a level of o′: (Lo∖{l̂o}) ⊆
Lo′ (level containment)

3. All attributes of o, except for the attributes of its top-level, also exist in

o′: (Ao ∖ Âo) ⊆ Ao′ (attribute containment)
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4. The relative order of common levels of o′ and o is the same, i.e., ∀l′, l ∈
(Lo ∩ Lo′) : (l

′, l) ∈ P+
o′ ⇒ (l′, l) ∈ P+

o (level order compatibility)

5. Common attributes are associated with the same level, have the same

domain, and the same value, if defined: For all a ∈ (Ao ∩ Ao′):

(a) lo′(a) = lo(a) (stability of attribute levels)

(b) do′(a) = do(a) (stability of attribute domains)

(c) vo(a) is defined ⇒ vo′(a) = vo(a) (compatibility of attribute val-

ues)

Example 4.3 (Consistent Concretization). M-object Car is a consistent con-

cretization of m-object Product (see right part of Figure 4.2). Except for the

top-level catalog, each level of Product also exists in Car (level containment).

The same is true for all attributes, i.e. Car only misses attribute desc, which

is a top-level attribute of Product (attribute containment). The levels have

the same order in both m-objects, e.g. in each m-object level category comes

above level model (level order compatibility). Both m-objects associate at-

tribute taxRate with level category (stability of attribute levels) and define

domain Integer for this attribute (stability of attribute domains). If m-object

Product defined a value for this attribute, the value would need to be 20 to

ensure compatibility of attribute values.

M-objects do not only inherit levels and attributes from their parents,

but can also introduce new levels and add attributes to levels. In contrast to

potency-based deep instantiation [7, 66] (see Chapter 3), m-objects use names

instead of numeric potencies to identify levels, which enables introducing

additional levels without affecting existing navigation paths.

Example 4.4 (Extensibility). In Figure 4.2, m-object Car inherits levels

category, model and physical entity from m-object Product. It adds level

brand to define that cars are further categorized by their brand. Note that

the additional level brand applies only to descendant m-objects of Car and
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not to other sub-hierarchies such as descendants of Book. Additionally, m-

object Car extends level definitions of m-object Product by adding attribute

maxSpeed to level model, and attribute mileage to level physical entity.

In the following Definition 4.5 we extend consistency criteria for individ-

ual concretization to consistency criteria that must hold for concretization

hierarchies as a whole.

Definition 4.6 (Consistent Concretization Hierarchy of M-Objects). A con-

cretization hierarchy H ⊆ O ×O is consistent, iff

1. For each pair of child m-object o′ and parent m-object o, (o′, o) ∈ H, o′

is a consistent concretization of o according to Definition 4.5.

2. Each attribute and level is introduced at only one m-object, hence, if

an m-object o ∈ O shares an attribute (or a level) with another m-

object ȯ ∈ O, then either one of them introduced the attribute (or level,

respectively) and is an ancestor of the other, or they have a common

ancestor which introduced this attribute (or level, respectively):

(a) ∀a ∈ A, o, ȯ ∈ O : a ∈ (Ao∩Aȯ) ⇒ ∃ö ∈ O : o ⪯ ö∧ ȯ ⪯ ö∧a ∈ Aö

(unique induction rule for attributes)

(b) ∀l ∈ L, o, ȯ ∈ O : l ∈ (Lo ∩ Lȯ) ⇒ ∃ö ∈ O : o ⪯ ö ∧ ȯ ⪯ ö ∧ l ∈ Lö

(unique induction rule for levels)

Example 4.5 (Concretization Hierarchy). In Figure 4.1, m-object

Porsche911 is a direct concretization of m-object Car and a descendant of

both, m-object Car and m-object Product. M-objects Book and Car have

a common attribute taxRate. To be consistent, these m-objects must have

a common ancestor in the concretization hierarchy, which also defines this

attribute, namely m-object Product in the example.

As introduced in Definition 4.1, levels within an m-object are totally

ordered, while concretizations may introduce additional levels, but they may
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not change the relative order of levels. Further, each level is introduced at

exactly one m-object. Thus we can derive a global partial order of levels as

follows.

Definition 4.7 (Partial Order of Levels). The global partial order of levels

is given by transitive relation ≺. A level l′ ∈ L is below another level l ∈ L,

written as l′ ≺ l, if there is an m-object o in which (l′, l) is an element of

the transitive closure of parent relation Po, i.e., ∀l′, l ∈ L : (∃o ∈ O : (l′, l) ∈
P+
o ) ⇒ l′ ≺ l. We write l′ ⪯ l to denote that a level l′ is below or equal to

another level l, i.e., l′ ⪯ l
def
= l′ ≺ l ∨ l′ = l.

Note that a level l′ ∈ L may be below another level l ∈ L, l′ ≺ l,

even if these levels are not part of the same m-object. This follows from

the transitivity of relation ≺. Further note that for notational convenience

we overloaded symbol ‘≺’. It refers, both, to the transitive concretization

relation (as an alternative notation for H∗), as well as to the global partial

order of levels. We will further overload this symbol in the context of m-

relationships.

4.2 Multi-Level Relationships

In this section we introduce, exemplify and formally define multi-level rela-

tionships (m-relationships) as a high-level modeling primitive for modeling

relationships at multiple levels of abstraction. We show how m-relationships

connect m-objects at multiple levels, how they can be concretized, and we

look at the roles which they play in concretizations. Then we define rules

for consistent concretization of m-relationships. Finally, we discuss one pos-

sible naming scheme for m-relationships and introduce inheritance between

m-relationships. For simplicity, we consider only binary relationships in this

chapter and do not consider cardinality constraints.
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Product : catalog

<category>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Porsche911CarreraS : 

model

<physicalEntity>

myPorsche911CarreraS :

physicalEntity

Company : all

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

<factory>

CarManufacturer : 

industrialSector

<enterprise>

<factory>

PorscheLtd : enterprise

<factory>

PorscheZuffenhausen :

factory

producedBy

producedBy

producedBy

producedBy

Car : category

<brand>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Porsche911 : brand

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Person : all

<individual>

MrBlack : individual

designedBy

designedBy

Figure 4.4: Product catalog modeled with m-objects and m-relationships

So far we have shown how to reduce accidental complexity by describing

entities and entity types at multiple levels of abstraction through m-objects.

M-relationships are analogous to m-objects in that they describe relationships

between m-objects at multiple levels of abstraction and in that they are

organized in concretization hierarchies.

The basic idea of m-relationships is to provide a high-level modeling

primitive that (1) encapsulates different abstraction levels of a relationship,

(2) implies extensional constraints between different abstraction levels of a re-

lationship, (3) supports heterogenous hierarchies (e.g. additional level brand

at category Car), and (4) can be exploited for navigating and querying. This

leads to application models that are easier to define, to understand, and to

maintain, as compared to models where these different facets of relationships

are modeled as distinct model elements (as exemplified in Chapter 2).

Definition 4.8 (M-Relationship). An m-relationship r ∈ R, where R is the

universe of m-relationships, is described by a quadruple (r̂r, sr, tr, Cr). Each

m-relationship r belongs to a root-m-relationship r̂r ∈ R, connects two m-

objects, sr ∈ O and tr ∈ O, and has a set of connection-levels Cr ∈ L × L.
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Each of its connection-levels (l, l̄) ∈ Cr connects a level l of source m-object

sr, l ∈ Lsr , to a level l̄ of target m-object tr, l̄ ∈ Ltr .

The set of connection-levels of an m-relationships expresses an aggre-

gation schema (see Chapter 2). Each connection-level is regarded as a re-

lationship class having relationship occurrences at that connection-level as

instances. The hierarchy of component and composite relationship classes

needs not to be explicitly modeled, since the partial order of pairs of ab-

straction levels can be derived from the partial order of abstraction levels of

m-objects (see Definition 4.7). The partial order of pairs of abstraction levels

is as follows.

Definition 4.9 (Partial Order of Pairs of Levels). We say a pair of levels

(l′, l̄′) ∈ L × L is below or equal to a pair of levels (l, l̄) ∈ L × L, written as

(l′, l̄′) ⪯ (l, l̄), iff: l′ ⪯ l ∧ l̄′ ⪯ l̄. A pair of levels (l′, l̄′) is below a pair of

levels (l, l̄), written as (l′, l̄′) ≺ (l, l̄), iff: (l′ ≺ l ∧ l̄′ ⪯ l̄) ∨ (l′ ⪯ l ∧ l̄′ ≺ l̄).

Example 4.6 (M-Relationship). To model that car models have a designer,

Figure 4.4 depicts an m-relationship designedBy between source m-object

Car and target m-object Person. We write Car-designedBy-Person to refer

to this m-relationship. Its top-connection-level (category,all) is given by the

top-levels of its source m-object Car and its target m-object Person. We say

m-relationship Car-designedBy-Person is at connection-level (category,all).

It further connects level model with level individual to express that car mod-

els are designed by individual persons. M-relationships that only have two

connection-levels, like Car-designedBy-Person, are similar to associations in

the UML and relationship sets (relationship types) in the ER model.

Now consider m-relationship producedBy between Product and Com-

pany, referred to by Product-producedBy-Company, which specifies,

apart from its top-connection-level (catalog,all), multiple connection-

levels, namely (category,industrialSector), (model,enterprise), (physicalEn-

tity,factory). These connection-levels express an aggregation hierarchy

of relationship classes (as discussed in Chapter 2): each producedBy-m-

relationship between a physicalEntity and a factory has to be part of exactly
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one producedBy-m-relationship between a model and an enterprise, which,

in turn, has to be part of exactly one producedBy-m-relationship between a

category and an industrialSector.

Like m-objects, m-relationships are organized in concretization hierar-

chies. Each such hierarchy has a root m-relationship. Each m-relationship

belongs to exactly one concretization hierarchy of m-relationships, by as-

sociating the m-relationship with the root of a concretization hierarchy of

m-relationships. The position of an m-relationship in a concretization hier-

archy is implicitly given by the pair of connected m-objects (its coordinate).

Definition 4.10 (Concretization Hierarchies of M-Relationships). A hierar-

chy of m-relationships, rooted in m-relationship r̂, consists of the set of m-

relationships, denoted as r̂⟨⟩, being associated with this root m-relationship:

r̂⟨⟩ def
= {r ∈ R ∣ r̂r = r̂}. The root m-relationship r̂ has itself as root m-

relationship, i.e., r̂r̂ = r̂.

Each m-relationship r in this hierarchy, r ∈ r̂⟨⟩, connects two m-objects

that are descendants of or are equal to the m-objects connected by r̂, i.e.:

r ∈ r̂⟨⟩ ⇒ sr ⪯ sr̂ ∧ tr ⪯ tr̂.

For each pair of m-objects (o, ō) ∈ O × O there is at most one m-

relationship per hierarchy, i.e.: ∀r, ṙ ∈ R : sr = sṙ∧tr = tṙ∧r̂r = r̂ṙ ⇒ r = ṙ.

The partial order (⪯) of m-relationships in concretization hierarchies is

defined as: ∀r′, r ∈ R : r′ ⪯ r ⇔ r̂r′ = r̂r ∧ sr′ ⪯ sr ∧ tr′ ⪯ tr. We say an

m-relationship r′ is a descendant of (concretization of) or equal to another

m-relationship r iff r′ ⪯ r. We say an m-relationship r′ is a descendant of

(concretization of) r, denoted as r′ ≺ r, iff r′ ⪯ r∧r′ ∕= r. We say r is a child

of (direct concretization of) r′, denoted as (r′, r) ∈ HR iff there is no other

m-relationship ṙ in between r′ and r, i.e.: (r′, r) ∈ HR ⇔ r′ ≺ r ∧ (∄ṙ ∈ R :

r′ ≺ ṙ ≺ r). In the inverse direction, we say r is an ancestor of (abstraction

of), or a parent of (direct abstraction of) r′, respectively.

Analogously to m-relationships, arbitrary pairs of m-objects (coordinates)

are partially ordered.
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Definition 4.11 (Partial Order of Coordinates). A coordinate (o′, ō′) ∈ O×
O is below or equal to coordinate (o, ō) ∈ O ×O, written as (o′, ō′) ⪯ (o, ō),

iff o′ ⪯ o ∧ ō′ ⪯ ō. We say (o′, ō′) is below coordinate (o, ō), written as

(o′, ō′) ≺ (o, ō), iff (o′ ≺ o ∧ ō′ ⪯ ō) ∨ (o′ ⪯ o ∧ ō′ ≺ ō).

As exemplified above, connection-levels of an m-relationship are regarded

as aggregation schema, where a connection-level that is below another

connection-level is regarded as a component relationship class of the latter.

As discussed in Chapter 2, we regard aggregation as a transitive, antisym-

metric, and irreflexive relation that connects components with composites,

where the component is existentially dependent on the composite. On the

schema level, aggregation also represents a functional dependency between

component class and composite class.

In order to ensure this functional dependency between component class

and composite class (represented by two connection-levels, one below the

other), we define that a consistent child m-relationship has to contain all

connection-levels of the parent m-relationship except for its top-connection-

level. If a parent m-relationship has a non-top connection-level above the top-

connection-level of the child-m-relationship, then the child-m-relationship is

considered inconsistent, since it violates the imposed functional and existen-

tial dependency. In this way the extension of higher connection-levels re-

strains the possible extension of lower connection-levels. This is what leads

to the notion of active domain, which we will discuss in detail in Chapter 5.

Also note that an m-relationship may have more than one parent m-

relationships (this is what we call multiple concretization). But, these parent

m-relationships reside on different connection-levels, which represent differ-

ent composite class. In this way, concretization hierarchies with multiple

concretization can still be regarded as exclusive part-whole relations (as dis-

cussed in [39]).

Definition 4.12 (Consistent Concretization of M-Relationships). Let r′ ∈ R

be a direct concretization of r ∈ R, (r′, r) ∈ HR. Child m-relationship r′ is
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a consistent concretization of parent m-relationship r iff each connection-

level of r, except for its top-connection-level, is also a connection-level of r′:

Cr ∖ {ĉr} ⊆ Cr′. A property we call connection-level containment.

In the case of multiple concretization, a child m-relationship has to

contain the union of connection-levels of its parents (without their top-

connection-levels).

Definition 4.13 (Consistent Concretization Hierarchy of M-Relationships).

A concretization hierarchy of m-relationships is consistent, iff for each two

m-relationships r′, r ∈ R within that hierarchy, where r′ directly concretizes r,

(r′, r) ∈ HR, r′ is a consistent concretization of r according to Definition 4.12.

Example 4.7 (Consistent Concretization of M-Relationships). M-

relationship Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer (see Figure 4.4) is a consis-

tent concretization of m-relationship Product-producedBy-Company since

each connection-level of m-relationship Product-producedBy-Company, ex-

cept for its top-connection-level (catalog,all), is also a connection-level of

Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer.

Example 4.8 (Inconsistent Concretization of M-Relationships). M-

relationship HarryPotter4-producedBy-PorscheLtd (see Figure 4.5) is an in-

consistent concretization of m-relationship Product-producedBy-Company,

which defines a connection-level between abstraction levels Category and In-

dustrialSector. Since abstractions of HarryPotter4 and of PorscheLtd (Book

and CarManufacturer, respectively) at these abstraction levels are not con-

nected by a producedBy-m-relationship, the m-relationship between Harry-

Potter4 and PorscheLtd is inconsistent.

Depending on the number of connection-levels as well as depending on

which connection-level one looks at, an m-relationship plays different roles,

which manifest its instance-, class-, and metaclass-facets:

∙ Relationship occurrence: an m-relationship always connects the top-

level of its source m-object with the top-level of its target m-object.
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Product

<category>

<model>

Porsche911Carrer

aS : model

Company

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

CarManufacturer : 

industrialSector

<enterprise>

producedBy

producedByCar : category

<brand>

<model>

Porsche911 : 

brand

<model>

HarryPotter4 : 

model

Book : category

<model>

Publisher : 

industrialSector

<enterprise>

producedBy

PorscheLtd : 

enterprise

Bloomsbury : 

enterprise

producedBy

Figure 4.5: Inconsistent Concretization

This connection-level is called its top-connection-level and constitutes

a relationship occurrence, similar to a link in the UML.

∙ Relationship class: The top-connection-level of an m-relationship is re-

garded as a singleton-class with the m-relationship’s instance-facet as

instance. An m-relationship may connect further levels of its source

m-object with levels of its target m-object. These are its non-top-

connection-levels. A non-top-connection-level is regarded as a relation-

ship class, since it has a domain and an extension (see Chapter 5).

An m-relationship with only one non-top-connection-level (a two-level

relationship) is similar to an association in the UML or a relationship

type in the ER model. Like instantiating an association in the UML

results in a link, concretizing a two-level m-relationship results in an

m-relationship with at least one connection-level (a relationship occur-

rence).
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∙ Relationship meta∗-class: we are especially interested in m-

relationships that go beyond these two connection-levels and have mul-

tiple, interdependent non-top-connection-levels. Concretizing a three-

level m-relationship results in an m-relationship with at least two

connection-levels (which play the roles of relationship occurrence and

relationship class). Concretizing a four-level m-relationship results in

an m-relationship with at least three connection-levels (which play

the roles of relationship occurrence, relationship class and relationship

metaclass). An m-relationship that has n non-top-connection-levels,

with n ≥ 1, can thus be seen as a relationship metan−1-class.

With regard to the different facets of an m-relationship, a concretization

relationship between a child m-relationship and a parent m-relationship not

only expresses aggregation but also meta∗-classification and specialization,

depending on which facets of the m-relationships one is looking at.

With regard to meta∗-classification, if the child m-relationship resides

on a connection-level that is present in the parent m-relationship, than it is

regarded as instance of the relationship class, represented by this connection-

level of its parent. Since connection-levels of parent m-relationships, in this

way, are considered as relationship classes, connection-levels of parents of

these parent m-relationships can be considered as metaclasses, and, in turn,

connection-levels of the next higher abstraction, can be regarded as meta2-

classes, and so forth.

With regard to specialization, connection-levels of child m-relationships

are regarded as subclasses of corresponding connection-levels of the parent

m-relationship, by restricting the domain at lower connection-levels to pairs

of m-objects that are descendants of m-objects connected by the child m-

relationship. Another aspect of specialization is the possibility to introduce

additional connection levels in child m-relationships, thus specializing the

aggregation schema of the parent m-relationship. Note that the role of spe-

cialization and classification in m-relationship hierarchies becomes more ap-

parent when considering that each connection-level of an m-relationship may
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introduce member-attributes that are to be instantiated by descendant m-

relationships at that connection-level, and, in this way, define and specialize

the structure of m-relationships at that level (a feature discussed in Chap-

ter 8).

Example 4.9 (Aspects of Concretization of M-Relationship). Consider

m-relationship Product-producedBy-Company in Figure 4.4 which is con-

cretized by Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer. This concretization-

relationship comprises (i) Aggregation/Decomposition: Car-producedBy-

CarManufacturer (its instance facet) is part of Product-producedBy-

Company (of its instance facet) (ii) Meta∗-Classification/Instantiation: The

instace-facet of Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer is instance of the class-

facet at connection-level (category,industrialSector) of Product-producedBy-

Company. The class-facet at connection-level (model,enterprise) of Car-

producedBy-CarManufacturer is instance of a metaclass-facet at connection-

level (model,enterprise) of Product-producedBy-Company (iii) Generaliza-

tion/Specialization: Class-facets of Product-producedBy-Company at con-

nection levels (model,enterprise) and (physicalEntity, factory) are special-

ized: its static domains are restrained to the cross-product of descendants

of m-object Car at level model (resp. physicalEntity) and descendants of

m-object CarManufacturer at level enterprise (resp. factory).

Considering external identifiers of m-relationships: each root-m-

relationship r̂ ∈ R̂ has assigned a label that serves as namespace for its

concretization hierarchy of m-relationships and is thus shared by all its

descendants. Note that R̂ ⊆ R is the set of root-m-relationships within

a multi-level model and, thus, represents the set of concretization hierar-

chies of m-relationships. The namespace of an m-relationship is defined

by total function ns : R → N . The namespace is unique within the set

of root-m-relationships and can thus be employed to refer to a hierarchy

of m-relationships. An m-relationships can be externally identified by its

namespace together with the names of its target-m-object and its source-m-

object. Each m-relationship may optionally have a label defined by function

name : R → N ∪ {"}, this label is only informative.
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Like m-objects, m-relationships may be only partially defined. A par-

tially defined m-relationship inherits namespace and connection-levels from

its parent m-relationship as defined in the following definition.

Definition 4.14 (M-Relationship Inheritance). Given is an m-relationship

r ∈ R and its direct concretization r′ ∈ R, (r′, r) ∈ HR. The namespace of

r′ is that of its root-m-relationship, i.e., ns(r′) := ns(r̂r′). Its connection-

levels Cr′ are given by the union of connection-levels introduced at r′, CΔ
r′ ,

and connection-levels of its parent m-relationships, without the parents’ top-

connection-levels, i.e., Cr′ := (CΔ
r′ ∪

∪
r∈R:(r′,r)∈HR(Cr ∖ {ĉr})).

Inheritance in concretization hierarchies of m-relationships gives rise to a

short-hand graphical notation for m-relationships. By now, we only provided

a uniform graphical representation of m-relationships and their concretiza-

tions, by labeling each m-relationship with the name of the m-relationship

hierarchy together with, if available, specific names of single m-relationships,

and by graphically representing each connection-level at each m-relationship

(see Figure 4.4). Typically, however, single m-relationships do not come with

specific names, and in most cases one does not add additional connection-

levels at concretized m-relationships. Thus, graphical representation of la-

bels and connection-levels at each concretized m-relationships is redundant

and leads to graphical representations of multi-level models that are overly

verbose and thus hard to comprehend. For the purpose of simplifying graphi-

cal representation we introduce a short-hand for concretized m-relationships,

omitting their label and omitting inherited concretization levels. This concise

representation of m-relationship hierarchies is exemplified in Figure 4.6. A

similar approach is presented in [6] for the concise graphical representation of

links and associations in the UML when modeling with multiple ontological

classification levels.
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<physicalEntity>
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factory
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<physicalEntity>

Porsche911 : brand

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Figure 4.6: Abbreviated graphical representation of m-relationship hierar-
chies
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4.3 Summary

In this chapter we discussed how to model entities and entity types at multiple

levels of abstraction using m-objects. We also discussed how to model rela-

tionships at multiple levels of abstraction using m-relationships. We provided

set theoretic definitions of their basic structure and of global consistency cri-

teria. We complemented the approach by a discussion of hetero-homogeneous

abstraction hierarchies and of how they are represented by concretization hi-

erarchies of m-objects and of m-relationships.

Multiple concretization hierarchies of m-objects connected by concretiza-

tion hierarchies of m-relationships, as discussed in this chapter, comprise

a multi-level model (m-model). Such m-models constitute the core of the

structural part of what we envisage as conceptual modeling in the large. In

Chapter 9, we will sketch future extensions, which will complement the core

m-object and m-relationship approach. Some extensions will already be pro-

vided in this thesis in the context of data warehousing (see Chapter 8).

In the following chapters we will introduce operations to create and ma-

nipulate (see Chapter 5) and to query (see Chapter 6) multi-level models

based on m-objects and m-relationships. In the context of querying m-objects

and m-relationships we will also discuss further aspects of m-objects and m-

relationships, such as their extensions, metaclass-extensions, and —regarding

m-relationships— their active domain at various levels of abstraction. In

Chapter 9 we will provide an evaluation of the m-object and m-relationship

approach, complementing the comparison of different multi-level modeling

techniques (see Chapter 3).
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Chapter 5

Creating and Manipulating

Multi-Level Models
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In this chapter we define generic operations for defining and manipulat-

ing multi-level models (m-models) based on m-objects and m-relationships

as discussed in Chapter 4. We give formal definitions of these operations

together with examples of their application. In Section 5.1, we discuss pre-

requisites for defining operations on multi-level models. In Section 5.2, we

define operations for creating, manipulating, and deleting m-objects, levels,

and attributes. In Section 5.3, we define operations for creating, manipu-

lating, and deleting m-relationships and their connection-levels. Section 5.4

summarizes the chapter.
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5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we provide formal definitions of operations for creating and

manipulating m-models. Based on structural definitions provided in the pre-

vious chapter we define operations in terms of their

1. Input and output

2. Preconditions : A precondition is a condition that the input and the

state of the m-model must satisfy before the operation takes place

(compare [94, p.257]). An operation only takes place if all its precon-

ditions hold. A precondition is a logical expression that ranges over

input of the operation and over the pre-state of the multi-level model.

3. Effects : Effects of an operation are defined in terms of postconditions.

A postcondition is a condition that the m-model and the output satisfy

after the operation took place (compare [94, p.260]). A postcondition

is a logical expression that ranges over input, output, pre-state and

post-state of the multi-level model. In order to refer to the state of

the multi-level model before the operation took place, the universes,

sets, functors, and relations are marked with pre, for example Opre is

the universe of m-objects immediately before the operation took place.

These definitions ensure that if an operation is applied on a consistent

m-model and if all preconditions are met, that then the resulting m-model

fulfils all static structural consistency criteria (no proofs are given).

A well-known problem of specifying changes in a knowledge base using

this postcondition approach is the frame problem [18]. It “is the problem of

stating succinctly those parts of the information base that are not affected by

an event, and that therefore they must remain unchanged. [. . . ] In practice,

the frame problem is greatly mitigated by the assumption of minimal set. It

is assumed that the set of structural events is minimal in the sense that if
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any of them is removed from the set, then the resulting set does not achieve

the desired state in the information base.” [94, p.266]

We make the assumption of minimal set.

Following structural definitions given in the previous chapter, a multi-

level model consists of universes of m-objects O, m-relationships R, attributes

A, levels L, data types D, values V , and names N . O, R, A and L are dy-

namic universes, they can expand and shrink. Thus it is possible to add

elements to and delete elements from these universes. Furthermore, con-

cretization hierarchies of m-objects and m-relationships are defined in global

relations H and HR, respectively. Naming of elements is provided by global

functions name and ns. Schema and instance data is defined in the descrip-

tions of m-objects and m-relationships.

Each m-object in the universe of m-objects o ∈ O has as an essential

and inseparable part a delta description (LΔ
o , A

Δ
o , p

Δ
o , l

Δ
o , d

Δ
o , v

Δ
o ). That is, an

m-object and its delta description have the same lifetime. In our formaliza-

tion we assume that when adding an m-object to the universe of m-objects,

that an empty delta-description is created as well. When deleting an m-

object from the universe of m-objects, its delta description is deleted as well.

For each m-object one can dynamically derive, using inheritance rules (see

Definition 4.4), its full description (Lo, Ao, po, lo, do, vo) (see Definition 4.1).

Analogously, the delta description of an m-relationship r ∈ R, (r̂r, sr, tr, C
Δ
r ),

is considered as essential and inseparable part of the m-relationship. In the

case of m-relationships only the set of connection-levels is complemented us-

ing inheritance rules (see Definition 4.14).

We assume that when deleting an element x from a universe, all references

to x are deleted as well: (1) membership of x in sets such as AΔ
o and LΔ

o , (2)

tupels that refer to x in relations, such as H, HR, and CΔ
r , or in functions,

such as name, ns, pΔo , l
Δ
o , d

Δ
o , v

Δ
o , are deleted (3) other references to x, such

as from sr, tr, are unset.
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In this chapter we will give extensive examples of the application of the

discussed operations based on our sample problem (see Example 1.1). Our

example starts with an empty multi-level model. That is, the dynamic uni-

verses of m-objects, m-relationships, attributes, and levels are empty, i.e.,

O = {}, R = {}, A = {}, L = {}. Also, global relations are empty, i.e.,

H = {}, and HR = {}, as well as global functions name and ns. We assume

that the static universe of data types contains some common primitive data

types, i.e., {Date, Integer, String, Float, Boolean} ⊆ D and that the static

universe of names N consists of all strings of alphanumeric characters, for

example no longer than 30 characters, beginning with a letter.

5.2 Creating and Manipulating M-Objects

We now define the following operations for creating and manipulating m-

objects. Note that square brackets denote optional parameters. In our

formalization, omitting an optional parameter is equivalent to setting this

parameter to ".

∙ new(n,[n′],[n′′]) creates a new root m-object with namespace n, option-

ally a specific m-object-name n′, and optionally a name of its top-level.

∙ o.addLevel(n,l′) adds a new level l to o below level l′.

∙ o.addAttribute(n,l,d) adds a new attribute a to o at level l′ with domain

d.

∙ o.set(a,v) sets the value of attribute a at o to value v.

∙ o.concretize([n]) creates a new m-object with name n that concretizes

o.

∙ o.delete() deletes m-object o.

∙ o.deleteLevel(l) deletes level l of m-object o.
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∙ o.deleteAttribute(a) deletes attribute a from m-object o and from its

descendants.

∙ o.unset(a) unsets attribute value a at m-object o.

Creating a New Concretization Hierarchy The first step in creating

a multi-level model is to start creating concretization hierarchies by creating

one or more root m-objects. Root m-objects are created using operation new

which takes as parameter the name of the m-object hierarchy n ∈ N which

is mandatory and serves as namespace for m-objects, levels, and attributes

in this hierarchy. The operation further takes as parameter m-object-name

n′ ∈ N ∪ {"} which is optional because the root m-object of a hierarchy

typically has no specific m-object name but is referred to by the name of

the hierarchy (n). A newly created m-object comes with one level. Optional

parameter level-name n′′ ∈ N ∪ {"} may provide a custom name for this

level, if omitted it is labeled ‘root’.

Definition 5.1 (Operation New). Given is a namespace n ∈ N , a name

n′ ∈ N ∪ {"} and a level name n′′ ∈ N ∪ {"} of a to-be-created m-object.

Operation new(n,n’,n”) is defined by the following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: ∀o′ ∈ Opre : ns(o′) ∕= n. (there is no existing m-object with the same

namespace)

Post 1: ∃o ∈ O : o ∕∈ Opre (adds a new m-object o to the universe of m-

objects)

Post 2: ∃l ∈ L : l ∕∈ Lpre (adds a new level l to the universe of levels)

Post 3: ns(o) = n

Post 4: name(o) = n′

Post 5: l ∈ Lo
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Post 6: name(l) =

⎧
⎨
⎩
n′′ n′′ ∕= "

‘root’ otℎerwise

Example 5.1 (Operation New). Operation new(‘Product’, ", ‘catalog’) cre-

ates a new root m-object with namespace ‘Product’, without a specific m-

object name. In the following we simply write Product to refer to this m-

object. This informal shorthand notation leads to rather strange-looking

definitions like ns(Product) = ‘Product’ and name(Product) = ". We also

use Product to refer to the whole concretization hierarchy beneath m-object

Product. If not clear from the context we write “m-object Product” or

“Product hierarchy” (without quotation marks), respectively, to distinguish

between them. The operation also creates empty object-local sets and func-

tions, referred to as LΔ
Product, A

Δ
Product, p

Δ
Product, l

Δ
Product, d

Δ
Product, v

Δ
Product. It

also creates a new level named ‘catalog’, in the following simply referred

to as catalog, and adds it to the set of levels of m-object Product, i.e.,

LΔ
Product = {catalog}. Figure 5.1 depicts m-object Product.

Product : catalog

Figure 5.1: Newly created m-object Product

Adding Levels A new level l can be added to an m-object o using op-

eration addLevel which takes as parameter the name n ∈ N of the to-be-

introduced level and its parent level l′ ∈ L. The name of the new level must

be unique within the namespace of o (Pre. 5.2.1) and there must not be any

concretizations of o below level l′ (Pre. 5.2.2). Given that these precondi-

tions are met, the operation adds a new level l to the universe of levels.

This new level is labeled n (Post. 5.2.2) and is added to the set of levels of

o (Post. 5.2.3). The provided parent-level l′ is set as the parent-level of l

(Post. 5.2.4). If parent-level l′ used to be parent of another level l′′ then the

newly introduced level l becomes the new parent-level of l′′ (Post. 5.2.5).

Definition 5.2 (Operation Add Level). Given are an m-object o ∈ O to-

gether with a name n ∈ N and a parent-level l′ ∈ L of a to-be-introduced
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level. Operation o.addLevel(n, l′) is defined by the following pre- and post-

conditions:

Pre 1: ∀l′′ ∈ L,∀o′ ∈ O : l′′ ∈ Lo′ ∧ ns(o′) = ns(o) ⇒ name(l′′) ∕= n (name of

level is unique within an m-object hierarchy)

Pre 2: ∀o′, o′′ ∈ O : (o′, o) ∈ H∗ ∧ l′ = l̂o′ ⇒ (o′′, o′) ∕∈ H+ (no m-objects

below parent level)

Post 1: ∃l ∈ L : l ∕∈ Lpre (adds a new level l to the universe of levels L

Post 2: name(l) = n

Post 3: l ∈ LΔ
o

Post 4: pΔo (l) = l′

Post 5: ∀l′′ ∈ Lo : p
pre
o (l′′) = l′ ⇒ pΔo (l

′′) = l (re-organized level-hierarchy)

Note that there are different design options concerning preconditions

for operation addLevel: We may alternatively want to guarantee, that the

bottom-level is the same for all m-objects within a concretization hierarchy.

This could be achieved by adding rule stable bottom level: (∀o′ ∈ O : l′ =

ľo ⇒ (o, o′) ∕∈ H) to the set of preconditions, which says that only root

m-objects may introduce a level below the former bottom level.

Example 5.2 (Operation Add Level). We now add levels to m-object Prod-

uct applying the following operations (Figure 5.2 depicts m-object Product

after application of these operations):

1. Product.addLevel(‘category’,catalog) adds level category to m-object

Product below level catalog. The set of levels and the order of

levels of Product after this operation are as follows: LΔ
Product =

{catalog, category}, pΔProduct = {category 7→ catalog}

2. Now we might skip, for the moment, level model and intro-

duce first level physicalEntity below level category by operation
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Product.addLevel(‘physicalEntity’,category) resulting in the following

state of the m-model: LΔ
Product = {catalog, category, physicalEntity},

pΔProduct = {category 7→ catalog, physicalEntity 7→ category}

3. Finally we add level model below level category by opera-

tion Product.addLevel(‘model’,category). Postcondition re-

organized level-hierarchy (Post. 5.2.5) guarantees that level

model is added between levels category and physicalEntity by

redefining parent-level of physicalEntity to level model, i.e.,

LΔ
Product = {catalog, category, physicalEntity,model}, pΔProduct =

{category 7→ catalog, physicalEntity 7→ model,model 7→ category}.

Product : catalog

<category>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Figure 5.2: Resulting m-object Product after add level operations

Adding Attributes A new attribute can be added to an m-object o using

operation addAttribute which takes as parameter the name n of the to-be-

introduced attribute, the level l to which it should be assigned, and a data

type d that serves as its domain. To be applicable, the name n of the new

attribute must be unique within the namespace of o (Pre. 5.3.1) and level l

has to be a level of o (Pre. 5.3.2). Given that these preconditions are met,

the operation adds a new attribute a to the universe of attributes. The name

of this new attribute is set to the provided name n (Post. 5.3.2). The new

attribute a is added to the set of attributes of o (Post. 5.3.3), is assigned to

level l (Post. 5.3.4), and is given domain d (Post. 5.3.5) in the delta definition

of m-object o.

Definition 5.3 (Operation Add Attribute). Given are an m-object o ∈ O,

a name n ∈ N of a to-be-introduced attribute, the level l ∈ L it should

be assigned to, and its domain d ∈ D. Operation o.addAttribute(n, l, d) is

defined by the following pre- and post-conditions:
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Pre 1: ∀a′ ∈ A, ∀o′ ∈ O : a′ ∈ Ao′ ∧ ns(o′) = ns(o) ⇒ name(a′) ∕= n (unique

attribute-name)

Pre 2: l ∈ Lo

Post 1: ∃a ∈ A : a ∕∈ Apre (adds a new attribute a to the universe of at-

tributes)

Post 2: name(a) = n

Post 3: a ∈ AΔ
o

Post 4: lΔo (a) = l

Post 5: dΔo (a) = d

Example 5.3 (Add Attribute). Operation Product.addAttribute(‘desc’,

catalog, String) adds attribute desc to top-level catalog of m-object Product

and defines its domain to be data type String. Further attributes are

added to lower levels by operations Product.addAttribute(‘taxRate’,

category, Integer), Product.addAttribute(‘listPrice’, model, Float),

and Product.addAttribute(‘serialNr’, physicalEntity, String), leav-

ing relevant object-local sets and functions as follows: AΔ
Product =

{desc, taxRate, listPrice, serialNr}, lΔProduct = {desc 7→ catalog, taxRate 7→
category, listPrice 7→ model, serialNr 7→ physicalEntity}, dΔProduct = {desc 7→
String, taxRate 7→ Integer, listPrice 7→ Float, serialNr 7→ String}. Figure 5.3

depicts m-object Product after application of these operations.

Product : catalog

- desc:String

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Figure 5.3: M-object Product after add attribute operations
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Setting Values An attribute a can be set to value v at m-object o using

operation o.set(a, v) given that attribute a is an attribute of o (Pre. 5.4.1) and

given that v is a member of the domain of attribute a (Pre. 5.4.2). If these

preconditions are met, the operation sets the value of a to v (Post. 5.4.1),

and has to ensure that this value is not overwritten in delta-descriptions

of descendant m-objects of o, that is, value assignments to attribute a in

descendant m-objects are deleted (Post. 5.4.2). The latter postcondition is

applicable when setting values of attributes that are assigned to non-top-

levels of o.

Definition 5.4 (Operation Set Value). Given are an m-object o ∈ O, an

attribute a ∈ A and a value v ∈ V . Operation o.set(a, v) is defined by the

following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: a ∈ Ao

Pre 2: v ∈ do(a)

Post 1: vΔo (a) = v

Post 2: ∀o′ ∈ O : (o′, o) ∈ H+ ⇒ vΔo′ (a) is undefined

For notational convenience one can also use the usual dot-notation (see

Ex. 5.4) as shorthand for setting (and also for querying) attribute values.

Example 5.4 (Set Values). Operation Product.setValue(desc, ‘Our Prod-

ucts’) sets the value of attribute desc at m-object Product to ‘Our Products’.

Instead of Product.setValue(desc, ‘Our Products’) one can synonymously

write: Product.desc = ‘Our Products’. The object-local attribute-value func-

tion is then given as: vΔProduct = {desc 7→ ‘Our Products’}. Figure 5.4 depicts

m-object Product after application of this operation.
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Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Figure 5.4: M-object Product after set value operation

Concretizing M-Objects An existing m-object o′ may be concretized

by a new m-object o using operation concretize, which takes as optional

parameter the name n of the to-be-created m-objects. For the operation to

be applicable the to-be-concretized m-object o′ must have at least two levels

(Pre. 5.5.1), since its top-level is not shared by its concretizations. If a name

n is provided, this name has to be unique within this concretization hierarchy

(Pre. 5.5.2). Name n may be omitted, in this case a name is generated by

concatenating the name of the level that is going to be the top-level of the new

m-object with an auto-incremented number. Given that the preconditions

are met, the operation adds a new m-object o to the universe of m-objects,

asserts that is is a direct concretization of o′ (Post. 5.5.2), and sets its name

(Post. 5.5.3).

Definition 5.5 (Operation Concretize). Given are a to-be-concretized m-

object o′ ∈ O, and optionally a name n ∈ N ∪{"} of a to-be-created m-object.

Operation o′.concretize(n) is defined by the following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: ∣Lo′∣ > 1 (o′ has at least two levels)

Pre 2: ∀o′′ ∈ O : name(o′′) ∕= n ∨ ns(o′′) ∕= ns(o′) (unique m-object name)

Post 1: ∃o ∈ O : o ∕∈ Opre (adds a new m-object o to the universe of m-

objects)

Post 2: (o, o′) ∈ H

Post 3: name(o) = n
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Example 5.5 (Concretize M-Object). Operation Product.concretize(‘Car’)

concretizes m-object Product by adding a new m-object with name ‘Car’

to the universe of m-objects (in the following referred to as Car) and as-

serts that m-object Car is a direct concretization of m-object Product, i.e.,

(Car,Product) ∈ H. The delta descriptions of Car are empty, i.e., LΔ
Car = {},

AΔ
Car = {}, pΔCar = {}, lΔCar = {}, dΔCar = {}, vΔCar = {}. This delta descrip-

tion is the basis of the most concise graphical representation of concretization

hierarchies (see left of Figure 5.5).

The full description of m-object Car is derived by complementing

its (empty) delta description with the description of m-object Prod-

uct using previously defined inheritance rules (see Def. 4.4): LCar =

{category,model, physicalEntity}, ACar = {taxRate, listPrice, serialNr},
pCar = {physicalEntity 7→ model,model 7→ category}, lCar =

{taxRate 7→ category, listPrice 7→ model, serialNr 7→ physicalEntity},
dCar = {taxRate 7→ Integer, listPrice 7→ Float, serialNr 7→ String}, vCar =

{}. This full description is the basis of the verbose graphical representation

of concretization hierarchies (see middle of Figure 5.5). The verbose graph-

ical representation may be used when only representing the child m-object

but not the parent m-object.

The standard graphical representation (as introduced in Chapter 4) of

concretization hierarchies is in between depicting the delta description of an

m-object and depicting the full description. Instead only those aspects of the

full descriptions that seem relevant for understanding are depicted: its full

level-hierarchy together with newly added attributes and inherited attributes

that have been assigned a value (see right of Figure 5.5).

Concretizing an m-object also typically means to instantiate attributes

and to extend level descriptions by introducing additional attributes and even

by introducing additional levels using the above introduced operations. In

Example 5.6 we will look at how to describe and extend a child m-object by

setting its delta descriptions and also exemplify full descriptions of m-objects

which are derived using inheritance rules as introduced in Definition 4.4.
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Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Car

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Car : category

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Car : category

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Figure 5.5: M-object Product with concise (left), full (center), and standard
(right) graphical representations of its concretization Car

Example 5.6 (Concretize M-Object - Instantiate and Specialize). Our just

created m-object Car (see Ex. 5.5 and Figure 5.5) has an empty delta de-

scription. Now we add additional levels and attributes and set attribute

values:

Operation Car.addLevel(‘brand’, category) adds a level named ‘brand’

below level category and adds it to the set of levels of Car, i.e., LΔ
Car =

{brand}, and defines that level brand has level category as its parent,

and that brand is parent of model, which formerly had category as its

parent level, i.e., pΔCar = {brand 7→ category,model 7→ brand}. The

full description of Car is: LCar = {category,model, physicalEntity, brand},
pCar = {physicalEntity 7→ model,model 7→ brand, brand 7→ category}.
Further attributes are introduced by operations Car.addAttribute(‘market-

Launch’, brand, date), Car.addAttribute(‘maxSpeed’, model, Integer) and

Car.addAttribute(‘mileage’, physicalEntity, Integer). The value of attribute

taxRate at top-level category is set to 20 by operation Car.taxRate = 20.

These operations change delta descriptions of Car to: AΔ
Car =

{marketLaunch,maxSpeed,mileage}, lΔCar = {marketLaunch 7→
brand,maxSpeed 7→ model,mileage 7→ physicalEntity}, dΔCar =
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{marketLaunch 7→ date,maxSpeed 7→ Integer,mileage 7→ Integer},
vΔCar = {taxRate 7→ 20} (see left of Figure 5.6).

The full description of Car is then: ACar =

{taxRate, listPrice, serialNr,marketLaunch,maxSpeed,mileage},
lCar = {taxRate 7→ category, listPrice 7→ model, serialNr 7→
physicalEntity,marketLaunch 7→ brand,maxSpeed 7→ model,mileage 7→
physicalEntity}, dCar = {taxRate 7→ Integer, listPrice 7→ Float, serialNr 7→
String,marketLaunch 7→ date,maxSpeed 7→ Integer,mileage 7→ Integer},
vCar = {taxRate 7→ 20} (see right of Figure 5.6).

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Car : category

- taxRate = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- mileage : Integer

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Car : category

- taxRate : Integer = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- listPrice : Float

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

- mileage : Integer

Figure 5.6: Standard representation of child m-object Car (left) and its full
representation including inherited attributes (right)

Deleting M-Objects An m-object o may be deleted using operation

o.delete(), given that it has no descendant m-objects (Pre. 5.6.1) and given

that it is not part of an m-relationship (Pre. 5.6.2). If these preconditions

are fulfilled, the operation deletes m-object o from the universe of m-objects

and deletes all object-local sets and functions. It also deletes attributes and

levels that where introduced at o from the respective universes (Post. 5.6.3

and Def. 5.6.4).
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Definition 5.6 (Operation Delete). Given is an m-object o ∈ O. Operation

o.delete() is defined by the following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: ∀o′ ∈ O : (o′, o) ∕∈ H+

Pre 2: ∀r ∈ R : sr ∕= o ∧ tr ∕= o

Post 1: o ∕∈ O (deletes o from the universe of m-objects)

Post 2: deletes object-local sets and functions LΔ
o , A

Δ
o , p

Δ
o , l

Δ
o , d

Δ
o , v

Δ
o

Post 3: ∀a ∈ Apre : a ∈ AΔ,pre
o ⇒ a ∕∈ A

Post 4: ∀l ∈ Lpre : l ∈ LΔ,pre
o ⇒ l ∕∈ L

Example 5.7 (Delete M-Object). Operation Car.delete is applicable since

m-object Car has no concretizations and is not part of any m-relationships.

The operation deletes m-object Car from the universe of m-objects and

deletes object-local sets and functions, LΔ
Car, AΔ

Car, pΔCar, lΔCar, dΔCar, vΔCar.

It further deletes attributes that were introduced at Car, i.e., marketLaunch,

maxSpeed, and mileage, from the universe of attributes A. Moreover, it

deletes level brand, which was introduced at Car, from the universe of levels

L.

Deleting Levels A level l of m-object o can be deleted using operation

o.deleteLevel(l). The to-be-deleted level l must have been introduced at o

(Pre. 5.7.1), must not be the top-level of o, and there must not be any descen-

dant m-object at level l (Pre. 5.7.2). There must also be no m-relationships

having l as part of a connection-level (Pre. 5.7.3). Given that these precondi-

tions are met, the operation deletes l from the universe of levels. We assume

that, when removing levels from the universe of levels, all references to these

levels are deleted as well. After its execution, in any m-object o′, any level

l′ that formerly had l as its parent has then the parent of l as its parent

(Post. 5.7.2). Note that o′ is o or a descendant of o following from the unique

induction rule for levels. Each attribute a that has been assigned to level
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l in any m-object o′ is deleted from the universe of attributes (Post. 5.7.3),

note again that o′ is o or a descendant of o. This operation is exemplified in

Example 5.8.

Definition 5.7 (Operation Delete Level). Given are an m-object o ∈ O

and a to-be-deleted level l ∈ L. Operation o.deleteLevel(l) is defined by the

following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: l ∈ LΔ
o

Pre 2: ∀o′ ∈ O : l̂o′ ∕= l

Pre 3: ∀r ∈ R, ∀l′, l′′ ∈ L : (l′, l′′) ∈ Cr ⇒ l′ ∕= l ∧ l′′ ∕= l

Post 1: l ∕∈ L (deletes l from the universe of levels)

Post 2: ∀l′ ∈ L,∀o′ ∈ O : pΔ,pre
o′ (l′) = l ⇒ pΔo′(l

′) = ppreo′ (l)

Post 3: ∀o′ ∈ O, ∀a ∈ Apre : lpreo′ (a) = l ⇒ a ∕∈ A

Car : category

- taxRate = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- mileage

Porsche911 : brand

- marketLaunch = 1964

<model>

<physicalEntity>

- porsche911club :boolean 

Book : category

- taxRate = 15 

<model>

- author : String 

<physicalEntity> 

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Car : category

- taxRate = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<physicalEntity>

- mileage

Porsche911 : brand

- marketLaunch = 1964

<physicalEntity>

- porsche911club :boolean 

Book : category

- taxRate = 15 

<physicalEntity> 

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Figure 5.7: A sample m-model before (left) and after (right) operation Prod-
uct.deleteLevel(model)
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Example 5.8 (Delete Level). Consider m-objects as depicted in the left

part of Figure 5.7. Operation Product.deleteLevel(model) is applicable, be-

cause level model is introduced at m-object Product, because it is not the

top-level of Product, because there are no m-objects at level model, and

because there are no m-relationships having connecting level model. The

right part of Figure 5.7 depicts the multi-level model after application of

Product.deleteLevel(model). Level model and all attributes assigned to level

model (listPrice, maxSpeed, and author) have been deleted. In m-object

Product, the parent level of physicalEntity has been changed to category ;

in m-object Car, where level brand was introduced between model and cat-

egory), the parent-level of physicalEntity has been changed to brand.

Deleting Attributes Attributes can be deleted at m-objects where they

were introduced. It is not possible to delete inherited attributes. We assume

that, when removing attributes from the universe of attributes, all references

to these attributes are deleted as well.

Definition 5.8 (Operation Delete Attribute). Given are an m-object o ∈ O

and a to-be-deleted attribute a ∈ A. Operation o.deleteAttribute(a) is defined

by the following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: a ∈ AΔ,pre
o (a was introduced at o)

Post 1: a ∕∈ A (deletes a from the universe of attributes)

Example 5.9 (Delete Attribute). Consider attribute taxRate at level model

introduced in m-object Product and its values in m-objects Car and Book

(see left part of Figure 5.8). Operation Product.deleteAttribute(taxRate)

can be applied since attribute taxRate was introduced in m-object Product.

In result, it deletes taxRate from the universe of attributes and, consequently,

also from the set of attributes of Product, AProduct, and also deletes respective

values in m-objects Book and Car (see right part of Figure 5.8).
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Car : category

- taxRate = 20

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- mileage

Book : category

- taxRate = 15 

<model>

- author : String 

<physicalEntity> 

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Car : category

<brand>

- marketLaunch : date

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

<physicalEntity>

- mileage

Book : category

<model>

- author : String 

<physicalEntity> 

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr

Figure 5.8: A sample m-model before (left) and after (right) operation Prod-
uct.deleteAttribute(taxRate)

Unsetting Values The value of an attribute a at an m-object o can be

unset (set to nil). Operation o.unset(a) can be applied if a value is assigned

to a in the delta-description of o, i.e., the value is not inherited from ancestor

m-objects, (Pre. 5.9.1). Its only effect is to unset the value of a (Post. 5.9.1).

Definition 5.9 (Operation Unset Value). Given are an m-object o ∈ O and

an attribute a ∈ A. Operation o.unset(a) is defined by the following pre- and

post-conditions:

Pre 1: vΔo (a) is defined.

Post 1: vΔo (a) is undefined

5.3 Creating and Manipulating

M-Relationships

We now define the following operations for creating and manipulating m-

relationships.
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∙ newMRel(n,o,o′,[n′]) creates a new root m-relationship with namespace

n, source m-object o, target m-object o′, and optionally a name n′.

∙ r.addConnLevel(l,l′) adds connection-level (l,l′) to m-relationship r.

∙ r.concretize(o,o′,[n]) creates a new m-relationship with name n, if pro-

vided, that concretizes r and connects source m-object o and target

m-object o′.

∙ r.delete deletes m-relationship r.

∙ r.delConnLevel(l,l′) deletes connection-level (l,l′) from r.

Creating Root M-Relationships The first step in creating a hierarchy

of m-relationships is to create a root m-relationship r. Root m-relationships

are created using operation newMRel which takes as parameter the name

n of the m-relationship hierarchy. Parameter n is mandatory and serves as

namespace for descending m-relationships. Furthermore, parameters specify

references to a source m-object o and to a target m-object o′. Optionally

one may give a specific name n′ for m-relationship r. Name n′ is typically

omitted, i.e., n′ = ", since the root m-relationship may be identified by

the name n of the m-relationship hierarchy. The only precondition for this

operation to be applicable is that namespace n has not been used already

(Pre. 5.10.1). The operation adds a new m-relationship to the universe of

m-relationships and sets its source m-object to o and its target m-object to

o′ (Post. 5.10.3). Moreover, it introduces one connection-level that connects

the top-levels of o and o′ (Post. 5.10.4), and sets namespace and name of the

newly created m-relationship (Post. 5.10.5 and Def. 5.10.6).

Definition 5.10 (Operation New M-Relationship). Given is a namespace

n ∈ N , a name n′ ∈ N ∪ ", a source m-object o ∈ O, and a target m-object

o′ ∈ O. Operation newMRel(n, o, o′, [n′]) is defined by the following pre- and

post-conditions:

Pre 1: ∀r′ ∈ R : ns(r′) ∕= n
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Post 1: ∃r ∈ R : r ∕∈ Rpre (adds a new m-relationship r to the universe of

m-relationships)

Post 2: r̂r = r (refers to itself as root m-relationship)

Post 3: sr = o ∧ tr = o′

Post 4: CΔ
r = {(l̂o, l̂o′)}

Post 5: ns(r) = n

Post 6: name(r) = n′

Example 5.10 (Operation New M-Relationship). Consider m-objects Prod-

uct and Company (see Figure 5.9). Operation newMrel(‘producedBy’, Prod-

uct, Company) creates a new root m-relationship labelled ‘producedBy’; this

label serves as namespace for the whole hierarchy of m-relationships beneath

this relationship. As is typical for root m-relationships, there is no spe-

cific name for this m-relationship. In the following we simply write pro-

ducedBy to refer to this m-relationship. We also use producedBy to refer

to the whole concretization hierarchy beneath m-relationship producedBy.

To make explicit that we refer to this producedBy-relationship we also write

Product-producedBy-Company. The operation also creates local variables

sproducedBy and tproducedBy and sets it to m-objects Product and Company,

respectively, i.e., sproducedBy = Product, tproducedBy = Company. It also cre-

ates a new connection-level that connects the top-level of source m-object

Product, which is catalog, with the top-level of target m-object Company,

which is root, i.e., CΔ
producedBy = {(catalog, root)}.

Product : catalog

<category>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Company : root

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

<factory>

producedBy

Figure 5.9: Resulting root m-relationship producedBy after application of
operation newMRel(‘producedBy’, Product, Company)
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Adding connection-levels Immediately after creation, a new root m-

relationship r has one connection-level. Additional connection-levels are cre-

ated using operation addConnLevel which takes as parameter two levels l

and l′. For the operation to be applicable l has to be a level of the source

m-object of r and l′ has to be a level of the target m-object of r (Pre. 5.11.1);

there must not be an existing connection-level in r that connects these two

levels (Pre. 5.11.2). Also, there must not be a descendant m-relationship

below this connection-level (Pre. 5.11.3), since this could lead to inconsisten-

cies in concretizations of r below connection-level (l,l′) with regard to rule

connection-level containment (see Definition 4.12). Given that these pre-

conditions are met, the operation adds a new connection-level to the delta

description of r (Post. 5.11.1).

Definition 5.11 (Operation Add Connection-Level). Given is an m-

relationship r, a source-level l, and a target-level l′. Operation

r.addConnLevel(l,l′) is defined by the following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: l ∈ Lsr ∧ l′ ∈ Ltr

Pre 2: (l, l′) ∕∈ Cr

Pre 3: ∀r′ ∈ R : r′ ⪯ r ⇒ (l, l′) ⪯ ĉr′

Post 1: (l, l′) ∈ CΔ
r

Product : catalog

<category>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Company : root

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

<factory>

producedBy

Figure 5.10: Resulting root m-relationship producedBy after application of
addConnLevel-operations

Example 5.11 (Operation Add Connection-Level). We now add further

connection-levels to m-relationship producedBy.
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1. producedBy.addConnLevel(model,enterprise) adds connection-level

(model,enterprise) to m-relationship producedBy

2. producedBy.addConnLevel(physicalEntity,factory) adds connection-

level (physicalEntity,factory) to m-relationship producedBy

3. producedBy.addConnLevel(category,industrialSector) adds

connection-level (category,industrialSector) to m-relationship pro-

ducedBy

The resulting set of connection-levels is then: CΔ
producedBy = {(catalog, root),

(model, enterprise), (physicalEntity, factory), (category, industrialSector) }
as depicted in Figure 5.10, note that non-top-connection-levels are depicted

as dashed lines.

Also note that pairs of levels and thus connection-levels

are ordered (as introduced in Section 4.2), in this example

the order is: (physicalEntity, factory) ≺ (model, enterprise) ≺
(category, industrialSector) ≺ (catalog, root).

As a design variant, introducing a connection-level below the former

bottom-level may only be allowed in root m-relationships that have not been

concretized (stable bottom connection-level).

Concretizing M-Relationships Concretizing an m-relationship r′ refers

to introducing a new m-relationship r below r′, that is in the (sub-)hierarchy

of r′, this is done using operation concretize which takes as parameter a

source m-object o and a target m-object o′, and optionally a name n. To be

applicable, the coordinate (o, o′) has to be below the pair of source- and target

m-objects of r′ (Pre. 5.12.1). In order to ensure consistent concretization

(see Def. 4.12), the to-be created m-relationship must not have a parent

which has its second-top connection-level above o and o′. Note that this

also has to consider m-relationships that are not in the sub-hierarchy of r′

(Pre. 5.12.2). There must not be an existing m-relationship r′′, connecting

o and o′, in this hierarchy (Pre. 5.12.3). If these preconditions are fulfilled,
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operation r′.concretize(o, o′, n′) adds a new m-relationship r to the universe

of m-relationships (Post. 5.12.1), sets its root m-relationship to the root

m-relationship of r′ (Post. 5.12.2), sets its source to o and its target to o′

(Post. 5.12.3) and asserts its name (Post. 5.12.4).

Definition 5.12 (Operation Concretize M-Relationship). Given are an m-

relationship r′ ∈ R, a source m-object o ∈ O, a target m-object o′ ∈ O, and

optionally a name n ∈ N ∪ {"}. Operation r′.concretize(o, o′, n′) is defined

by the following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: (o, o′) ≺ (sr′ , tr′)

Pre 2: ∀r′′ ∈ R : r̂r′′ = r̂r′∧(o, o′) ≺ (sr′′ , tr′′)∧(∄r′′′ ∈ R : r̂r′′′ = r̂r′∧(o, o′) ⪯
(sr′′′ , tr′′′) ≺ (sr′′ , tr′′)) ⇒ ∄(l, l′) ∈ (Cr′′ ∖ {ĉr′′}) : (l̂o, l̂o′) ≺ (l, l′))

( ensuring consistent concretization (Def. 4.12))

Pre 3: ∄r′′ ∈ R : r′′ ⪯ r′ ∧ (o, o′) = (sr′′ , tr′′)

Post 1: ∃r ∈ R : r ∕∈ Rpre (adds a new m-relationship r to the universe of

m-relationships)

Post 2: r̂r = r̂r′

Post 3: sr = o ∧ tr = o′

Post 4: name(r) = n

Example 5.12 (Operation Concretize M-Relationship). M-relationship pro-

ducedBy between m-objects Product and Company is concretized between

m-objects Car and CarManufacturer using operation Product-producedBy-

Company.concretize(Car, CarManufacturer) (see top of Figure 5.11).

This operation is applicable since, first, Car is at level category and

CarManufacturer is at level industrialSector, hence their connection is

at connection-level (category, industrialSector), which is the second-top-

level of Product-producedBy-Company ; second, Car is a concretization

of Product and CarManufacturer is a concretization of Company ; and,
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Product

<category>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Company

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

<factory>

CarManufacturer : 

industrialSector

<enterprise>

<factory>

producedBy

producedByCar : category

<brand>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Product

<category>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Company

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

<factory>

CarManufacturer : 

industrialSector

<enterprise>

<factory>

producedBy

Car : category

<brand>

<model>

<physicalEntity>

Figure 5.11: Resulting m-relationship Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer af-
ter application of operation concretize. Top: inherited connection-levels not
shown. Bottom: Inherited connection-levels shown

third, there is no existing producedBy-m-relationship between Car and

CarManufacturer. The operation adds a new m-relationship, referred to

as Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer, to the universe of m-relationships

and asserts that it is a direct concretization of Product-producedBy-

Company, i.e., (Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer, Product-producedBy-

Company)∈ HR. It sets source and target of the new m-relationship to

Car and CarManufacturer, respectively, i.e., sCar-producedBy-CarManufacturer =

Car and tCar-producedBy-CarManufacturer = CarManufacturer and does not assign

a specific name, i.e., name(Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer) = ".

The newly created m-relationship does not introduce additional

connection-levels, i.e., CΔ
Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer = {}, but it inherits

connection-levels from its parent m-relatioship Product-producedBy-

Company, using inheritance rules as introduced in Def. 4.14 re-

sulting in a set of connection-levels CCar-producedBy-CarManufacturer =
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{(model, enterprise), (physicalEntity, factory), (category, industrialSector)}
(see bottom of Figure 5.11).

Deleting M-Relationships An m-relationship r may be deleted, us-

ing operation delete, given that r is a leaf m-relationship, that is an m-

relationship without concretizations.

Definition 5.13 (Operation Delete M-Relationship). Given is an m-

relationship r ∈ R. Operation r.delete() is defined by the following pre-

and post-conditions:

Pre 1: ∄r′ ∈ R : r′ ≺ r (r has no concretizations)

Post 1: r ∕∈ R (deletes r from the universe of m-relationships)

Deleting connection-levels A connection-level (l, l′) of an m-relationship

r can be deleted using operation delConnLevel, which takes as parameter a

source level l and a target level l′, which identify the to-be-deleted connection-

level. For this operation to be applicable, there must be a connection-

level that connects l and l′ and that was introduced in r (Pre. 5.14.1).

The to-be-deleted connection-level must not be the top-connection-level of

r (Pre. 5.14.2). Furthermore, there must not be any concretizations of r at

connection-level (l, l′) (Pre. 5.14.3). Given that these preconditions are met,

the operation deletes the given connection-level from the set of connection-

levels defined in the delta description of r (Post. 5.14.1).

Definition 5.14 (Operation Delete connection-level). Given is an m-

relationship r ∈ R, a source-level l ∈ L and a target-level l′ ∈ L. Operation

r.delConnLevel(l,l′) is defined by the following pre- and post-conditions:

Pre 1: (l, l′) ∈ CΔ
r

Pre 2: (l, l′) ∕= ĉr
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Pre 3: ∀r′ ∈ R : r′ ≺ r ⇒ ĉr′ ∕= (l, l′)

Post 1: (l, l′) ∕∈ CΔ
r

5.4 Summary

In this chapter we gave formal definitions, in terms of pre- and postcondi-

tions, of generic operations for defining and manipulating multi-level models

based on m-objects and m-relationships. The operational model of the m-

objects/m-relationships approach is complemented by generic query opera-

tions as introduced in the next chapter. Custom operations can be encoded

in terms of these generic operations (see Chapter 9 for a sketch of methods

in multi-level models).

These generic operations can be implemented on top of object-oriented

programming languages, or on top of object-oriented or object-relational

databases and then constitute the basis of a multi-level programming or,

respectively, a multi-level database framework.
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In this chapter we show how to query multi-level models. We intro-

duce, in Section 6.1, operators for querying m-objects and sets of m-objects.

These operators comprise a query algebra that is closed on sets of m-objects.

In addition to their formal definition we give extensive examples of their

use. In Section 6.2 we overload these operators for their application on

m-relationships and sets of m-relationships. Complementing our object-

centered query approach, we also introduce an operator for navigation along

m-relationships. In Section 6.3 we discuss two basic assumptions of the m-

object/m-relationship approach, namely top-down modeling and the closed

world assumption. We give examples of how top-down multi-level modeling

may be embedded in an organizational context and provide additional query

operators that support multi-level modeling under these basic assumptions.

Section 6.4 summarizes the chapter.

133
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6.1 Querying M-Objects

In this section we introduce syntax and semantics of operations for querying

m-objects and hierarchies of m-objects. First we show how to refer to m-

objects using their namespace and name, and how to refer to attributes at

different levels of an m-object. We then introduce operators that allow to

refer to a specific abstraction (ancestor) of an m-object at a given level using

upward navigation and to the set of descendant m-objects at a given level,

i.e., its class extension at this level. Next, we introduce a selection operator

that allows to reduce a set of m-objects to those m-objects whose attribute

values fulfil a given selection criteria. These operators are specific to the

m-object/m-relationship approach and are complemented by the usual set

operators union, intersection and minus.

Some of the operators discussed in this section have already been defined

in our previous work [86] for their application on single m-objects and are

now overloaded for their application on sets of m-objects. Our operators form

an algebra that is closed on sets of m-objects. The section is complemented

by showing how to explicitly refer to the different meta∗-class facets of an

m-object, this, however, is not part of the query approach.

The presented query approach is object-preserving rather than object-

generating (see [102] for an in-depth discussion of this distinction). Result

sets of operations always consist of existing m-objects organized in existing

concretization hierarchies, operations do not generate new m-objects or new

hierarchies and they do not manipulate hierarchies or the inner structure of

m-objects.

Referring to M-Objects Internally, each m-object is identified by its

OID. Externally, each m-object is identified by its name together with its

namespace. To separate name and namespace we use a hash sign (#). The

namespace of an m-object may be omitted whenever it follows unambigu-
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ously from the context of an expression. To refer to the root m-object of a

concretization hierarchy we simply write the namespace of the hierarchy.

Example 6.1 (Referring to M-Objects). To refer to m-object Car in our

sample problem (see Example 1.1) we write Product#Car or only Car if it

is clear from the context that we are talking about concretization hierarchy

Product. To refer to the root m-object of hierarchy Product we simply write

Product.

Referring to Attributes Attribute names are unique within m-object

hierarchies (the name of the hierarchy serves as namespace) and thus unique

within m-objects. Thus an attribute can be referred to by its namespace and

its name, separated by a hash symbol. The value of an attribute at a specific

m-object is referred to by a reference to the m-object (external identifier or

variable name) and the attribute’s name, separated by a dot. Note that there

is no difference between referring to attributes at top-levels of m-objects and

referring to attributes at non-top-levels.

Example 6.2 (Referring to Attributes). In order to refer to attribute

taxRate, which is introduced at m-object Car in hierarchy Product, one

writes Product#taxRate. If the namespace can be inferred from the context

one may omit the namespace and simply write taxRate. The value of at-

tribute taxRate at m-object Car, which is 20, is referred to by Car.taxRate.

One can likewise refer to non-top attributes, e.g., Car.mileage refers to the

shared value of attribute mileage at level physicalEntity of m-object Car

(which is not set in our example).

When applied to sets of m-objects, attribute value operator ‘.’ is applied

on each element of the set and returns the union of the results as result.

Example 6.3 (Attribute Values of Sets of M-Objects). To refer to the set

of values of attribute taxRate of m-objects Car and Book one writes

{Car, Book}.listPrice
and gets {15, 20} as result.
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Upward Navigation Upward navigation operations provide direct and

stable access from an m-object to its abstraction (i.e., ancestor m-object) at a

given higher abstraction level. The operator is overloaded for its application

on sets of m-objects. By stable access we refer to a navigation path that

needs not to be changed with regard to additional intermediate levels in

certain sub-hierarchies (such as level brand in the sub-hierarchy of Car).

Definition 6.1 (Upward Navigation). The ancestor m-object of m-object

o ∈ O at level l ∈ L, denoted as o[l], is defined by

o[l]
def
= o′ ∈ O : (o, o′) ∈ H∗ ∧ l̂o′ = l.

The set of ancestor m-objects of m-objects O′ ⊆ O at level l, denoted as O′[l],

is defined by

O′[l] def
=

∪
o∈O′(o[l]).

Example 6.4 (Upward Navigation). To navigate from m-object my-

Porsche911CarreraS to its ancestor at level category one writes

myPorsche911CarreraS[category]

and gets Car as result. To navigate from m-objects myPorsche911CarreraS,

and HarryPotter4 to their abstractions at level category one writes

{myPorsche911CarreraS, HarryPotter4}[category]
and gets {Car, Book} as result.

Upward navigation makes attribute values of higher-level m-objects also

available at their descendant m-objects. From the viewpoint of some o, at-

tributes at higher level m-objects are “global” attributes (e.g., taxRate is

defined once per product category). As a shorthand notation, one may refer

to attribute values of ancestor m-objects without explicit upward navigation,

which is possible because every m-object has at most one ancestor at a given

level and since attribute names are unique within hierarchies.

Example 6.5 (Attribute Values at Ancestor M-Objects). To refer to

the value of attribute taxRate applicable for myPorsche911CarreraS,

which is provided by its ancestor at level category, one writes my-
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Porsche911CarreraS[category].taxRate. As a shorthand alternative one can

also write myPorsche911CarreraS.taxRate.

Class Extension An m-object represents, for each level of direct or indi-

rect descendants, the class of descendant m-objects at that level. The notion

of class refers first to the common structure (often referred to as type or in-

tension of a class) and second to the set of descendant m-objects at a specific

level (often referred to as extension or members of a class). To refer to the

set of m-objects at level l beneath m-object o, we write o⟨l⟩. Note, that this
class extension operator is overloaded for its application to sets of m-objects.

Also note that there is a special kind of singleton classes, namely those given

by an m-object and its top-level, o⟨l̂o⟩.

Definition 6.2 (Class Extension). The class extension of m-object o ∈ O at

level l ∈ Lo, denoted as o⟨l⟩, is defined by

o⟨l⟩ def
= {o′ ∣ (o′, o) ∈ H∗ ∧ l̂o′ = l}.

The set of m-objects that are in the class extension at level l of an m-object

in a set of m-objects O′ ⊆ O, denoted as O′⟨l⟩, is defined by

O′⟨l⟩ def
=

∪
o∈O′ o⟨l⟩.

Example 6.6 (Class Extension). Figure 6.1 depicts various class exten-

sions of different m-objects at different levels. Consider m-object Prod-

uct and its descendants at level model, which are m-objects HarryPotter4,

Porsche911CarreraS, and Porsche911GT3. We call this set of m-objects the

extension of Product at level model, denoted as Product⟨model⟩. Note that

there is a singleton class of m-object Product at level catalog that only con-

sists of m-object Product. These and other class extensions of m-object

Product are:

Product⟨catalog⟩ = {Product}
Product⟨category⟩ = {Book, Car}
Product⟨model⟩ = {HarryPotter4, Porsche911CarreraS, Porsche911GT3}
Product⟨physicalEntity⟩ = {myCopyOfHP4, myPorsche911CarreraS}
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myPorsche911CarreraSmyCopyOfHarryPotter4

HarryPotter4 Porsche911CarreraS Porsche911GT3

Book

Porsche911

Car

Product

Product<category>

Car<brand>

Product<model>

Car<model>

Porsche911<model>

Product<physicalEntity>

Car<physicalEntity>

Porsche911

<physicalEntity>

Porsche911CarreraS

<physicalEntity>

Product<catalog>

Figure 6.1: Class extensions of different m-objects at different levels

Not only root m-objects have class extensions but also their concretiza-

tions. Class extensions of lower level m-objects are subsets of respective class

extensions of their ancestor m-objects.

Example 6.7 (Class Extension - Subset Hierarchy). Consider again sets and

subsets as depicted in Figure 6.1. M-Object Car, which is a concretization

of m-object Product, has the following class extensions:

Car⟨category⟩ = {Car} (not depicted)

Car⟨brand⟩ = {Porsche911}
Car⟨model⟩ = {Porsche911CarreraS, Porsche911GT3}
Car⟨physicalEntity⟩ = {myPorsche911CarreraS}

Note that these class extensions of m-object Car are subsets of respective

class extensions of m-object Product at the different levels of Car:

Car⟨category⟩ ⊆ Product⟨category⟩
Car⟨model⟩ ⊆ Product⟨model⟩
Car⟨physicalEntity⟩ ⊆ Product⟨physicalEntity⟩
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Note that Car⟨brand⟩ has no superset at m-object Product, since level

brand was introduced at m-object Car and is not available at m-object Prod-

uct.

Furthermore, class extensions of m-object Porsche911 are subsets of re-

spective class extensions of m-object Car, and class extensions of m-object

Porsche911CarreraS are subsets of respective class extensions of m-object

Porsche911.

The class extension operator is overloaded for its application on sets of m-

objects. This is necessary since operators presented in this section constitute

an algebra which is closed on sets of m-objects. Note that the class extension

operator can be applied on sets of m-objects at different levels of abstraction.

Example 6.8 (Class Extension Operations on Sets of M-Objects). To refer

to the set of m-objects at level physicalEntity beneath m-object Book or

beneath m-object Porsche911CarreraS, one writes

{Book, Porsche911CarreraS}⟨physicalEntity⟩
which evaluates to {myCopyOfHarryPotter4, myPorsche911CarreraS}. This
is synonym to the union of class extensions of m-objects Book and

Porsche911CarreraS at level physicalEntity.

Selection In addition to referring to descendant m-objects at a given level

of a given m-object one often also wants to retrieve only those m-objects

from a set of m-objects that fulfil a given selection criterion.

Selection criteria are formulated as predicates. A predicate p is a boolean

expression over values of top-level attributes of an m-object o, and over values

of top-level attributes of ancestor m-objects of this m-object o. A predicate

p applied to an m-object o, denoted as o.eval(p), either evaluates to true,

evaluates to false, or to unknown. A predicate p evaluates to unknown if

neither m-object o nor an ancestor of o specify attributes or attribute values

which allow to evaluate the predicate.
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Example 6.9 (Simple Predicate). One could be interested in products that

have a taxRate of 15. The respective predicate is (taxRate = 15). Applied

to m-objects, this predicate either evaluates to true, false, or unknown, as

illustrated in the following examples:

Product.eval(taxRate=15) unknown

Book.eval(taxRate=15) true

myCopyOfHarryPotter4.eval(taxRate=15) true

Porsche911CarreraS.eval(taxRate=15) false

Note that predicate (taxRate=15), when applied on Product, evaluates

to unknown since Product has not specified a shared value for taxRate.

Basic expressions can be combined to composite expressions using logi-

cal connectors such as conjunction ∧, disjunction ∨, and negation ¬, with
the usual semantics. When evaluating composite expressions, non-applicable

sub-expressions make the composite expression not applicable.

Example 6.10 (Composite Predicate). One could also be interested in prod-

ucts that have a taxRate of 15 and a listPrice above 10. The respective

composite predicate is (taxRate=15 ∧ listPrice>10), see the following exam-

ples:

Product.eval(taxRate=15 ∧ listPrice>10) unknown

Book.eval(taxRate=15 ∧ listPrice>10) unknown

myCopyOfHarryPotter4.eval(taxRate=15 ∧ listPrice>10) true

Porsche911CarreraS.eval(taxRate=15 ∧ listPrice>10) false

Predicates can be predefined at m-objects and associated with a level.

For this purpose we treat predicates as a specific kind of attributes that take

boolean expression as values. Then these predicates can be introduced at

the higher level m-object and be instantiated at lower level m-objects.

Example 6.11 (Predefined Predicates). Consider our sample product hier-

archy. We want to define that Cars are expensive if they have a listPrice

of above 100000, and that Books are expensive if they have a listPrice of

above 10. For this purpose we introduce a predicate-valued attribute ex-

pensive at level category of m-object Product, and instantiate it at product
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Car : category

- expensive = (listPrice > 100000)

Porsche911CarreraS : model

- listPrice = 91.838

Porsche911GT3 : model

- listPrice = 108.083

HarryPotter4 : model

- listPrice = 11.50

Book : category

- expensive = (listPrice > 10) 

Product : catalog

<category>

- expensive : Predicate

<model>

- listPrice : Float

Figure 6.2: Simplified product hierarchy with predefined predicate expensive

categories Book and Car as follows: Book.expensive = (listPrice>10) and

Car.expensive = (listPrice>100000) (see Figure 6.2). Then, evaluation of

predicate expensive for a given m-object means to first determine the respec-

tive definition of predicate expensive and then to evaluate it, as exemplified

in the following:

Book.expensive() (listPrice>10) unknown

HarryPotter4.expensive() (listPrice>10) true

Porsche911CarreraS.expensive() (listPrice>100000) false

Porsche911GT3.expensive() (listPrice>100000) true

A selection operation is then used to retrieve all m-objects from a set of

m-objects for which a given predicate evaluates to true.

Definition 6.3 (Select ¾). Given are a boolean predicate p and a set of m-

objects O′ ⊆ O, then the result set of selection-operation ¾pO
′ is defined

as:

¾pO
′ def
= {o ∈ O′ ∣ p(o)}

Example 6.12 (Selection Operation). To retrieve all product models

having a listPrice of above 100000 we write ¾(listPrice>100000)Product⟨model⟩.
This expression is evaluated in two steps. First, class exten-
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sion operation Product⟨model⟩ results in {Porsche911GT3, Har-

ryPotter4, Porsche911CarreraS}. Second, selection operation

¾(listPrice>100000){Porsche911GT3, HarryPotter4, Porsche911CarreraS}
applies predicate (listPrice>100000) on each m-object in the intermediate

result and evaluates to {Porsche911GT3}, since Porsche911GT3 is the only

m-object having a listPrice of above 100000.

To retrieve all product models, which are expensive in context of their

product category, we reuse predicate expensive as introduced in Ex. 6.11 and

write ¾expensive()Product⟨model⟩. This operation results in {HarryPotter4,
Porsche911GT3}.

Complex Query Expressions Simple query expressions, such as exem-

plified above, can be combined to complex query expressions by combining a

sequence of simple query expressions with the usual set operations union ∪,
intersection ∩, and minus ∖. In the following we will present some common

patterns. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the available operators at different

precedence levels. Operations with higher precedence are executed before op-

erations with lower precedence. Operations that have the same precedence

are executed from left to right. Parentheses ‘()’ are used to group operations

in order to change precedence.

Selection operations are used to retrieve all m-objects that fulfil a given

predicate. Predicates may only refer to attribute values of the retrieved

m-objects or of their ancestors. It is not possible to query m-objects with

predicates on their descending m-objects. This is because there are two

different ways to pose such queries: First, one could ask for m-objects that

have at least one descendant m-object satisfying a given predicate (existential

quantification). Second, one could ask for m-objects that only have m-objects

at a given level satisfying a given predicate (universal quantification).

Multi-level queries with existential quantification over descendant m-

objects are expressed by a selection operation on lower level m-objects fol-

lowed by upward navigation. More precisely, to retrieve all m-objects from
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an extension of an m-object o at level l that have at least one descendant

m-object at level l′ satisfying a predicate p, we first retrieve all descendant

m-objects at level l′ using class extension operation, followed by a selection

operation, and an upward navigation operation, i.e., (¾po⟨l′⟩)[l].

Example 6.13 (Existential Quantification). To retrieve all product cate-

gories with at least one product model having a listPrice of above 100000

one writes

(¾(listPrice>100000)Product⟨model⟩)[category]
and gets {Car} as result.

Universal quantification is expressed, as usual, by negated existential

quantification. Consider that one wants to retrieve from a class extension

of m-object o at level l those m-objects for which all descendants at level l′,

with l′ ≺ l, satisfy a given predicate p. This is expressed as a selection oper-

ation on class extension of o at level l′ with negated predicate p followed by

upward navigation to level l′, the result of this operation is then subtracted

from the class extension of o at level l, i.e., o⟨l⟩ ∖ (¾¬po⟨l′⟩)[l].

Example 6.14 (Universal Quantification). To retrieve product categories

that only contain product models with a listPrice above 100000, i.e., all

product categories not having any product model with a listPrice of 100000

or below, one writes

Product⟨category⟩ ∖ (¾¬(listPrice>100000)Product⟨model⟩)[category]
and gets {} as result.

Metaclass Extension An m-object does not only define a class for each

of its levels, but also, implicitly, multiple metaclasses. In this thesis we

limit the discussion of metaclasses on their extensional role, i.e. a meta-class

considered as a set of classes, and do not deal with the structural role of

meta-classes (meta-types).

Definition 6.4 (Metaclasses and their Extensions).
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1. For each m-object o and each pair of levels (l0, l1) ∈ P+
o meta-class

o⟨l1⟨l0⟩⟩ is defined as the set of classes containing for each m-object o′

that is a descendant of o at level l1 class o′⟨l0⟩, i.e.
o⟨l1⟨l0⟩⟩ def

= {o′⟨l0⟩ ∣ o′ ∈ o⟨l1⟩}.

2. For o ∈ O and l0 ∈ Lo meta-class o⟨⟨l0⟩⟩ is the set of all classes

containing m-objects at level l0 and that are descendants of o, i.e.,

o⟨ ⟨l0⟩⟩ def
= {o′⟨l0⟩ ∣ (o′, o) ∈ H∗}

Class

ProductModel

- listPrice : Integer

ProductCategory

- taxRate : Integer

ProductCatalog

- desc : String

Product

- desc = 'Our Products'

ProductCategory

Class

ProductCategory

ClassAtCategory

ProductModelClass

ProductModelClass

AtCategory

ProductModelClass

AtModel

ProductPhysical

EntityClass

ProductPhysicalEntity

ClassAtCategory

ProductPhysicalEntity

ClassAtModel

ProductPhysicalEntity

ClassAtPhysicalEntity

ProductCatalogClass

Product

PhysicalEntity

- serialNr : String

Instance

Metaclass

Product : catalog

- desc:String = ‚Our Products’

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String

Figure 6.3: M-object Product and its object-, class- and metaclass-facets

Example 6.15 (Metaclasses and their Extension). Figure 6.1 shows m-

object Product and explicitly represents object-, class- and metaclass-facets

of Product using our simplified graphical notation as introduced in Chap-

ter 2. The depicted classes and metaclasses can be queried using above

defined class extension and metaclass extension operations. For example,
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Product⟨category⟨model⟩⟩ refers to the extension of metaclass ProductMod-

elClassAtCategory in Figure 6.1.

In the following, the notion of metaclass extension is illustrated by the dif-

ferent metaclasses of Product and their extensions. (Singleton-meta-classes

like Product⟨catalog⟨category⟩⟩ are omitted):

Product⟨category⟨model⟩⟩ =
{Car⟨model⟩, Book⟨model⟩}

Product⟨category⟨physical entity⟩⟩ =
{Car⟨physical entity⟩, Book⟨physical entity⟩}

Product⟨model⟨physical entity⟩⟩ =
{HarryPotter4⟨physical entity⟩, Porsche911CarreraS⟨physical entity⟩,
Porsche911GT3⟨physical entity⟩ }

Product⟨⟨model⟩⟩ =
{Product⟨model⟩, Car⟨model⟩, Book⟨model⟩, Porsche911⟨model⟩}

Product⟨⟨physical entity⟩⟩ =
{Product⟨physical entity⟩, Car⟨physical entity⟩, Book⟨physical
entity⟩, HarryPotter4⟨physical entity⟩, Porsche911⟨physical entity⟩,
Porsche911CarreraS⟨physical entity⟩, Porsche911GT3⟨physical entity⟩}

Metaclasses can be further classified to meta2-classes, which, in turn,

can be further classified to meta3-classes, and so forth. M-objects implicitly

comprise such meta2+-classes. In the following we provide a query operator

that allows to refer to their extensions.

Definition 6.5 (Meta2+-Classes and their Extensions).

1. For each m-object o and (n+1)-tuple of levels (l0, l1, . . . , ln), where n>1

and for i=1..n : (li−1, li) ∈ P+
o , metan-class o⟨ln⟨ln−1 . . . ⟨l0⟩ . . .⟩⟩ is

defined as the following set of metan−1-classes:

{o′⟨n−1ln−1 . . . ⟨0l0⟩0 . . .⟩n−1 ∣ o′ ∈ o⟨ln⟩}.

2. For each m-object o and each level l0 ∈ Lo metan-class

o⟨n⟨n−1. . . ⟨0l0⟩ . . . ⟩⟩ (with n > 1) is the following set of metan−1-classes
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{o′⟨n−1ln−1 . . . ⟨0l0⟩0 . . .⟩n−1 ∣ (o′, o) ∈ H∗ ∧ (∀i ∈ 1..n-1 : (li−1, li) ∈
P+
o′ )}

Example 6.16 (Meta2+-Classes and their Extensions). The following meta2-

classes are based on m-object Product, as given by Figure 4.1 (Singleton-

metan-classes like Product⟨catalog⟨category⟨model⟩⟩⟩ are omitted):

Product⟨category⟨model⟨physical entity⟩⟩⟩ =
{Car⟨model⟨physical entity⟩⟩, Book⟨model⟨physical entity⟩⟩}

Product⟨⟨⟨physical entity⟩⟩⟩ =
{Product⟨category⟨physical entity⟩⟩, Product⟨model⟨physical
entity⟩⟩, Car⟨brand⟨physical entity⟩⟩, Car⟨model⟨physical entity⟩⟩,
Book⟨model⟨physical entity⟩⟩}

6.2 Querying M-Relationships

In this section we overload previously introduced query operators for querying

m-relationships and sets of m-relationships. Additionally we introduce an

operator for navigation along m-relationships in both directions. In order to

better exemplify these operators, we slightly adapt our running example.

Example 6.17 (Adapted Example). We introduce an additional industrial

sector, namely publisher, and assert that books are produced by publishers.

Companies at level enterprise now have two attributes, country and rev-

enue. We assert that enterprise PorscheLtd is a German company and has

a revenue of 10,000.0000 (note that this is an arbitrary value), and intro-

duce one enterprise of industrial sector publisher, namely Bloomsbury. We

state that it is UK-based and has a revenue of 11,000.000. We assert that

HarryPotter4 is produced by Bloomsbury and that Porsche911CarreraS and

Porsche911GT3 are produced by PorscheLtd.

Because they are not relevant for discussing the basics of querying

m-relationships, we ignore level brand of sub-hierarchy Car, attributes

maxSpeed and mileage, as well as m-objects myCopyOfHarryPotter4 and
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myPorsche911CarreraS at level physicalEntity and m-object PorscheZuffen-

hausen at level factory (see Figure 6.4).

CarManufacturer 

: industrialSector

PorscheLtd : 

enterprise

- country = DE

- revenue = 

10,000.000

producedBy

Publisher : 

industrialSector

Book : category

- taxRate = 15

HarryPotter4 : 

model

- listPrice = 11.50

Bloomsbury : 

enterprise

- country = UK

- revenue = 

11,000.000

Product

<category>

- taxRate : Integer

<model>

- listPrice : Float 

<physicalEntity>

- serialNr : String 

Company

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

- country : String

- revenue : Integer

<factory>

Car : category

- taxRate = 20

Porsche911CarreraS 

: model

- listPrice = 91.838

Porsche911GT3 : 

model

- listPrice = 108.038

Figure 6.4: Sample multi-level model adapted for exemplifying m-
relationship queries

Referring to M-Relationships Each m-relationship is identified by its

namespace (that is the name of the m-relationship hierarchy), its optional

name, and identifiers of its source and target m-objects. Identifiers of source

m-object, namespace and, optionally, name of the m-relationship, as well as

identifier of target m-object are separated by dashes (see Example 6.18). To

refer to the root m-relationship of a hierarchy of m-relationships one simply

writes the namespace of the hierarchy.

Example 6.18 (Referring to M-Relationships). In order to refer to the root

producedBy m-relationship (between Product and Company) one simply
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writes producedBy. In order to refer to the producedBy-relationship between

m-objects Car and CarManufacturer, which is a non-root m-relationship, one

writes Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer.

Referring to Source and Target M-Objects To refer to the source

or target m-object of an m-relationship we write a dot followed by a role

name (in the simple case either .source or .target). Applied to a set of m-

relationships one can retrieve either the set of source m-objects or the set of

target m-objects.

Definition 6.6 (Source and Target M-Objects). Given is an m-relationship

r ∈ R and a role name, either source or target, then

r.source
def
= sr

r.target
def
= tr.

Given is a set of m-relationships R ′ ∈ R and a role name, either source or

target, then

R ′.source def
=

∪
r∈R ′(sr)

R ′.target def
=

∪
r∈R ′(tr).

Instead of default role names (source, target) one could also assign cus-

tom role names to source and targets of m-relationships. In this case one

could refer to source and target m-objects using these custom role names.

Alternatively, if unambiguous, one can also use names of connected m-object

hierarchies instead of role names.

Example 6.19 (Referring to Source and Target M-Objects). Consider m-

relationship Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer. In order to refer to the

taxRate of its source m-object one writes

Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer.source.taxRate

and gets 20 as result. Alternatively, since the given m-relationship con-

nects two distinct m-object hierarchies, one could also write Car-producedBy-

CarManufacturer.Product.taxRate. Consider that we gave custom role name
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producer to the target-role of m-relationship producedBy. Then we could

write Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer.producer to refer to m-object Car-

Manufacturer which plays the producer-role in this m-relationship.

Upward Navigation Upward navigation operations provide direct and

stable access from an m-relationship to its abstraction (i.e., ancestor m-

relationship) at a given higher connection-level. The operator is again over-

loaded for its application on sets of m-relationships.

Definition 6.7 (Upward Navigation in M-Relationship Hierarchies). The

ancestor m-relationship of m-relationship r ∈ R at connection-level (l, l̄),

denoted as r[l, l̄], is defined by

r[l, l̄]
def
= r′ ∈ R : r ⪯ r′ ∧ ĉr′ = (l, l̄).

The set of ancestor m-relationships of m-relationships R ′ ⊆ R at connection-

level (l, l̄), denoted as R ′[l, l̄], is defined by

R ′[l, l̄] def
=

∪
r∈R ′(r[l, l̄]).

If the given connection-level (l, l̄) is no connection-level above a given

m-relationship, then upward navigation results in ".

Example 6.20 (Upward Navigation for M-Relationships). To navigate from

m-relationship myPorsche911CarreraS-producedBy-PorscheZuffenhausen to

its ancestor m-relationship at connection-level (category, industrialSector)

one writes

myPorsche911CarreraS-producedBy-PorscheZuffenhausen[category,

industrialSector]

and gets m-relationship Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer as result.

M-Relationship Extensions Analogous to class extensions of m-objects,

also m-relationships have extensions at their various connection-levels. The

extension of an m-relationship at a given connection-level is the set of descen-
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dant m-relationships at this connection-level. The m-relationship extension

operator is overloaded for its application to sets of m-relationships.

Definition 6.8 (M-Relationship Extension). The extension of m-

relationship r ∈ R at connection-level (l, l̄), with (l, l̄) ∈ Cr, denoted as

r⟨l, l̄⟩, is defined by

r⟨l, l̄⟩ def
= {r′ ∈ R ∣ r′ ⪯ r ∧ ĉr′ = (l, l̄)}.

The union of extensions of a set of m-relationships R ′ ⊆ R at connection-

level (l, l̄), with (l, l̄) ∈ ∩
r∈R ′(Cr), denoted as R ′⟨l, l̄⟩, is defined by

R ′⟨l, l̄⟩ def
=

∪
r∈R ′(r⟨l, l̄⟩).

Example 6.21 (Extensions of M-Relationships). Considering m-

relationships depicted in Figure 6.4, the extension at connection-level

(category, industrialSector) of m-relationship producedBy between Product

and Company denoted as

producedBy⟨category,industrialSector⟩
is {Book-producedBy-Publisher, Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer}. Its ex-
tension at connection-level model-enterprise, denoted as

producedBy⟨model,enterprise⟩
is {HarryPotter4-producedBy-Bloomsbury, Porsche911CarreraS-

producedBy-PorscheLtd}.
The extension of m-relationship Car-producedBy-

CarManufacturer, which is a concretization of producedBy, at

connection-level (model,enterprise), denoted as Car-producedBy-

CarManufacturer⟨model,enterprise⟩ is {Porsche911CarreraS-producedBy-
PorscheLtd} and is a subset of producedBy⟨model,enterprise⟩.

Navigation along M-Relationships M-relationship extensions, as intro-

duced above, are the basis of relationship-centered querying. Now, from an

object-centered perspective, one wants to be able to navigate m-relationships

from source m-object to target m-object (or vice versa from target to source).

Navigation along multi-level relationships is similar to dereferencing refer-
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ences in SQL-3. But, navigation in the context of concretization hierarchies

of m-relationships is multi-faceted and expresses that all concretizations of

a given m-relationship are to be traversed, leading to an m-object at some

specified level.

Based on the definition of m-relationship extensions it is straightforward

to define an operator for navigation along m-relationships. The set of m-

objects at target level l that can be reached from m-object o by navigating

along m-relationship r —or along one of its concretizations— is the set of

m-objects which, together with o, are member of the extension of r at the

connection-level given by the top-level of o and target-level l. M-relationships

can likewise be navigated from target m-objects to source m-objects.

Definition 6.9 (Navigation Along M-Relationships). The set of target m-

objects at level l that is reached from source m-object o ∈ O by traversing

m-relationship r ∈ R or a concretization of r, denoted as o→r(l), is defined

by

o→r(l)
def
= {ō ∈ O ∣ ∃r′ ∈ R : r′ ∈ r⟨l̂o, l⟩ ∧ sr′ = o ∧ tr′ = ō}

and in the opposite direction:

o→r−(l) def
= {ō ∈ O ∣ ∃r′ ∈ R : r′ ∈ r⟨l, l̂o⟩ ∧ sr′ = ō ∧ tr′ = o}

In contrast to our original definitions in [86] we now write o→r(l) instead

of o→r⟨l⟩ to avoid confusion with class extension operations o⟨l⟩. Also note

that we use a superscripted dash (o →r−(l)) to denote inverse navigation

along m-relationships. This seems more intuitive than the left-arrow-notation

(oÃr(l)) used in [86].

Example 6.22 (Navigation along M-Relationships). In order to navigate

from m-object Porsche911CarreraS to its producer at level enterprise one

writes

Porsche911CarreraS→producedBy(enterprise)

and gets {PorscheLtd} as result. Vice versa, to navigate from m-object

PorscheLtd to the product models that it produces, one writes
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PorscheLtd→producedBy−(model)

and gets {Porsche911CarreraS, Porsche911GT3} as result.

Like other operators, operators for navigation along m-relationships are

overloaded for their application on sets of m-objects.

Definition 6.10 (Navigation Along M-Relationships (Set)). The set of target

m-objects at level l ∈ L that is reached from a set of source m-objects O ′ ⊆
O by traversing m-relationship r ∈ R or a concretization of r, denoted as

O ′→r(l), is defined by

O ′→r(l)
def
=

∪
o∈O′(o→r(l))

and, analogously, in the opposite direction from target m-objects to source

m-objects:

O ′→r−(l) def
=

∪
o∈O′(o→r−(l))

Example 6.23 (Navigation along M-Relationships (Set)). In order to navi-

gate from the extension of m-object Product at level model to its producers

at level enterprise one writes

Product⟨model⟩→producedBy(enterprise)

and gets {Bloomsbury, PorscheLtd} as result.

Note that one often wants to navigate not only to directly related m-

objects but also to their ancestors at a higher abstraction level. In such a

case one has to first follow an explicit m-relationship, and then navigate to

an ancestor m-object using upward navigation (see Example 6.24). An alter-

native to this kind of m-relationship navigation to higher levels is provided

in Section 6.3.

Example 6.24 (Navigation to Abstractions of Target M-Objects). Car phys-

ical entity myPorsche911CarreraS is not linked directly to the enterprise by

which it was produced but only to its producing factory. Thus one can-

not directly navigate to its producing enterprise. In order to navigate from

myPorsche911CarreraS to its producer at level enterprise one writes
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myPorsche911CarreraS→producedBy(factory)[enterprise]

and gets {PorscheLtd} as result.

M-relationship navigation can be combined with m-object query expres-

sions. In the following we give some illustrative examples. Table 6.1 gives

an overview of available operators at different precedence levels.

1 ⟨⟩, [] Upward navigation and class extension
2 ¾ Selection
3 → Navigation along m-relationships
4 ∪, ∩, ∖ Usual set operations

Table 6.1: Query operators and their precedence (from high to low)

Example 6.25 (Algebra Expressions). Consider products and companies in

our running example (Ex. 1.1) and the following query examples:

1. All companies at enterprise level that produce some car models with a

listPrice of more than 100000:

¾listPrice>100000Car⟨model⟩→producedBy(enterprise)

2. Product models that are produced by Austrian enterprises:

¾country=ACompany⟨enterprise⟩→producedBy−(model)

3. Product models that are produced by Austrian enterprises and have a

listPrice above 100000:

¾listPrice>100000(¾country=ACompany⟨enterprise⟩
→producedBy−(model))

Selection of M-Relationships In addition to referring to descendant m-

relationships at a given connection-level one often also wants to retrieve only

those m-relationships from a set of m-relationships that fulfil a given selection

criterion. This is analogous to selection operations on sets of m-objects.

Selection criteria for m-relationships are formulated as predicates. An m-

relationship predicate is a boolean expression over attributes and predicates
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of the source m-object (and its ancestors), and of the target m-object (and its

ancestors) of an m-relationship, and, if provided, also over attributes of the

m-relationship itself (note that m-relationship attributes are not discussed

in this chapter). A predicate is either true, false or not applicable for an

m-relationship and formulated similar to m-object predicates. To refer to

attributes or predicates of the source (or target) m-object we write ‘source.’

(or ‘target.’, resp.) followed by the name of the attribute or predicate.

Example 6.26 (Simple Predicate on M-Relationships). One could be in-

terested in producedBy-m-relationships that have a source with a listPrice

of above 100000. The respective predicate is (source.listPrice > 100000).

Applied to m-relationships, this predicate either returns true, false, or not

applicable, as illustrated in the following examples:

producedBy.eval(source.taxRate=15) unknown

Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer.eval(source.taxRate=15) false

Book-producedBy-Publisher.eval(source.taxRate=15) true

HarryPotter4-producedBy-Bloomsbury.eval(source.taxRate=15) true

More interestingly, m-relationship predicates allow to compare attribute

values of the source m-object with attribute values of the target m-object.

Example 6.27 (Relating Attributes in M-Relationship Predicates). One

could be interested in producedBy-m-relationships connecting an m-object

with a listPrice that is in certain ratio to the revenue of its produc-

ing company. For example, to find out those producedBy-m-relationships

where the listPrice of the product is more than one percent of the to-

tal revenue of the producer, the respective predicate is (source.listPrice >

(target.revenue/100)).

A selection operation is then used to retrieve all m-relationships from a

set of m-relationships for which the given predicate evaluates to true.

Definition 6.11 (Select ¾). Given are boolean predicate p and a set of m-

relationships R ′ ⊆ R, then the result set of selection-operation ¾pR
′ is de-

fined as follows:

¾pR
′ def
= {r ∈ R ′ ∣ p(r)}
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Example 6.28 (Select Operation). In order to retrieve those producedBy-

m-relationships at connection-level (model,enterprise) where the source m-

object (or one of its ancestors) has defined a listPrice that is higher than one

percent of the total revenue of the producing company one writes

¾(source.listPrice>target.revenue/100)producedBy⟨model, enterprise⟩
and gets {Porsche911GT3-producedBy-PorscheLtd} as result.

Complex Query Operations Simple query expressions on m-

relationships, as exemplified above, to complex query expressions by com-

bining a sequence of simple query expressions with the usual set operations

union ∪, intersection ∩, and minus ∖. This is again analogous to query

expressions on sets of m-objects.

Example 6.29 (Complex Query Operations on M-Relationships).

In order to retrieve all producedBy-m-relationships at connection-

level (model,enterprise) but without concretizations of Car-producedBy-

CarManufacturer one writes

producedBy⟨model, enterprise⟩ ∖ Car-producedBy-

CarManufacturer⟨model, enterprise⟩
and gets {HarryPotter4-producedBy-Bloomsbury} as result.

6.3 Active Domain

In Chapter 5 we discussed how to create and manipulate multi-level models

and implicitly made two basic assumptions: first, the closed world assumption

and, second, the assumption that multi-level models are created top-down,

from abstract to concrete. Furthermore, we assume that in an organizational

context, m-objects and m-relationships at different levels are created and

manipulated by different users having different user rights.
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In this section we will first discuss these basic assumptions in detail and

recount our sample problem in an organizational context with focus on these

two assumptions. We will then analyze how top-down multi-level modeling

can be effectively supported by additional query functionality. Especially

concerning modelers at lower levels that need to know which m-objects they

may connect with m-relationships. For this purpose we introduce the con-

cepts of active domain of m-relationships.

The active domain at a connection-level of an m-relationship r is the

set of pairs of source and target-m-objects, which may be connected by an

m-relationship, concretizing r, without the need to introduce additional m-

relationships above this connection level.

We also provide an object-centered perspective on active domains of m-

relationships. From the viewpoint of a given m-object, the active target

domain for a specific target-level of an m-relationship r is the set of m-

objects to which an m-relationship that concretizes r can be established from

the given m-object without the need to introduce additional higher-level m-

relationships.

Top-Down Closed-World Assumption The m-object and m-

relationship approach makes the top-down closed-world assumption which

combines top-down modeling and closed world assumption. While this is

often implicitly assumed in information systems engineering it is important

to explicitly make these assumptions, since – with the advent of decentralized

information systems like the Semantic Web – these assumptions are often

rightfully contested. In this subsection we will discuss the motivations and

implications of making these assumptions. We will first look at top-down

modeling and then at the closed world assumption and at their combined

use. Especially when modeling with m-relationships it is important to be

aware of these assumptions since the expressiveness of m-relationships relies

on them.
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Note, that in the examples given in this section we embed our sample

problem in a broader, organizational context that goes beyond the scope of

this thesis, but seems appropriate to illustrate the big picture that guides our

research. Along these lines, we assume that there are different users, that

play different roles at different levels in an organization. We also assume some

kind of user rights management that gives different permissions to different

users and makes use of the multi-level structure of multi-level models.

The m-object/m-relationship approach is a top-down (in contrast to

bottom-up) multi-level modeling approach. M-objects and m-relationships

at the most abstract level are created first and are then concretized at lower

levels of abstraction. M-objects and m-relationships at higher levels provide

schemas for lower level m-objects and m-relationships. That is, they play a

normative role with regard to lower levels. We also assume that m-objects

and m-relationships at different abstraction levels are often provided by dif-

ferent modelers, where modelers at higher levels have more normative power

than modelers at lower levels. This is analogous to the hierarchical structure

of normative bodies in government and business. For example, lawmakers

within a state may only work within the boundaries defined by lawmakers

of their country which have to work within the boundaries defined by super-

national organizations such as the European Union. Similarly, in a company,

a department manager may only make decisions within the boundaries de-

fined by the board of directors

This is in contrast to de-centralized environments like the Web, where

a bottom-up approach would be more appropriate. There, one would first

model concrete objects and relationships and then model their abstractions

at higher levels. Adapting m-objects and m-relationships for bottom-up ab-

straction remains open for future work.

While bottom-up abstraction is important, we believe that in a subject-

domain that is at least partially centralized, like when modeling organizations

at multiple levels, a top-down approach is more appropriate. Furthermore,

top-down modeling is very common and modelers are familiar with it, two
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examples are: (1) Large, best practice software solutions (as discussed in

Section 1.1) come in a very generic form and can be customized for specific

needs. (2) In object-oriented modeling/programming, one typically starts

with the most generic classes and then specializes them and then instantiates

them.

In addition to being a top-down approach, m-objects and m-relationships

make the closed world assumption (CWA). Making the closed world assump-

tion, all relevant information about a subject domain – that is, information

for which a schema is provided and which is within the scope of the in-

formation system – is assumed to be available in the information system.

Everything that is not represented in the information system is assumed to

be either not relevant or not existing. Example 6.30 exemplifies the CWA in

the context of our sample problem.

Making the closed world assumption is again in contrast to de-centralized

information system which – in their context – rightfully make the open world

assumption, where one cannot infer anything from non-available information.

Example 6.30 (Closed World Assumption). The scope of our sample prod-

uct hierarchy are products sold by our sample company. This sample product

hierarchy has two m-objects, Book and Car, at level category. Making the

closed world assumption we can thus infer that our company does not sell any

products other than books and cars. The scope of m-relationship producedBy

is given by the companies that are possible suppliers for products sold by our

company. If there is no producedBy-relationship between a specific product

and a specific company available in the m-model, we can assume that this

company is – at the moment – not considered to be a possible supplier for

this product.

Top-down multi-level modeling and closed-world assumption have impli-

cations that become apparent only when looking at their combined use. A

lower level m-object or m-relationship can only be created if a respective

higher level m-object is already available in the m-model. That is, lower
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levels are dependent on the set of m-objects or set of m-relationships at the

next higher level. This restrictive role of extensions of higher levels in a

concretization hierarchy is especially strong if m-objects and m-relationships

are created at different times and by different modelers and especially if

modelers at lower levels do not have permission to introduce higher-level m-

objects or higher-level m-relationships. In the following we exemplify this

constraining role of level extensions in m-object hierarchies (see Ex. 6.31)

and in m-relationship hierarchies (see Ex. 6.32).

Example 6.31 (Top-Down Modeling). Consider our sample product hierar-

chy with levels category, model, and physicalEntity. In our sample company,

like in most companies, information about objects at these different levels is

provided by different departments (note, that this is still a simplification

since data management concerning products is typically further fragmented

in companies). In our sample company, data management concerning prod-

uct categories is the privilege of a central administrative department that

directly reports to the CEO. Data about product models is managed by

members of the product management department, and data about physical

entities is managed by the production or the logistics departments. Hence, a

member of the product management department may only create new prod-

uct models, that fall within one of the two product categories, which are Book

and Car. Along these lines, a member of the production department may

only create representations of physical entities of products that belong to

one of the product models that have previously been created by a member of

the product management department. Furthermore, each product category

is assigned to a product manager by our central administrative department.

It assigned Mr.Black to be responsible for category Book, which might mean

that he is the one who has to care about all the book data.

Example 6.32 (Top-down Modeling of M-Relationships). Consider our sam-

ple product hierarchy and our hierarchy of companies and the hierarchy

of producedBy relationships between them. Information concerning pro-

ducedBy relationships at connection-levels category-industrialSector, model-

enterprise and physicalEntity-factory is again managed by different depart-
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ments. Data at connection-level category-industrialSector is managed by

our central administrative department. Data at connection-level model-

enterprise is managed by the strategic purchasing department. A pro-

ducedBy-m-relationship at level model-enterprise typically comes with in-

formation about framework contracts and pricing information (note, that

attributes of m-relationships are out of scope of this thesis and are only men-

tioned to clarify the big picture). Purchasing of product physical entities

is in the responsibility of the operative purchasing department and leads to

producedBy-m-relationships at connection-level physicalEntity-factory. The

constraints imposed by m-relationships in this setting mean, that opera-

tive purchasing staff can only buy product physical entities from facto-

ries, for which the strategic purchasing department has introduced a pro-

ducedBy-relationship at level model-enterprise. In our example (see Fig-

ure 4.4), our central administration department introduced a single pro-

ducedBy-m-relationship, namely between Car and CarManufacturer. Hence,

the strategic purchasing department may only introduce producedBy-m-

relationships between Car models and enterprises of sector CarManufac-

turer. They introduced only one such m-relationship, namely between

Porsche911CarreraS and PorscheLtd. That means, that our operative pur-

chasing staff may only introduce producedBy-relationships between physical

entities of Porsche911CarreraS and factories of PorscheLtd.

While not relevant in the context of this chapter, we now also review,

in order to complement the big picture, top-down specialization in an or-

ganizational context. Modelers at higher levels (i.e., modelers that have the

permission to create and manipulate m-objects and m-relationships at higher

levels), also define which data has to be provided by modelers at lower levels

and also define the levels at which this data has to be provided. That is,

modelers at higher levels define, refine, and extend schemas for lower level

data.

Example 6.33 (Specialization). Consider our sample company with its hier-

archically organized data administration (see Ex. 6.31). Our central admin-

istrative department not only defines the set of product categories relevant in
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our company, it also defines – reflecting strategic information needs – which

data has to be provided by product managers for each car model and for

each book title (books at level model) and which data has to be provided by

production and logistics staff concerning each product physical entity that

leaves the company. At the next level, product managers not only create

and manipulate data about product models, they also – reflecting their in-

formation needs – specialize which data has to be provided by members of

the production and logistics departments about physical entities of products.

Query Support for Modeling M-Relationships As already mentioned

in Chapter 4, an m-relationship has extensions, static domains, and active

domains at its connection-levels. At a given connection-level, its extension is

given by the set of descendant m-relationships at this connection-level (see

Definition 6.21). Its static domain at a specific connection-level is given

by the cross-product of the extensions of its source m-object and its target

m-object at respective abstraction levels, as defined in the following.

Definition 6.12 (Static Domain). The domain of an m-relationship r ∈ R

at a given connection-level (l, l̄) ∈ Cr, denoted as r⟨:l, l̄:⟩, is the cross-product
of the extensions of the connected m-objects at the given level:

r⟨:l, l̄:⟩ def
= sr⟨l⟩ × tr⟨l̄⟩.

We further define an operator to refer to the direct-subsuming m-

relationships —with regard to a given m-relationship hierarchy— of a given

coordinate (o, ō). These direct-subsuming m-relationships are the one to look

at when introducing a new m-relationship into a concretization hierarchy of

m-objects.

Definition 6.13 (Direct-Subsuming M-Relationships). Given are a coordi-

nate (o, ō) ∈ O × O and an m-relationship r ∈ R with (o, ō) ≺ (sr, tr).

The direct-subsuming m-relationships of (o, ō) with regard to r, denoted as

&(o,ō)(r), are m-relationships that are within the same hierarchy as r, con-

necting a pair of m-objects above (o, ō), and having no concretizations, which
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are above (o, ō): &(o,ō)(r)
def
= {r′ ∈ R ∣ r′ ⪯ r̂r ∧ (o, ō) ≺ (sr′ , tr′) ∧ ∄r′′ ∈ R :

(o, ō) ⪯ (sr′′ , tr′′) ∧ r′′ ≺ r′}.

When making the top-down/closed-world assumption and modeling at

a specific abstraction level (i.e., connection-level) one can only create m-

relationships at coordinates for which parent m-relationships have already

been created at the next higher connection-level. This set of coordinates

is called the active domain of an m-relationship at this connection-level.

The active domain is the set of coordinates for which m-relationships at the

given connection-level may be introduced without the need of introducing

m-relationships at higher connection-levels. In an organizational context

the active domain defines which m-relationship may be introduced by an

organizational unit without relying on a superordinate organizational unit.

Definition 6.14 (Active Domain). The active domain of an m-relationship

r ∈ R at a given connection-level (l, l̄) ∈ Cr, denoted as r⟨⋅l, l̄⋅⟩, is a subset

of the domain of r at that connection level and only consists of coordinates

having no direct-subsuming m-relationship with regard to r, that has a second-

top-level above (l, l̄):

r⟨⋅l, l̄⋅⟩ def
= {(o, ō) ∈ r⟨:l, l̄:⟩ ∣ ∀r′ ∈ &(o,ō)(r) ⇒ ∄(l′, l̄′) ∈ (Cr′ ∖ {ĉr′}) :

(l, l̄) ≺ (l′, l̄′)

Example 6.34 (Active Domain). Consider m-objects and m-relationships

depicted in Figure 6.5. To better exemplify active domains, we added, in

difference to Figure 6.4, an additional book title (LoR, short for Lord of

the Rings) and an additional publisher enterprise, namely GeoAllenUnwin.

Note that we ignore attribute definitions, since they are not necessary for

explaining active domains.

Our central administrative department has asserted that Books are pro-

duced by Publishers and that Cars are produced by CarManufacturers. Now,

our strategic purchasing department wants to link Product models with their

producing companies at level enterprise (it already connected HarryPotter4

with Bloomsbury, and Porsche911CarreraS with PorscheLtd) . To find out
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Product

<category>

<model>

Car : category

<model>

Porsche911CarreraS 

: model

Company

<industrialSector>

<enterprise>

CarManufacturer 

: industrialSector

<enterprise>

PorscheLtd : 

enterprise

producedBy

Publisher : 

industrialSector

<enterprise>

Book : category

<model>

Porsche911GT3 : 

model

HarryPotter4 : 

model

Bloomsbury : 

enterprise

GeoAllenUnwin : 

enterprise

LoR : model

Figure 6.5: Sample multi-level model adapted for exemplifying active domain
queries

about the m-relationships that are possible with regard to producedBy rela-

tionships asserted at the next higher level, it asks for the active domain of

m-relationship producedBy at connection-level (model, enterprise):

producedBy⟨⋅model, enterprise⋅⟩
and gets {(LoR, Bloomsbury), (LoR, GeoAllenUnwin), (HarryPot-

ter4, Bloomsbury), (HarryPotter4, GeoAllenUnwin), (Porsche911GT3,

PorscheLtd), (Porsche911CarreraS, PorscheLtd)} as result. These are the

coordinates where the purchasing department may create a producedBy-m-

relationship.

The distinction between static domain, active domain, and extension of an

m-relationship at a given connection-level is exemplified in Table 6.2. Static

domains and active domains of m-relationships are sets of coordinates. Dif-

ferently, an extension of an m-relationship at a given connection-level (see

Def. 6.8) is a set of m-relationships. With regard to consistency criteria for
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Static Domain
producedBy⟨:model,enterprise:⟩

Active Domain
producedBy⟨⋅model,
enterprise⋅⟩

Extension
producedBy⟨model,
enterprise⟩

(LoR, GeoAllenUnwin) (LoR, GeoAllenUnwin)
(LoR, Bloomsbury) (LoR, Bloomsbury)
(LoR, PorscheLtd)
(HarryPotter4, GeoAllenUn-
win)

(HarryPotter4, GeoAl-
lenUnwin)

(HarryPotter4, Bloomsbury) (HarryPotter4, Blooms-
bury)

HarryPotter4-
producedBy-Bloomsbury

(HarryPotter4, PorscheLtd)
(Porsche911CarreraS, GeoAl-
lenUnwin)
(Porsche911CarreraS, Blooms-
bury)
(Porsche911CarreraS,
PorscheLtd)

(Porsche911CarreraS,
PorscheLtd)

Porsche911CarreraS-
producedBy-PorscheLtd

(Porsche911GT3, GeoAllenUn-
win)
(Porsche911GT3, Bloomsbury)
(Porsche911GT3, PorscheLtd) (Porsche911GT3,

PorscheLtd)

Table 6.2: Static domain, active domain, and extension of m-relationship
producedBy at connection-level (model, enterprise) as depicted in Figure 6.5

concretization of m-relationships (see Definition 4.12), static domain only

considers rule ‘source and/or target concretization’. Active domain, as in-

troduced above, also considers rule ‘connection-level containment’ as well as

rule ‘direct-subsuming parent’.

Active Domain Navigation Active domain navigation provides an

object-centered perspective on active domains of m-relationships. While nav-

igation along m-relationships is based on extensions of m-relationships, active

domain navigation is based on active domains of m-relationships.

The active target domain of m-relationship r at level l for m-object o is

the set of m-objects to which m-object o may establish or already has an

outgoing m-relationship (an m-relationship of which o is the source) which is

r or a descendant of r. In the opposite direction, the active source domain of

m-relationship r at level l for m-object o is the set of m-objects to which m-
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object o may establish or has an incoming m-relationship (an m-relationship

of which o is the target) that is r or a descendant of r.

Definition 6.15 (Active Domain Navigation). The active target domain of

m-relationship r ∈ R at level l ∈ L for m-object o ∈ O, denoted as o↠ r(l),

is defined by:

o↠r(l)
def
= {ō ∈ O ∣ (o, ō) ∈ r⟨⋅l̂o, l⋅⟩}

In the opposite direction, the active source domain of m-relationship r ∈ R

for level l ∈ L, for m-object o ∈ O, denoted as o↠r−(l), is defined by:

o↠r−(l) def
= {ō ∈ O ∣ (ō, o) ∈ r⟨⋅l, l̂o⋅⟩}

Example 6.35 (Active Domain Navigation). Consider m-objects and m-

relationships in Figure 6.5 and the following active domain navigation oper-

ations and their results

LoR↠producedBy(enterprise)

= {GeoAllenUrwin, Bloomsbury}
HarryPotter4↠producedBy(enterprise)

= {GeoAllenUrwin, Bloomsbury}
Porsche911GT3↠producedBy(enterprise)

= {PorscheLtd}
PorscheLtd↠producedBy−(model)

= {Porsche911GT3, Porsche911CarreraS}

6.4 Summary

In this chapter we complemented the core m-object/m-relationship approach

with a discussion on how to query multi-level models. We introduced an

object-centered query approach based on an algebra that is closed on sets of

m-objects, together with a relationship-centered query approach based on an

algebra that is closed on sets of m-relationships. The object-centered query
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approach is complemented by an operator to navigate along m-relationships.

Querying m-objects and m-relationships is object-preserving rather than

object-generating (see [102] for this distinction).

To encode custom behavior of m-objects and m-relationships, methods

without side-effects can be formulated in terms of generic query operations

as introduced in this Chapter. Methods with side-effects additionally con-

tain generic manipulation operations (see previous chapter). Similar to pre-

defined predicates, as introduced in this chapter, methods can be concretized

at lower level m-objects and apply dynamic binding.

In this chapter we also discussed how multi-level modeling with m-objects

and m-relationships is applied in an organizational context. For this purpose

we provided additional query support (active domain) for top-down multi-

level modeling in a closed-world setting.

In subsequent chapters we will discuss how m-objects/m-relationships

can be applied to ontology engineering and to data warehousing. The OWL

mapping presented in the next chapter is primarily based on addressing class

extensions of m-objects as well as m-relationship extensions, as discussed

in this chapter, by OWL DL class expressions. The OLAP query approach

presented in Chapter 8 is loosely based on query operations introduced in

this chapter.
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In this chapter we show how to transfer ideas of multi-level modeling from

conceptual modeling to web ontology engineering by providing semantic-

preserving mappings from m-objects and m-relationships to the decidable

fragment of OWL (web ontology language), extended by integrity constraints.

In Section 7.1 we give a very short introduction to OWL and outline our

motivation for mapping m-objects and m-relationships to OWL. Section 7.2

shows how to map m-objects to OWL and how to check consistency of and to

query multi-level models using OWL reasoners. Section 7.3 shows how to map

m-relationships to OWL and shows how m-relationships can be queried using

OWL reasoners. Section 7.4, which concludes the chapter, briefly describes

appropriate tool support.
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This chapter is based on a paper [87] we presented at a workshop at the

28tℎ International Conference on Conceptual Modeling (ER 2009).

7.1 Introduction

The web ontology language (OWL) [78] is the de facto standard language

for ontologies on the semantic web [112, 50]. An ontology is a conceptual

schema of a domain, or in other words, a formal representation of a concep-

tualization of a domain [35]. OWL is used for various tasks in information

retrieval, in information integration, and in conceptual modeling. OWL rea-

soners support different reasoning tasks (see [24]), most notably checking

of class membership (querying of instance data), as well as subsumption

and consistency checking (support for terminology development and concep-

tual modeling). Since the web is an open, de-centralized information system

[15], OWL makes different basic assumptions than database models. OWL

makes the open world assumption which is in contrast to the closed world

assumption, that is, OWL reasoners assume that there might always be ad-

ditional information that is not available. Furthermore OWL does not make

the unique name assumption, that is, one object might come with different

names.

OWL has three sub-languages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full.

OWL Full is the most expressive sub-language and does not pose any re-

strictions on the use of its language features, but reasoning with OWL Full

is, in the general case, undecidable. OWL Lite was designed to be easily

implementable and easy to reason with, however it is not very expressive.

We are, thus, primarily interested in OWL DL which is based on descrip-

tion logic SℋOℐN (see [13] for an introduction to Description Logics), has

model-theoretic semantics, and provides for decidable reasoning. OWL2 [1]

is the most recent version of OWL and comes with additional sub-languages

and additional language constructs. Its decideable (DL) fragment is based

on description logic SℛOℐQ [51] and comes with improved expressivity.
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OWL supports metamodeling in two flavors. Metamodeling in OWL Full

allows to treat classes as individuals but is not decideable. OWL2 supports

a very basic, but decideable approach to metamodeling called punning or

contextual semantics [80]: one symbol can be used to refer both to a class

as well as to an individual; the decision whether a symbol is interpreted as

class, property, or individual is context-dependent. For example, the symbol

Car interpreted as class refers to the set of physical entities that belong to

product category car, while Car interpreted as individual can be classified as

ProductCategory and has assigned a value for property taxRate.

In conceptual modeling more powerful approaches to ontological meta-

modeling (or multi-level modeling) exist: materialization[98], potency-based

deep instantiation[7], and m-objects/m-relationships[86]. These approaches

not only support to treat classes as individuals but also to describe do-

main concepts with members at multiple levels of abstraction. For exam-

ple, domain concept Product has members at different levels of abstrac-

tion: Car at level category, Porsche911CarreraS at level model and My-

Porsche911CarreraS at level physical entity.

Previous work has shown how to bridge the gap between Model-Driven

Architecture and OWL [28], discussed the relation between ontologies and

(meta)modeling [40], and sketched how to represent materialization with

Description Logics [17]. Herein, we continue the latter line of work for the

more powerful m-object/m-relationships approach by introducing a detailed

mapping from m-objects/m-relationships to OWL.

Our mapping from m-objects/m-relationships to OWL is motivated as

follows: (1) For conceptual modeling: to provide querying facilities and de-

cideable consistency checking for multi-level models using OWL reasoners.

(2) For ontology engineering: to extend the metamodeling features of OWL2

(punning) to objects that represent classes at multiple levels of abstraction,

and still remain within the decideable and first-order fragment of OWL. In

the latter case, the outcome of the mapping serves as a basis for multi-level
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ontology engineering and can be augmented and combined with further OWL

axioms and ontologies.

Some of the consistency criteria of m-objects/m-relationships have to be

evaluated as integrity constraints which are not available in OWL. For this

we rely on an existing approach [81] that allows to combine open world and

closed world reasoning.

7.2 Mapping M-Objects to OWL

The basic goals of mapping m-objects to OWL are (1) to preserve their se-

mantics, fulfilling their basic goals and requirements, and (2) to provide an

OWL-representation that allows OWL reasoners (a) to detect inconsistencies

and (b) to execute queries at the different levels of abstraction. In this section

we describe each step of the mapping from m-objects to OWL and exemplify

the more interesting steps by showing mapping-output for m-object Car (see

Figure 1.4 in Chapter 1). Listing 7.2 shows the mapping output for m-object

Product, of which Car is a concretization of. The mapping procedure is

summarized in Algorithm 1, which is independent from the naming scheme

of the m-object/m-relationship approach, thus we do not refer to naming

functions (name and ns). To improve readability, we use Description Logic

syntax [12] and for brevity we do not explicitly introduce entities (i.e. indi-

viduals, classes, and properties). Also note, that Description Logic syntax

does not differentiate between data properties and object properties.

Since the m-object approach makes the closed world assumption (CWA),

which OWL does not, the mapping approach has to assure that axioms that

are meant to be interpreted as integrity constraints do not lead to unwanted

inferences, e.g., wrong classifications. For this we rely on an existing approach

[81] that allows to designate certain TBox axioms as integrity constraints.

In our mappings such axioms are marked by ‘IC:’. For TBox (schema)
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reasoning these axioms are treated as usual, but for ABox (data) reasoning,

they are treated only as checks and do not derive additional information.

Concretization hierarchies of m-objects are mapped to OWL by repre-

senting each m-object as individual, e.g., Car, and each abstraction level as

primitive class, e.g., Category. Each m-object is assigned to an abstraction

level by a class assertion. Each m-object with a parent m-object is connected

to this parent using functional property concretize (see Algorithm 1, lines 5 –

6). E.g., individual Car is member of class Category and conretizes Product:

1: Category(Car)

2: concretize(Car, Product)

Values of top-level attributes, i.e. attribute values that describe the m-

object itself (a.k.a. own-slots), are represented as property assertions (see

Algorithm 1, line 7). E.g. product category Car has assigned a taxRate of

20:

3: taxRate(Car, 20)

As explained in Section 6.1, a level of an m-object is seen as a class that

collects all direct and indirect concretizations of the m-object at the respec-

tive level. Such a class can be used (1) as entry point for queries, (2) to define

extensional constraints, and (3) to define and refine common characteristics

of its members. The class of individuals that belong to abstraction level l

and that are direct or indirect concretizations of individual o, i.e. o⟨l⟩, cor-
responds to class expression (∃concretize t.{[o]} ⊓ [l]). concretize t is defined

as transitive super-property of concretize. E.g., the class of all car models,

Car⟨Model⟩, corresponds to class expression (∃concretize t.{Car} ⊓ Model).

Thus, a concretization hierarchy implicitly introduces multiple sub-

sumption hierarchies, one for each level, as explained in Chapter 6

(see Figure 7.1 for the resulting classes and subclasses in our ex-

ample). E.g., from (concretize(Car, Product)) an OWL reasoner in-

fers that (∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓ Model) subsumes (∃concretize t.{Car}
⊓ Model) and that (∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓ PhysicalEntity) subsumes
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(∃concretize t.{Car} ⊓ PhysicalEntity). This powerful feature of OWL fa-

cilitates inheritance between these classes as well as consistency checks.

Common characteristics of the members of a certain level of an m-object

are defined by subclass axioms with the respective class expression at the

left hand side. Attributes, in particular, are represented by data properties

and respective value and number restrictions (see Algorithm 1, lines 8 –

9). Values of attributes might be shared with m-objects at lower levels (see

Algorithm 1, line 10), no example shown. To preserve the semantics of the m-

object approach, these axioms are to be interpreted as integrity constraints.

E.g., Car⟨brand⟩s have an attribute marketLaunch, Car⟨model⟩s have an

attributemaxSpeed (in addition to attribute listPrice from Product⟨model⟩),
and Car⟨physicalEntity⟩s have an attribute mileage (in addition to serialNr

from Product⟨physicalEntity⟩):
4: IC:∃concretize t.{Car} ⊓ Brand ⊑ ∀marketLaunch.Date ⊓ =1 marketLaunch.⊤
5: IC:∃concretize t.{Car} ⊓ Model ⊑ ∀maxSpeed.Integer ⊓ =1 maxSpeed.⊤
6: IC:∃concretize t.{Car} ⊓ PhysicalEntity ⊑ ∀mileage.Integer ⊓ =1 mileage.⊤

A level l of an m-object o ensures that concretizations of o at lower levels

also concretize a concretization of o at level l (see Algorithm 1, lines 11 –

12). This allows stable upward navigation and supports heterogenous level

hierarchies by allowing that every m-object may introduce new abstraction

levels for its descendants, that do not apply for descendants of other m-

objects. E.g., all Car Models belong to a Car Brand:

7: IC:∃concretize t.{Car} ⊓ Model ⊑ ∃concretize t.(∃concretize t.{Car} ⊓ Brand)

The mapping also ensures that each attribute is inducted at only one

level of one m-object (see Algorithm 1, lines 13 – 14), and that each level is

inducted at only one m-object (see Algorithm 1, lines 15 – 16); no examples

shown.

To ensure that an m-object belongs to one abstraction level at most, all

levels are pairwise disjoint (see Algorithm 1, line 17). E.g., an individual at

level Brand cannot, at the same time, be at level Model:
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Algorithm 1 Mapping M-Objects to OWL

Input: a set O of m-objects o = (Lo, Ao, po, lo, do, vo), a concretization
hierarchy H, and a universe of levels L, as described in Def. 4.1.
Output: a set of OWL axioms.

1: assert: ⊤ ⊑⩽1 concretize
2: assert: concretize ⊑ concretize t
3: assert: concretize t+ ⊑ concretize t
4: for all o ∈ O do
5: assert: [l̂o]([o])
6: if ∃o′ : (o, o′) ∈ H then assert: concretize([o],[o′])

7: for all a ∈ Âo : vo(a) is defined do assert: [a]([o],[vo(a)])

8: for all a ∈ (Ao ∖ Âo) do
9: assert IC: ∃concretize t.{[o]} ⊓ [lo(a)] ⊑ ∀[a].[do(a)] ⊓ =1 [a].⊤
10: if vo(a) is defined then assert: [lo(a)] ⊓ ∃concretize t.{[o]} ⊑

∃[a].{[vo(a)]}
11: for all (l, l′) ∈ Po : l

′ ∕= l̂o ∧ (∕ ∃o′ ∈ O : (o, o′) ∈ H ∧ (l, l′) ∈ Po′) do
12: assert IC: ∃concretize t.{[o]} ⊓ [l] ⊑

∃concretize t.(∃concretize t{[o]} ⊓ [l′])

13: for all a ∈ Ao :∕ ∃o′ ∈ O : (o, o′) ∈ H ∧ a ∈ Ao′ do
14: assert IC: ∃[a].⊤ ⊑ (∃concretize t.{[o]} ⊔ {[o]}) ⊓ [lo(a)]

15: for all l ∈ Lo : l ∕= l̂o ∧ (∕ ∃o′ ∈ O : (o, o′) ∈ H ∧ l ∈ Lo′) do
16: assert IC: [l] ⊑ ∃concretize t.{[o]}
17: for all l ∈ L, l′ ∈ (L ∖ {l}) do assert: [l] ⊓ [l′] ⊑ ⊥
18: for all o ∈ O, o′ ∈ (O ∖ {o}) do assert: [o] ∕≈ [o′]

Notation: ‘[o]’ denotes a variable that is to be substituted by its actual
value. ‘assert: ’ adds the subsequent OWL axiom to the mapping
output. ‘IC:’ denotes an OWL axiom that is to be interpreted as integrity
constraint.
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8: Brand ⊓ Model ⊑ ⊥

The m-object approach makes the unique name assumption. Thus we

state that each pair of m-objects (cartesian product) is a member of the

inequality predicate (see Algorithm 1, line 18). E.g., the symbols Car and

Porsche911 refer to different individuals:

9: Car ∕≈ Porsche911

Listing 1 Mapping output for m-object Product. (Disjointness and Inequal-

ity Axioms are not shown)

Catalog(Product)

desc(Product, ”Our Products”)

IC:∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓ Category ⊑ ∀taxRate.Integer ⊓ =1 taxRate.⊤
IC:∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓ Model ⊑ ∀listPrice.Float ⊓ =1 listPrice.⊤
IC:∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓ PhysicalEntity ⊑ ∀serialNr.String ⊓ =1 serialNr.⊤
IC:∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓ Model ⊑ ∃concretize t.(∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓
Category)

IC:∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓ PhysicalEntity ⊑
∃concretize t.(∃concretize t.{Product} ⊓ Model)

IC:∃desc.⊤ ⊑ (∃concretize t.{Product} ⊔ {Product}) ⊓ Catalog

IC:∃taxRate.⊤ ⊑ (∃concretize t.{Product} ⊔ {Product}) ⊓ Category

IC:∃listPrice.⊤ ⊑ (∃concretize t.{Product} ⊔ {Product}) ⊓ Model

IC:∃serialNr.⊤ ⊑ (∃concretize t.{Product} ⊔ {Product}) ⊓ PhysicalEntity

IC:Category ⊑ ∃concretize t.{Product}
IC:Model ⊑ ∃concretize t.{Product}
IC:PhysicalEntity ⊑ ∃concretize t.{Product}

7.3 Mapping M-Relationships to OWL

There are basically two alternative representations of m-relationships in

OWL, as properties or as individuals. At first sight a mapping to property as-

sertions (property approach) seems intuitive. However, since property asser-

tions do not have identifiers it is not possible to directly represent concretiza-
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Product

Book Car

Porsche911

Porsche911
CarreraS

Company

CarManufacturer
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CarManufacturer

concretize.{Car}
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concretize.{CarManufacturer}  Enterprise

Figure 7.1: Sets and subsets of m-objects and m-relationships. M-
relationship Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer and its members, domain,
and range at level (model, enterprise) are emphasized

.

tion links. Thus it would be necessary to represent each connection-level of

an m-relationship as property and redundantly represent a concretization-

link between two m-relationships by several sub-property-axioms. To avoid

this redundancy we suggest to map m-relationships to individuals (objec-

tification approach) which allows to directly represent concretization-links

between m-relationships. We again describe each step of the mapping and

exemplify them based on m-relationship producedBy between Car and Car-

Manufacturer from Example 1.1 (see Figure 1.4). Listing 7.3 shows the

mapping output for m-relationship Product-producedBy-Company, of which

Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer is a concretization of. The mapping pro-

cedure is summarized in Algorithm 2.

The objectification approach represents each m-relationship as indi-

vidual that is linked to its parent relationship and to its source- and

target-m-objects by property assertions, using functional properties con-

cretize, source, and target, respectively (see Algorithm 2, lines 3 –

5). E.g., m-relationship producedBy between Car and CarManufac-
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turer, named Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer, concretizes m-relationship

Product-producedBy-Company, its source is Car and its target is CarMan-

ufacturer:

10: concretize(Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer, Product-producedBy-Company)

11: source(Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer, Car)

12: target(Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer, CarManufacturer)

An m-relationship constrains domain and range of its concretizations as

defined in Chapter 4 (source- or target level concretization) (see Algorithm

2, line 6). E.g., all direct or indirect concretizations of Car-producedBy-

CarManufacturer have a direct or indirect concretization of Car, or Car itself,

as source, and a direct or indirect concretization of CarManufacturer, or

CarManufacturer itself, as target. Either Car or CarManufacturer must be

concretized:

13: IC:∃concretize t.{Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer} ⊑ (∀source.(∃concretize t.

{Car} ⊔ {Car} ) ⊓ ∀target.∃concretize t.{CarManufacturer})⊔
(∀source.∃concretize t. {Car} ⊓∀target.(∃concretize t.{CarManufacturer}
⊔ {CarManufacturer}))

Algorithm 2 Mapping M-Relationships to OWL

Input: A set R of m-relationships r = (sr, tr, Cr) and a concretization
hierarchy HR, as described in Def. 4.8.
Output: a set of OWL axioms.

1: assert: ⊤ ⊑⩽ 1source⊓ ⩽ 1target
2: for all r ∈ R do
3: if ∃r′ : (r, r′) ∈ HR then assert: concretize([r],[r′])

4: assert: source([r],[sr])
5: assert: target([r],[tr])
6: assert IC: ∃concretize t.{[r]} ⊑ (∀source.(∃concretize t.{[sr]} ⊔

{[sr]} ) ⊓ ∀target.∃concretize t.{[tr]}) ⊔ (∀source.∃concretize t.{[sr]}
⊓∀target.(∃concretize t.{[tr]} ⊔ {[tr]} ))

7: for all (l, l′) ∈ Cr : l ∕= l̂sr ∨ l′ ∕= l̂tr do
8: assert IC: ∃concretize t.{[r]}⊓(∃source.∃concretize t.[l] ⊔

∃target.∃concretize t.[l′]) ⊑ ∃concretize t.(∃concretize t.{[r]} ⊓∃source.[l]
⊓∃target.[l′])

9: for all r′ ∈ R : r ∕= r′ do assert: [r] ∕≈ [r′]
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Analogous to levels of m-objects, which ensure safe upward naviga-

tion, connnection levels of m-relationships ensure safe navigation along m-

relationships at higher levels. A connection-level (l, l′) of an m-relationship

r ensures that concretizations of r at levels below (l, l′) concretize an m-

relationship at level (l, l′) that concretizes r. This has to be interpreted as

integrity constraint (see Algorithm 2, lines 7 – 8). E.g., all m-relationships

below connection-level (Model,Enterprise) that concretize Car-producedBy-

CarManufacturer have to concretize an m-relationship that concretizes Car-

producedBy-CarManufacturer at level (Model,Enterprise) (An analogous ax-

iom has to be asserted for connection-level (PhysicalEntity,Factory)):

14: IC:∃concretize t.{Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer}⊓(∃source.∃concretize t.Model

⊔ ∃target.∃concretize t.Enterprise) ⊑ ∃concretize t.(∃concretize t.{Car-
producedBy-CarManufacturer} ⊓∃source.Model ⊓∃target.Enterprise)

To enforce the unique name assumption we assert that each pair of m-

relationships (cartesian product) belongs to the inequality predicate (see Al-

gorithm 2, line 9). E.g., Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer and Product-

producedBy-Company refer to different individuals:

15: Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer ∕≈ Product-producedBy-Company

OWL reasoners can be employed to navigate m-relationships (as defined

in Chapter 6) by class expressions. For example, to query which Industri-

alSector might produce MyPorsche911CarreraS (see Figure 1.4) we ask for

the members of class (IndustrialSector ⊓ ∃target−.((∃concretize t.{Product-
producedBy-Company} ⊔ {Product-producedBy-Company}) ⊓ ∃source.
(∃concretize t−.{MyPorsche911CarreraS} ⊔ {MyPorsche911CarreraS} ))).
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Listing 2 Mapping output for M-Relationship Product-producedBy-

Company
source(Product-producedBy-Company, Product)

target(Product-producedBy-Company, Company)

IC:∃concretize t.{Product-producedBy-Company} ⊑ (∀source.(∃concretize t.

{Product} ⊔ {Product} ) ⊓ ∀target.∃concretize t.{Company})⊔
(∀source.∃concretize t. {Product} ⊓∀target.(∃concretize t.{Company} ⊔
{Company}))
IC:∃concretize t.{Product-producedBy-Company}⊓(∃source.∃concretize t.Category

⊔ ∃target.∃concretize t.IndustrialSector)⊑ ∃concretize t.(∃concretize t.{Product-
producedBy-Company} ⊓∃source.Category ⊓∃target.IndustrialSector)
IC:∃concretize t.{Product-producedBy-Company}⊓(∃source.∃concretize t.Model

⊔ ∃target.∃concretize t.Enterprise) ⊑ ∃concretize t.(∃concretize t.{Product-
producedBy-Company} ⊓∃source.Model ⊓∃target.Enterprise)
IC:∃concretize t.{Product-producedBy-Company}⊓(∃source.∃concretize t.PhysicalEntity

⊔ ∃target.∃concretize t.Factory) ⊑ ∃concretize t.(∃concretize t.{Product-
producedBy-Company} ⊓∃source.PhysicalEntity ⊓∃target.Factory)
Product-producedBy-Company ∕≈ Car-producedBy-CarManufacturer

Product-producedBy-Company ∕≈ Porsche911CarreraS-producedBy-PorscheLtd

Product-producedBy-Company ∕≈ MyPorsche911CarreraS-producedBy-

PorscheZuffenhausen

7.4 Summary

In this chapter we showed how to apply the m-object/m-relationship ap-

proach to ontology engineering with OWL. We provided detailed mappings

from our abstract m-object/m-relationship model to the decidable fragment

of OWL and provided example mapping outputs.

To represent integrity constraints (closed world constraints) we applied

an existing approach [81] that allows to combine open world and closed world

reasoning. As an alternative to OWL with integrity constraints we want to

investigate in future work how m-objects and m-relationships can be mapped
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on semantic web formalisms with native support for closed world reasoning,

such as F-Logic [62] and its derivations OWL-Flight [24] and WSML [70].

In regard to tool support, we are extending the ontology editor

Protégé [90] with a plugin for modeling with m-objects and m-relationships.

Multi-level models designed with this Protégé extension can then - using

an additional export plug-in - be mapped to OWL axioms (and integrity

constraints) as described in the previous chapters. The result of this map-

ping may be freely augmented with open world OWL axioms and thereby

integrated with ordinary OWL ontologies.

Apart from tool-support, in future work on multi-level modeling in the

semantic web we are going to address (1) mapping of extended m-objects

and m-relationships to OWL, (2) scalability, especially concerning reasoning

performance, (3) collaborative, bottom-up multi-level modeling, and, most

importantly, (4) multi-level modeling and reasoning under the open-world

assumption.
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Data warehouses facilitate multi-dimensional analysis of data from vari-

ous data sources. While the original data sources are often heterogeneous,

current modeling and implementation techniques discard and, thus, cannot

exploit these heterogeneities. In [88] we introduced Hetero-Homogeneous Hi-

erarchies based on extended m-objects and m-relationships to model dimen-

sion hierarchies and cubes with inherent heterogeneities. Sub-dimension-

hierarchies can be specialized to contain additional levels and additional

non-dimensional attributes. Sub-cubes can be specialized towards additional

measures, more fine-grained facts, and differing units of measure.

181
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This self-contained chapter is structured as follows: In Section 8.1 we give

an overview and examples of the different types of supported heterogeneities.

In Section 8.2 and Section 8.3 we show how to model hetero-homogeneous

dimension hierarchies and hierarchies of m-cubes, respectively, and provide

structural definitions and consistency criteria. In Section 8.4 we show how

to query m-cubes and, for this purpose, introduce an m-cube algebra. In

Section 8.5 we briefly survey related work. In Section 8.6, which concludes

the chapter, we give an outlook on future work.

8.1 Introduction

Data Warehouses facilitate multi-dimensional analysis of data integrated

from various data sources. Available and interesting data is often heteroge-

neous concerning available measures, granularity of measures, units of mea-

sures, applicable aggregation levels, and interesting secondary information

(non-dimensional attributes). However, to ease querying and storing multi-

dimensional data, current modeling and implementation techniques force

to fully homogenize available data according to a global multi-dimensional

schema.

Our approach is summarized by the oxymoron term hetero-homogeneous

hierarchies. A hetero-homogeneous hierarchy is a hierarchy with a single root

node that is (1) homogeneous in regard to a minimal common schema shared

by all sub-hierarchies, where a sub-hierarchy is a hierarchy rooted in a child

of the root node, (2) heterogeneous in regard to the specialized schemas of

sub-hierarchies.

We discuss our approach by a running example, starting with a homoge-

neous schema that can be modeled using the Dimensional Fact Model [31]

(see Figure 8.1). Consider a homogeneous sales cube with dimensions prod-

uct, time, and location. Dimension product defines dimension level category

with non-dimensional attribute category manager and dimension level model
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Figure 8.1: Homogeneous cube modeled with the Dimensional Fact Model

with non-dimensional attribute costs. The product dimension defines cate-

gory above model. Dimension time defines level year above level month.

Dimension location defines levels country, region, and city. Level city has

non-dimensional attribute inhabitants defined. Level city is below levels

country and region, which are in no order to each other, i.e., data at level

city can alternatively be aggregated to level country or to level region. The

sales cube defines a measure revenue.

Dimension hierarchies can be hetero-homogeneous with regard to

∙ non-dimensional attributes, e.g., in sub-hierarchy Car of dimension

product, dimension instances at level model have an additional non-

dimensional attribute maxSpeed.

∙ additional levels, e.g., in sub-hierarchy Switzerland of dimension loca-

tion there is an additional level kanton between city and country and

an additional level store below city.

Cubes can be hetero-homogeneous in that

∙ sub-cubes, such as car sales in Switzerland in the year 2009 may have

additional measures, e.g., quantity sold,

∙ different sub-cubes may give different units for the same measure, e.g.,

values of measure revenue are provided in Swiss francs
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∙ base facts for various measures are provided at mixed granularities, e.g.,

base facts for measure cheapestOffer are provided at level category,

year, country while base facts for measure revenue are provided at

level model, month, year.

∙ different sub-cubes may provide base facts for the same measure at

different granularities, e.g., measure revenue originally defined for level

model, month, and city is now available more detailed at level model,

month, and store.

To represent such kind of situations one needs a design approach to rep-

resent hetero-homogeneous hierarchies in dimensions and cubes. Such an ap-

proach should allow for an instance-based specialization of dimensions and

cubes.

In this chapter, we show how hetero-homogeneous hierarchies in data

warehouses can be modeled by a revised and extended form of m-objects and

m-relationships. Note that this chapter is, in difference to previous chapters,

self-contained and redefines previously defined concepts such as m-objects

and m-relationships.

Hetero-homogeneous dimension hierarchies are modeled as concretization

hierarchies of m-objects. An m-object encapsulates and arranges dimension

levels in a partial order from abstract to concrete. It describes itself and

the common properties of the objects at each level of the dimension hier-

archy beneath itself. An m-object that concretizes another m-object inher-

its dimension levels and non-dimensional attributes of the parent. It may

also introduce additional levels and additional non-dimensional attributes.

For modeling dimension hierarchies we extend the original definitions of m-

objects from a total order of levels to partially ordered level-hierarchies and

introduce consistency criteria to avoid conflicts due to multiple concretiza-

tion.
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Cube schemas as well as facts are modeled as m-relationships. For mod-

eling cube schemata and facts we extend m-relationships from binary m-

relationships to n-ary m-relationships that may define measures and assert

measure values. We define consistency criteria that avoid conflicts due to

multiple inheritance and avoid overlapping primary fact instances.

Most current approaches to data warehousing are centered around the

notion of a cube. Our conceptual approach to modeling and querying data

warehouses is centered around multi-level cubes (m-cubes). An m-cube rep-

resents a cube of cubes, given by the cartesian product of dimension levels

and, on a more fine-grained level, a set of coordinates, given by the cartesian

product of dimension instances.

We also introduce an m-cube algebra with closed m-cube operations dice,

slice, import-union, and projection; together with fact- and cube-extraction

operations. Other common data warehouse operations like roll-up, drill-

down, drill-across are subsumed by these operations. To cope with heteroge-

neous measure units we also support unit conversion. In order to exploit het-

erogeneities in m-cubes, queries are typically double-staged: after selecting a

sub-m-cube, using dice, the query can make use of additional schema informa-

tion like additional measures, refined granularity, additional non-dimensional

attributes, and additional cube levels.

8.2 Hetero-Homogeneous Dimension Hierar-

chies

In this section we first revisit and extend m-objects and then we show how

to model hetero-homogeneous dimensions with them.
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8.2.1 M-Objects revisited

An m-object, as originally introduced, encapsulates and arranges abstraction

levels in a linear order from the most abstract to the most concrete one.

Thereby, it describes itself and the common properties of the objects at each

level of the concretization hierarchy beneath itself. An m-object specifies

concrete values for the properties of its top-level. This top-level describes

the m-object itself. All other levels describe common properties of m-objects

beneath itself.

We now give revised definitions that support m-objects with a partial

(non-linear) order of levels.

Definition 8.1 (M-Object). An m-object o is described by a 6-tuple

(Lo, Ao, Po, lo, do, vo) where Lo ⊆ LD is a set of levels from a universe of levels

and Ao ⊆ AD is a set of attributes from a universe of attributes. The levels Lo

are organized in a partial order, as defined by parent relation Po ⊆ Lo × LD,

which associates with each level its parent levels. Each attribute is associated

with one level, defined by function lo : Ao → Lo, and has a domain, defined

by function do : Ao → data types. Optionally, an attribute has a value from

its domain, defined by partial function vo : Ao → V , where V is a universe

of data values, and vo(a) ∈ do(a) iff vo(a) is defined.

An m-object has a single top-level, l̂o := l ∈ Lo : ∄l′ ∈ Lo : (l, l
′) ∈ Po.

We say o is at level l, if l is its top-level. We further say level l′ is a child

of level l iff (l′, l) ∈ Po, and l′ is a descendant of, or below, l iff (l′, l) ∈ P+
o ,

where P+
o is the transitive closure of Po, and l′ is a descendant of or the same

as l iff (l′, l) ∈ P ∗
o , where P ∗

o is the transitive-reflexive closure of Po.

M-objects, levels, and attributes have names, defined by function name :

O ∪ L ∪ A → names, where names is the universe of names. Names of

m-objects, attributes, and levels are unique within one dimension.
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Example 8.1 (M-object Car). Product category car (see Figure 8.2) has

three levels category, brand, and model and defines a value for attribute

catMgr.

An m-object can concretize another m-object, which is referred to as its

parent, by introducing new levels, introducing new attributes, and providing

values for attributes. The concretization relationship comprises aspects of

classification, generalization and aggregation. A concretization relationship

between two m-objects does not reflect that one m-object is at the same time

an instance of, component of, and subclass of another m-object as a whole.

Rather, a concretization relationship has to be interpreted in a multi-faceted

way. This is exemplified by the following example.

Example 8.2 (Concretization). M-object Car concretizes Product. The

concretization relationship is to be interpreted in a multi-faceted way: m-

object Car is instance of level category of m-object Product because level

category, which is the first non-top-level of m-object Product, is its top-level.

It also specifies a value for its attribute catMgr. M-object Car specializes

m-object Product by introducing a new level brand and adding attribute

maxSpeed to level model. The level model of m-object Car is regarded as a

subclass of level model of m-object Product.

A child m-object o′ chooses its single top-level from the common second-

top-levels of its parent m-objects. It ‘inherits’ from each parent m-object o

all levels below its own top-level, together with the relative order of these

common levels. It also ‘inherits’ attributes associated with common levels,

together with the properties of these attributes, as defined by functions lo,

do, and vo. In the case of multiple concretization the top-level of the child

m-object must be a common second-top-level of the parent m-objects.

For simplicity, we do not define this inheritance mechanism (note that this

inheritance mechanism could be defined in line with Def. 4.4) and instead

assume that each m-object is fully described. We summarize the consistency

criteria in the following definition.
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Definition 8.2 (Consistent Concretization). An m-object o′ is a consistent

concretization of another m-object o iff

1. The top-level of o′ is a second-top-level in o: (l̂o′ , l̂o) ∈ Po

2. Each level of o, from l̂o′ downwards, is also a level of o′: l ∈ Lo :

(l, l̂o′) ∈ P ∗
o ⇒ l ∈ Lo′ (level containment)

3. All attributes of o, associated with a level that is shared by o and o′,

also exist in o′, {a ∈ Ao ∣ lo(a) ∈ Lo′} ⊆ Ao′ (attribute containment)

4. The relative order of common levels of o and o′ is the same: l, l′ ∈
(Lo′ ∩ Lo) : (l, l

′) ∈ P+
o′ ⇔ (l, l′) ∈ P+

o (level order compatibility)

5. Levels newly introduced in o′ have parents only within o′: ∀(l, l′) ∈ Po′ :

l ∈ (Lo′ ∖ Lo) ⇒ l′ ∈ Lo′ (locality of level order).

6. Common attributes are associated with the same level, have the same

domain, and the same value, if defined: For a ∈ (Ao′ ∩ Ao):

(a) lo(a) = lo′(a) (stability of attribute levels)

(b) do(a) = do′(a) (stability of attribute domains)

(c) vo(a) is defined ⇒ vo(a) = vo′(a) (compatibility of attribute val-

ues)

8.2.2 Modeling Hetero-Homogeneous Dimension Hier-

archies with M-Objects

We now describe how a homogeneous dimension hierarchy can be modeled

by m-objects: (1) The dimension is represented by a hierarchy of m-objects.

(2) Each dimension level corresponds to a level of the root m-object. (3) Each

level schema is represented by the attributes associated with that level of the

root m-object. (4) A dimension instance of some dimension level is repre-

sented by an m-object, whose top-level is the dimension-level. (5) Attribute
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values associated with the top-level of an m-object describe the dimension

instance that the m-object represents.

Example 8.3 (Homogeneous Dimension Hierarchies). Consider Figure 8.4

ignoring all relationship symbols. M-objects Product, Time, and Location

represent the dimensions of the Dimensional Fact Model depicted in Fig-

ure 8.1. M-objects beneath the gray line depict dimension instances.

Additional non-dimensional attributes can be introduced at various levels

for the successors of some dimension instance as follows: The m-object rep-

resenting this dimension instance is extended by attribute definitions at that

level; the m-object now serves also as dimension schema for the sub-hierarchy

rooted at this dimension instance.

Additional levels can be introduced for the successors of some dimension

instance as follows: The m-object representing this dimension instance is

extended with additional levels and now serves also as dimension schema for

the sub-hierarchy rooted in this dimension instance.

Example 8.4 (Hetero-Homogeneous Dimension Hierarchy). In the dimen-

sion hierarchy product (see Figure 8.2), m-object Car introduces additional

attribute maxSpeed at level model and additional level brand.

A data warehouse comprises multiple dimensions. Each dimension D

organizes a set of m-objects OD ⊆ O in a hierarchy HD, with levels LD,

taken from a universe of levels L, and describes m-objects using attributes

AD, taken from a universe of attributes A. Each m-object, but the root

m-object, has one or more parent-m-objects as defined by acyclic relation

HD : OD ×OD. Let o, o
′ ∈ OD, then o′ is said to be a direct concretization of

o or o′ concretizes o, iff (o′, o) ∈ HD, to be an indirect concretization of o iff

(o′, o) ∈ H+
D , to be equal to or an indirect concretization of o iff (o′, o) ∈ H∗

D.

H+
D and H∗

D denote the transitive and transitive-reflexive closure, resp., of

HD.
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Car : category

- catMgr = ‚MsWhite’

<brand>

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

Porsche911 : brand

<model>

Porsche911CarreraS : 

model

- costs = 55.000

- maxSpeed = 250 

Porsche911GT3 : model

- costs = 60.000

- maxSpeed = 260

HarryPotter4 : model

- costs = 4

Book : category

- catMgr = ‚MrBlack’ 

<model> 

Product

<category>

- catMgr : String

<model>

- costs : Float

Figure 8.2: Hierarchy of m-objects representing hetero-homogeneous dimen-
sion hierarchy product. Attributes are only shown at m-objects where they
are introduced or instantiated

In case of multiple concretization, stemming from level hierarchies that

are not in a total but only in a partial order (see Figure 8.3), we avoid

conflicts due to ‘multiple inheritance’ by ensuring that each attribute and

each level is inducted at exactly one m-object. We only consider dimensions

with such concretizations of m-objects to be consistent.

Definition 8.3 (Consistent Dimension). A dimension D =

(OD, AD, LD, HD) is consistent, iff

1. Each o ∈ OD is an m-object according to Definition 8.1.

2. For each pair of m-objects (o′, o) ∈ HD, o
′ is a consistent concretization

of o according to Definition 8.2.

3. Each attribute and level is introduced at only one m-object:

(a) a ∈ (Ao ∩ Ao′) : ∃ō ∈ O : (o, ō) ∈ H∗
D ∧ (o′, ō) ∈ H∗

D ∧ a ∈ Aō

(unique induction rule for attributes)
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(b) l ∈ (Lo∩Lo′) : ∃ō ∈ O : (o, ō) ∈ H∗
D∧(o′, ō) ∈ H∗

D∧ l ∈ Lō (unique

induction rule for levels)

4. If an m-object o′ with top-level l is a direct or indirect concretization of

m-object o where (l, l′) ∈ Po then o′ must concretize an m-object ô with

top-level l′.

5. An m-object o may not directly or indirectly concretize two m-objects

o′, o′′ that are at the same level, i.e., (o, o′) ∈ H∗∧ (o, o′′) ∈ H∗ ⇒ l̂o′ ∕=
l̂o′′ (unique level predecessor)

Levels in a dimension, LD, are implicitly partially ordered. This follows

from the unique induction rule for levels and level order compatibility. We

say, l′ ∈ LD is a descendant of l ∈ LD, written as l′ ≺ l, if there is an m-object

o ∈ OD in which l′ is a descendant of l. We write l′ ⪯ l to denote that l′ is

either descendant of or equal to l. Also note that ≺ and ⪯ are transitive, i.e.:

∀l′, l ∈ LD : (∃o ∈ OD : (l′, l) ∈ P ∗
o ) ∨ (∃l′′ ∈ LD : l′ ⪯ l′′ ∧ l′′ ⪯ l) ⇒ l′ ⪯ l.

Example 8.5 (Consistent Hetero-Homogeneous Dimension Hierarchy).

Consider dimension hierarchy location in Figure 8.3. M-object Lausanne

is an indirect concretization of m-object location via kanton Vaud and coun-

try Switzerland. As level region is also a parent level of level city in m-object

Location, Lausanne must also concretize an m-object at level region. This is

with m-objects Alps the case.

8.3 Hetero-Homogeneous Cubes

In this section we revisit and extend definitions of m-relationships and, then,

we show how to model hetero-homogeneous cubes with them.
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Switzerland : country

<kanton>

<city>

<store>

Alps : region

<city>

Austria : country

<city>

Vaud : kanton

<city>

<store>

Lausanne : city

- inhabitants = 119000

<store>

Montreux : city

- inhabitants = 58381

<store>

Salzburg : city

- inhabitants = 149470

tellInc : store gesslerLtd : store TschudiComp : store

Location

<country>

<city>

- inhabitants : Integer

<region>

Figure 8.3: Hetero-homogeneous dimension hierarchy location with multiple
concretization

8.3.1 M-Relationships revisited

M-relationships as described in previous chapters are analogous to m-objects

in that they describe relationships between m-objects at multiple levels of

abstraction. They have the following features: (1) M-relationships at differ-

ent abstraction levels can be arranged in concretization hierarchies, similar

to m-objects. (2) An m-relationship represents different abstraction levels

of a relationship, namely one relationship occurrence and multiple relation-

ship classes. Such a relationship class collects all descending m-relationships

that connect m-objects at the respective levels. (3) An m-relationship im-

plies extensional constraints for its concretizations at multiple levels. (4) M-

relationships can cope with heterogenous hierarchies and (5) m-relationships

can be exploited for querying and navigating.

While our original approach (see Chapter 4) considered only binary m-

relationships without relationship attributes, the revised definition below cov-

ers for n-ary m-relationships that are described by attributes. Taking into

account the data warehouse context the attributes are measures, have an
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associated aggregation function, and a connection-level indicating at which

detail measure values are provided.

Definition 8.4 (M-Relationship). An m-relationship r =

(o1, ..., on;M, b, u, f, v) between m-objects o1, ..., on, its coordinate (denoted

also by coord(r)), is described by a set of measures M . Its top-connection-

level ĉr is implicitly given by the top-levels of the referenced m-objects, i.e.,

ĉr := (l̂o1 , ..., l̂on). Each measure m ∈ M is described by

1. a connection-level, as defined by total function b : M → (Lo1× ...×Lon)

2. a unit of measure, as defined by total function u : M → U , where U is

a universe of measure units.

3. a distributive aggregation function, as defined by total function f : M →
{Sum,Max,Min}.

4. an asserted value (primary fact), as defined by partial function v : M →
V . A measure m ∈ M has an asserted value iff the connection-level of

m is equivalent to the top-connection-level of r, i.e.: v(m)is defined ⇔
b(m) = ĉr.

When talking about different m-relationships, e.g. r and r′, we alterna-

tively use subscripts (e.g., Mr andMr′) or quotes (e.g. M , b, being features of

r and M ′, b′ being features of r′) to denote the context of sets and functions.

Definition 8.5 (Measure Units and Measure Types). Each measure unit

u ∈ U is member of one measure type t ∈ T , where T is a universe of

measure types, as defined by total function type : U → T .

Example 8.6 (M-Relationship). Consider m-relationship sales in Figure 8.4

between m-objects Product, Time, and Location. It defines measure revenue

at connection-level ⟨model,month,city⟩ with unit of measure e and aggrega-

tion function Sum.
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HarryPotter4 : 

model

- costs = 4

Book : category

- catMgr = ‚MrBlack’ 

<model> 

Product

<category>

- catMgr : String

<model>

- costs : Float

feb09 : month

2009 : year

<month>

Time

<year>

<month>

jan09 : month

Alps : region

<city>

Austria : country

<city>

Salzburg : city

- inhabitants = 149470

Location

<country>

<city>

- inhabitants : Integer

<region>

CEE : region

<city>

Vienna : city

- inhabitants = 1691468

sales sales

sales
<model,month,city>

- revenue (SUM, €)

- revenue = 9- revenue = 5

Figure 8.4: Homogeneous data warehouse modeled with m-objects and m-
relationships

To discuss concretization of m-relationships we need the notions of partial

order of connection-levels and partial order of coordinates. In the context of

data warehouses, connection-levels are synonymously referred to as cube coor-

dinates ; coordinates are also referred to as cell coordinates. The connection-

level (or cube coordinate) of a cell (o1, . . . , on), denoted as ĉ(o1,...,on) is defined

as (l̂o1 , . . . , l̂on).

Definition 8.6 (Partial Order of connection-levels). Given a coordinate

(o1, ..., on) and the levels of the m-objects of that coordinate, Lo1 , ..., Lon,

and two connection-levels (l′1, ..., l
′
n), (l1, ..., ln) ∈ (Lo1 × ... × Lon). We say

(l′1, ..., l
′
n) is a descendant of (l1, ..., ln), written as (l′1, ..., l

′
n) ⪯ (l1, ..., ln), iff

for i=1..n each level l′i is a descendant of li, i.e.,

(l′1, ..., l
′
n) ⪯ (l1, ..., ln) ⇔ l′1 ⪯ l1 ∧ ... ∧ l′n ⪯ ln.

Definition 8.7 (Partial Order of Cell Coordinates). Given n dimensions,

D1, ..., Dn, of n disjoint sets of m-objects, OD1, ..., ODn). We say coordinate

(o′1, ..., o
′
n) ∈ (OD1 × ... × ODn) is a descendant of or equal to coordinate

(o1, ..., on) ∈ (OD1 × ...× ODn), written as (o′1, ..., o
′
n) ⪯ (o1, ..., on), iff ∀n

i=1 :

(o′i, oi) ∈ H∗
Di. In this case we also speak of a sub-coordinate.
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Coordinate (o′1, ..., o
′
n) is a descendant of - or proper sub-coordinate of -

coordinate (o1, ..., on), written as (o′1, ..., o
′
n) ≺ (o1, ..., on), iff for all dimen-

sions i=1..n, o′i is a descendant of or is equal to oi, and for at least one

dimension j, o′j is a concretization of oj, i.e., ∀n
i=1 : (o′i, oi) ∈ H∗

Di ∧ ∃n
j=1 :

(o′j, oj) ∈ H+
Dj.

Coordinate (o′1, ..., o
′
n) overlaps with coordinate (o1, ..., on), written as

(o′1, ..., o
′
n) ≬ (o1, ..., on), iff they have some (sub-)coordinates in common,

that is, for all dimensions, i = 1..n, the respective dimension m-objects oi, o
′
i

are either equal or in a concretization relationship: (o′1, ..., o
′
n) ≬ (o1, ..., on) ⇔

(∀n
i=1 : (o

′
i, oi) ∈ H∗

Di ∨ (oi, o
′
i) ∈ H∗

Di)

An m-relationship is concretized by substituting one or more of the

m-objects in its coordinate by descendant m-objects. The descendant m-

relationship must provide values for the measures at its top-connection-level

and may add measures, and move the connection-level of a measure to a

more specific connection-level.

Definition 8.8 (Consistent Concretization of M-Relationships). An m-

relationship r′ = (o′1, ..., o
′
n;M

′, b′, u′, f ′, v′) ∈ R is a consistent concretization

of another m-relationship r = (o1, ..., on;M, b, u, f, v) ∈ R, iff

1. (o′1, ..., o
′
n) ≺ (o1, ..., on)

2. every measure m of r, m ∈ M , with a base-level that is below or equal

to the top-level of r′, is also a measure of r′, every other measure of r

is not a measure of r′ (measure containment):

{m ∈ M ∣ b(m) ⪯ ĉr′} ⊆ M ′

{m ∈ M ∣ b(m) � ĉr′} ∩M ′ = ∅

3. for each measure m shared by r and r′, the base-level of m at r′ is the

same or below the base-level of m at r: ∀m ∈ (M ∩M ′) : b′(m) ⪯ b(m)

(assured granularity)

4. Common measures are associated with measure units of the same mea-

sure type and the same aggregation function: For m ∈ (M ∩M ′):
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(a) type(u′(m)) = type(u(m)) (stability of measure types)

(b) f ′(m) = f(m) (stability of aggregation functions)

Example 8.7 (Concretization of M-Relationships). M-relationship sales

between m-objects HarryPotter4, feb09, and Salzburg concretizes sales

between m-objects Product, Time, Location. Its top-connection-level is

⟨model,month,city⟩, thus it defines a value for measure revenue. An exam-

ple for introducing additional levels and moving measures to more specific

connection-levels will be given later.

To denote that m-relationship r′ ∈ R is a concretization of r ∈ R we

write r′ ≺ r. To denote that r′ is a concretization of or equal to r, we write

r′ ⪯ r.

8.3.2 Modeling Hetero-Homogeneous M-Cube-

Hierarchies with M-Relationships

We first describe how a homogeneous cube of n dimensions can be modeled

by m-relationships: (1) A cube is represented by a concretization hierarchy

of n-ary m-relationships. (2) The root m-relationship connects the root m-

objects of these n dimensions. (3) The root m-relationship has measures

associated with a single connection-level which consists of the bottom levels

of these n dimensions and gives the measures of the cube. (4) The cells or

facts of the cube are represented by m-relationships that concretize the root

m-relationship and connect n m-objects that are at the connection-level for

which the measures of the root m-relationship are defined and give values for

these measures.

Example 8.8 (Homogeneous Cube). Figure 8.4 depicts a homogeneous cube

schema sales (above the gray horizontal line) and its facts (below the gray

line). The cube schema corresponds to the Dimensional Fact Model depicted

in 8.1. The cube extension has two facts. Note, while the m-cube approach
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Product

<category>

- catMgr : String

<model>

- costs : Float

2009 : year

<month>

Time

<year>

<month>

Location

<country>

<city>

- inhabitants : Integer

<region>

sales

<category,year,country>

- cheapestOffer (MIN, €)

<model,month,city>

- revenue (SUM, €)

Car : category

- catMgr = ‚MsWhite’

<brand>

<model>

- maxSpeed : Integer

Switzerland : 

country

<kanton>

<city>

<store>

sales
<category,year,country>

- cheapestOffer (MIN, CHF) 

= 10000

<brand,month,city>

- qtySold (SUM, nr)

<model,month,store>

- revenue (SUM, €)

Figure 8.5: Concretization of m-relationship sales, also representing a hetero-
homogeneous m-cube

provides a coherent model both for cube- and dimension-schemas as well as

their instances, its graphical representation is obviously not meant to be used

to fully model a cube with all its facts and dimension instances; it is rather

used, analogously to object diagrams in UML, to model exemplary dimension

instances and facts together with dimension and cube schemas.

We now describe how a hetero-homogeneous cube of n dimensions can

be modeled by m-relationships: Cubes can be hetero-homogeneous in that

(1) sub-cubes have additional measures, (2) different sub-cubes may give

different units for the same measure (3) various measures are provided at

mixed granularities(4) different sub-cubes may provide the same measure at

different granularities (see examples given in Section 8.1).

Additional Measures can be introduced at a sub-cube identified by a co-

ordinate (o1, ..., on) as follows: An m-relationship for this coordinate is in-
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troduced. This m-relationship defines a measure for the connection-level at

which values for the measure are provided.

Different sub-cubes with different units for the same measure are sup-

ported as follows: An m-relationship for the coordinates of each sub-cube is

introduced and gives a different unit of measure.

Cubes with measures that are provided at mixed granularities can be

represented as follows: An m-relationship is introduced that associates these

measures with different connection-levels.

Cubes in which different sub-cubes provide the same measure at different

granularities are represented as follows: An m-relationship is introduced for

the cube and provides a measure at some connection-level. For each sub-cube

that provides this measure at a more detailed granularity, an m-relationship

is introduced and associates this measure with a more specific connection-

level.

Example 8.9 (Hetero-Homogeneous Cubes). Figure 8.5 depicts a frag-

ment of a hetero-homogeneous cube. - Note, this example is differ-

ent from previous ones for sake of presentation and simplicity. - M-

relationship sales between m-objects Product, Time, and Location introduces

two measures at mixed granularities. Measure cheapestOffer is defined for

connection-level ⟨category,year,country⟩ and measure revenue for connection-

level ⟨model,month,city⟩. M-relationship sales between category car, year

2009, and country Switzerland concretizes the above m-relationship as fol-

lows: (1) It introduces an additional measure qtySold for connection-level

⟨model,month,city⟩. (2) It moves measure revenue from connection-level

⟨model,month,city⟩ to ⟨model,month,store⟩. Thus it provides for different

granularity of measure revenue: the cube will have stored revenue values for

models of cars, months in 2009, and stores in Switzerland, but not for other

product categories, months in other years, stores in other countries. (3) It

provides a different unit of measure for cheapestOffer, that is Swiss francs

instead of e .
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The notion of a multi-level cube (m-cube), as defined below, generalizes

the cube in the Dimensional Fact Model [31].

Definition 8.9 (Multi-Level Cube). A multi-level cube C =

(D1, ..., Dn;S,R) connects n dimensions, D1, ..., Dn. Its root coordi-

nate S is identified by a tuple (o1, ..., on) ∈ OD1 × ... × ODn. R is a

set of m-relationships which represent the measure schema and the base

facts of C. The set of cell coordinates X of m-cube C is defined as

X := {(o1, . . . , on) ∈ OD1 × ...×ODn ∣ (o1, . . . , on) ⪯ S}.

The m-relationships of C that provide a measure-value are called the base

facts or base cells of C. The set of measures which are introduced somewhere

in m-cube C, denoted as MC , are defined as MC :=
∪

r∈RC
Mr.

When talking about different m-cubes, e.g. C and C ′, we alternatively

use subscripts (e.g., XC , SC) or quotes (e.g. D1, S, being features of C

and D′
1, S

′ being features of C ′) to denote the context of sets and functions.

Whenever the context is clear we use unquoted variables (e.g. D1, S).

We now define consistency criteria that avoid conflicts due to multiple

inheritance and avoid overlapping facts. For this definition we use the set R̂r

of directly subsuming m-relationships of an m-relationship r, R̂r := {r′ ∈ R ∣
r ⪯ r′ ∧ ∄r′′ ∈ R : r ⪯ r′′ ≺ r′}.

Definition 8.10 (Consistent M-Cube). A multi-level cube C =

(D1, ..., Dn;S,R) with root coordinate S = (o1, ..., on) is consistent iff

1. there is one m-relationship in R that corresponds to root coordinate S.

2. for each cell coordinate x ∈ X there is at most one corresponding m-

relationship in R.

3. For each pair of m-relationships r, r′ ∈ R, if r′ is a concretization of r,

r′ ⪯ r, then r′ is a consistent concretization of r according to Def. 8.8.
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4. Each measure is introduced at only one m-relationship: ∀r, r′ ∈ R :

∃m ∈ {Mr ∩ Mr′} ⇒ ∃r′′ ∈ R : m ∈ Mr′′ ∧ coord(r) ⪯ coord(r′′) ∧
coord(r′) ⪯ coord(r′′) (unique induction rule for measures)

5. For each measure m shared by two overlapping m-relationships r and r′,

coord(r) ≬ coord(r′), if r defines a value for m than r′ must not define

a value for m: vr(m)is defined ⇒ vr′is not defined. (unique assertion

of values)

6. For each non-empty cell coordinate x ∈ X (a cell coordinate is non-

empty if there is at least one m-relationship beneath it), for each pair

r, r′ of direct subsuming m-relationships of x that contain a measure m

with base-level below or equal to the connection-level of x, denoted as

ĉx, the measure unit and the base level for m are the same at r and r′:

∀x ∈ X, ∀r, r′ ∈ R̂x, ∀m ∈ Mr ∩Mr′ :

(∃r′′ ∈ R : coord(r′′) ⪯ x) ∧ (br(m) ⪯ ĉx ∨ br′(m) ⪯ ĉx)) ⇒

(a) ur(m) = ur′(m) (unit conflict avoidance)

(b) br(m) = br′(m) (base level conflict avoidance)

Unit conflict avoidance and base level conflict avoidance (Def. 8.10,

item 6) ensure that that no coordinate has conflicting direct subsuming m-

relationships. Possible conflicts due to multi-dimensional concretization are

solved explicitly by an m-relationship directly beneath the conflicting m-

relationships.

An m-cube represents hetero-homogeneous base facts as possibly ex-

tracted and loaded from various source OLTP databases. An m-cube defined

with root coordinate (o1, ..., on) implicitly also represents a cube of cubes.

This cube of cubes consists of a set of homogeneous cubes, one for each n-

tuple of levels in the cartesian product of the levels of the m-objects of the

root coordinate. The cells of such a cube are given by the cartesian product

of m-objects at those levels.
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Example 8.10. Figure 8.6 depicts the homogeneous cubes of m-cube sales;

Figure 8.7 shows sample measure values at coordinates of these cubes

whereby we ignore dimension time for simplicity.

A hetero-homogeneous cube exists for each sub-coordinate and consists

of those m-relationships of the given cube that are descendants of that sub-

coordinate.

Example 8.11. Sub-m-cube sales(Car, Time, Switzerland) takes a closer

look at car sales in Switzerland. Figure 8.8 depicts the homogeneous cubes

of this sub-m-cube ignoring dimension time. Note, that the dimension lev-

els identifying these cubes are not shown. Additional cubes become avail-

able for the additional dimension levels kanton and store defined for country

Switzerland (see Figure 8.3) and additional level brand defined for cate-

gory car. Further, additional measure qtySold is available for the cubes at

connection-level ⟨brand,city⟩ and above, since this measure has been defined

for cars in Switzerland for this level (see Figure 8.5). Note that for descendant

connection-levels the cubes show a null value for this measure.

The aggregate cell (or fact) has the root coordinate of the (sub-)m-cube

and a value for each measure that is provided for this coordinate or can be

calculated from the base cells of the m-cube.

Example 8.12. The top-left entry in Figure 8.7 and the top-left entry in

Figure 8.8 represent the aggregate cells of coordinates (product,location) and

(car,switzerland) respectively.

Thus, a multi-level cube implicitly describes all (roll-up) cubes that can

be derived from a base cube and its dimensions.

In the subsequent section we introduce an m-cube algebra whose oper-

ations can be used to extract the aggregate cell, a homogeneous cube, or a

hetero-homogeneous cube from an m-cube. There we also describe how the

measure values of these cubes and the aggregate cell (fact) are determined.
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Figure 8.6: Visualization of homogeneous cubes derived from dimensions
product, time, and location of m-cube sales. For simplicity, dimension level
region is not shown

8.4 Querying M-Cubes

In this section we introduce an algebra for multi-level cubes. There are three

types of operators

1. closed m-cube operators (dice ±, slice ¾, import-union ∪i, projection

¼) apply to m-cubes and produce m-cubes as result

2. the fact extraction operator ' applies to an m-cube and extracts all

measure values of a given cell into a relation with a single tuple

3. the (roll-up) cube operator · applies to an m-cube and produces a

homogeneous roll-up cube (a relation with primary and/or aggregated

facts) as result, which allows to apply traditional cube operations and

facilitates integration with current data warehouse technology
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Some common cube-operations like roll-up and drill-down are not part of

the algebra but are defined as mappings from one ·-application to another

·-application.

Based on this m-cube algebra we propose a two-stage approach to ana-

lyze data in hetero-homogeneous m-cubes, (1) selecting a (sub-)m-cube and

(2) specifying the query based on the schema of the selected (sub-)m-cube.

Queries consistent with the schema of the (sub-)m-cube return homogeneous

and correct answers. Note that a sub-m-cube typically has a richer schema

than a more general m-cube (as exemplified in Figure 8.8).

The query consists of (i) optionally a set of boolean predicates to narrow

the analysis on cells whose m-objects fulfil the predicate (corresponds to

operation slice in Def. 8.15) (ii) optionally a set of measures of interest

(corresponds to operation projection in Def. 8.12), (iii) optionally a measure

unit for each measure and (iv) a cell coordinate to retrieve facts of a single

cell, or a cube coordinate to retrieve facts of all cells within the specified cube

(corresponds to operations fact extraction in Def. 8.20, and cube extraction

in Def. 8.22, respectively). If not specified explicitly all available measures

are considered and values are converted to the measure unit specified at the

specified (sub-)m-cube (see Figure 8.9 for an example query and its results).

8.4.1 Closed M-Cube Operations

The dice-operator selects a sub-m-cube from an m-cube.

Definition 8.11 (Dice ±). Given an input m-cube C = (D1, ..., Dn, S, R),

coordinate (o1, ..., on), and that there is an m-relationship r =

(o1, ..., on,M, b, u, f, v) ∈ R, then ±o1,...,onC results in output-cube C ′ =

(D1, ..., Dn, S
′, R′) with

S ′ = (o1, ..., on)

R′ = {r′ ∈ R ∣ coord(r′) ⪯ (o1, ..., on)}
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Figure 8.7: Homogeneous cubes of a sample m-cube sales showing values
for measure revenue as defined by m-relationship sales between Product and
Location, ignoring dimension Time and level region.

Example 8.13. Dice operation ±(Car,2009,Switzerland)sales retrieves a sub-m-

cube car09SalesCHaux containing m-relationships with coordinates that are

descendants of (Car,2009,Switzerland).

The projection operator applied on an m-cube, returns an m-cube with

a reduced set of measures.

Definition 8.12 (Projection ¼). Given an input m-cube C =

(D1, ..., Dn, S, R), and a set of measures ℳ ⊆ MC, then ¼ℳC results in

output-cube C ′ = (D1, ..., Dn, S, R
′), with R′ defined as follows: for each r =

(o1, ..., on;M, b, u, f, v) ∈ R there is a r′ = (o1, ..., on;M
′, b′, u′, f ′, v′) ∈ R′,

with M ′ := M ∩ℳ, and for each m ∈ M ′: b′(m) := b(m), u′(m) := u(m),

f ′(m) := f(m), and v′(m) := v(m).

Example 8.14. Projection operation ¼revenue,qtySoldcar09SalesCHaux re-

trieves an m-cube car09SalesCH containing only measures revenue and

qtySold. Figure 8.8 depicts the cube of cubes of this m-cube (without di-

mension time).
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Figure 8.9: Homogeneous cube of sales revenue for car sales in 2009 in
Switzerland in big cities with cells at level ⟨model,Time,store⟩

As prerequisites for predicates used as selection criteria in slice-operation

we redefine the notions of stable upward navigation and class extension.

Definition 8.13 (Upward Navigation). The ancestor m-object of m-object

o ∈ OD at level l ∈ Lo, denoted as o[l], is defined by

o[l]
def
= o′ : (o, o′) ∈ H∗

D ∧ l̂o′ = l.

An m-object represents for each level of direct or indirect descendants the

class of descendant m-objects of that level. To refer to the set of m-objects

at level l beneath m-object o, we write o⟨l⟩. For example, car⟨model⟩ refers
to the set of m-objects at level model beneath m-object Car.
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Definition 8.14 (Class Extension). The class of m-objects of m-object o ∈
OD at level l ∈ Lo, denoted as o⟨l⟩, is defined by

o⟨l⟩ def
= {o′ ∣ (o′, o) ∈ H∗

D ∧ l̂o′ = l}.

A predicate is a boolean expression over attributes of a class of m-objects,

o⟨l⟩ and of its ancestors (using upward navigation). Note, that predicates

could be predefined at m-objects and associated with a level like attributes.

Then these predicates could be overwritten in concretizations.

A slice-operation on a given m-cube selects all coordinates at a given level

that fulfill the given criteria and returns an m-cube with all m-relationships

from the given m-cube that are between descendants of the given coordinates,

between ancestors of the given coordinates, or are at these coordinates. Di-

mensions D1, ..., Dn and root coordinate S = (o1, ..., on) are the same in both

the input m-cube and the output m-cube. An outer-slice has the same out-

put but additionally consists of all m-relationships from the input m-cube

that are above the cube-level of the selection.

Definition 8.15 (Slice ¾). Given are an input m-cube C = (D1, ..., Dn, S, R)

with S = (o1, ..., on) and selection predicates (p1, l1), ..., (pn, ln). For

¾(p1,l1),...,(pn,ln) to be applicable on C, there must not be an m-relationship

in R with an asserted measure value above cube-level (l1, ..., ln). The slice op-

eration ¾(p1,l1),...,(pn,ln)C results in output cube C ′ = (D1, ..., Dn, S, R
′) where

R′ is given as follows. Let the selected cells be given by X̄ := {o ∈ o1⟨l1⟩ ∣
p1(o)}×...×{o ∈ on⟨ln⟩ ∣ pn(o)}; and let the included m-relationships be given

by R̄ := {r ∈ R ∣ ∃x ∈ X̄ : r ⪯ x}. Then R′ := R̄∪{r ∈ R ∣ ∃r̄ ∈ R̄ : r̄ ⪯ r}.

Example 8.15 (Slice). Slice-operation ¾(inℎabitants>100000,city)car09SalesCH

selects m-cube car09SalesCHinBigCities, which comprises m-relationships

representing car sales of 2009 in Switzerland in cities with more than 100000

inhabitants.

Definition 8.16 (Outer Slice ¾̄). Outer Slice is defined as Slice in Def. 8.15

with the difference that R′ is defined as follows:

R′ := R̄ ∪ {r ∈ R ∣ (l1, ..., ln) ⪯ ĉr}
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Import Union inserts a cube into an existing cube. It can be seen as a

bulk operation for inserting m-relationships. The resulting cube needs to be

consistent according to Def. 8.9.

Definition 8.17 (Import Union ∪i). Given two input cubes, main cube

C = (D1, ..., Dn, S, R) and to-be-imported cube C ′ = (D1, ..., Dn, S
′, R′),

with ∄r ∈ R : r ⪯ S ′ and S ′ ⪯ S, then C ∪i C
′ results in output cube

C ′′ = (D1, ..., Dn, S, R
′′) with R′′ := R ∪R′.

8.4.2 Fact and Cube Extraction

Before defining fact and cube extraction operators we need to investigate

which measures are available for a given coordinate. A measure at a given

coordinate may be provided by an m-relationship of the m-cube, i.e., be an

asserted fact, or be derived through application of the aggregation function

provided with the measure definitions.

Definition 8.18 (Common Measures at Coordinates). Given a coordinate

x = (o1, ..., on) from a consistent m-cube C = (D1, ..., Dn;S,R), its set of

measures, Mx, is given by the union of measures of its direct subsuming m-

relationships R̂x, given that the measure’s connection-level is below or equal

to the level of x: Mx :=

{m ∈ ∪
r∈R̂x

Mr ∣ ∀r ∈ R̂x : br(m) ⪯ (l̂o1 , ..., l̂on)}

For each measure m ∈ Mx, given one of its direct subsuming m-

relationships r ∈ R̂x that contains m, m ∈ Mr, the base-level, unit-of mea-

sure, and aggregation function are those defined at r:

1. bx(m) := br′(m)

2. ux(m) := ur′(m)

3. fx(m) := fr′(m)
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Conversion between measure units is facilitated by multi-polymorphic

function conv. It applies, dependent on the pair of source and target mea-

sure units, a simple arithmetic expression on the numeric input value to

produce an output value. We assume, that there is a conversion expression

for each pair of measure units that are members of the same measure type.

Context-sensitive unit conversion, e.g. time-dependent currency conversion,

is facilitated by extending function conv to take dimension objects, i.e. a cell-

coordinate, as additional parameters. The extended conv-method is multi-

polymorphic in the two measure-units and in these dimension-objects. We

do not further discuss this extension and refer the interested reader to [103].

Given a source measure unit us ∈ U , a target measure unit ut ∈ U , with

type(us) = type(ut), and an input value v ∈ V , operation conv(us, ut, v)

returns a value that is the conversion of value v from measure unit us to

measure unit ut.

We now define how measure values are derived from asserted facts.

Definition 8.19 (Aggregation of Measures val). Given an m-cube C =

(D1, ..., Dn, S, R), a cell x = (o1, ..., on) with ∃r ∈ R : r ⪯ x, measure

m ∈ Mx, and measure unit u ∈ U , with type(u) = type(u(m)), then the value

of measure m at coordinate x converted to unit u, val(m,x, u), is calculated

by applying aggregation function fx(m) on the set of converted m-values of

m-relationships below or at cell x, given by Rx := {r ∈ R ∣ r ⪯ x}; or null if
this set is empty, i.e.:

val(m,x, u) :=⎧
⎨
⎩
fx(m)(

∪
r∈Rx

conv(ur(m), u, vr(m))) ∃r ∈ Rx : (vr(m) is defined)

null otℎerwise

We are now ready to define the fact extraction operator.

Definition 8.20 (Fact Extraction '). Given an m-cube C =

(D1, ..., Dn, S, R), a cell x = (o1, ..., on) with ∃r ∈ R : r ⪯ x, and a

mapping from measures to measure units (m1 7→ u1, ...,mk 7→ uk), then

fact extraction operation '(o1,...,on),(m1 7→u1,...,mk 7→uk)C returns a relation with
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schema (D1, ..., Dn,m1 : u1, ...,mk : uk) and an instance consisting of one

tuple (o1, ..., on, val(m1, x, u1), ..., val(mk, x, uk)).

When leaving out the mapping from measures to measure units, fact

extraction results in a relation with all measures that are available at the

respective cell and converts each measure to the respective unit of measure

defined at this cell (see Def. 8.21).

Definition 8.21 (Fact Extraction Shorthand '). Given cell x = (o1, ..., on)

with ∃r ∈ R : r ⪯ x with measures Mx = {m1, ...,mk} and units of mea-

sures ux = {m1 7→ u1, ...,mk 7→ uk}, then 'o1,...,onC is a shorthand for

'(o1,...,on),(m1 7→u1,...,mk 7→uk)C.

A cube extraction operation returns a homogeneous cube, consisting of a

tuple for each non-empty cell at a given cube-level.

Definition 8.22 (Cube Extraction ·). Given an m-cube C =

(D1, ..., Dn, S, R), a cube-level (l1, ..., ln) ∈ (LD1 , ..., LDn), and a mapping

from measures to measure units (m1 7→ u1, ...,mk 7→ uk).

The set of non-empty cells of C at level (l1, ..., ln), denoted as C⟨l1, ..., ln⟩,
is given by {(o1, ..., on) ∈ X ∣ (∃r ∈ R : r ⪯ (o1, ..., on))∧l̂o1 = l1∧...∧l̂o1 = l1}

The result of cube extraction operation ·(l1,...,ln),(m1 7→u1,...,mk 7→uk)C is the

relation given by union of facts of all non-empty cells at level (l1, ..., ln):

·(l1,...,ln),(m1 7→u1,...,mk 7→uk)C :=∪
x∈C⟨l1,...,ln⟩('x,(m1 7→u1,...,mk 7→uk)C)

Example 8.16. Given our m-cube car09SalesCHinBigCities

of car sales, the homogeneous cube with measure revenue of

sales rolled up to level model,store can be extracted by apply-

ing projection and subsequent cube extraction operators, e.g.,

·(model,store),(revenue 7→ e)¼revenuecar09SalesCHinBigCities. Figure 8.9 depicts the

result of this query as cross table.
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In order to retain measures that are available at some but not all cells of a

cube, we use outer union [21] on facts extracted according to Def. 8.21. Note

that we accept null values and heterogenous measure units in the resulting

cube (see Def. 8.23).

Definition 8.23 (Outer Cube Extraction ·̄). The result of ·̄(l1,...,ln)C is the

relation given by outer union, denoted as ∪̄, on facts of all non-empty cells,

at level (l1, ..., ln):

·̄(l1,...,ln)C :=
∪̄

x∈C⟨l1,...,ln⟩('cC)

8.5 Related Work

Heterogeneities in data warehouses are widely acknowledged as an impor-

tant research direction and have received considerable attention in the lit-

erature, especially on data warehouse integration [127, 14], summarizabil-

ity [55], OLAP visualization [75, 22], and conceptual modeling [74]. These

works especially discuss heterogeneities in dimension hierarchies, such as non-

covering, non-strict, and asymmetric hierarchies. However, to the best of our

knowledge, none of these approaches provides for a top-down modeling ap-

proach of hetero-homogeneous dimension and cube hierarchies.

Conceptual data warehouse design has attracted a lot of work, vari-

ous approaches are based on entity-relationship modeling, such as [116], on

the UML, such as [129], or on abstract state machines [132]. The well-

established Dimensional Fact Model [31] has been used in this chapter as

starting point to illustrate homogeneous data warehouse schemas and how

hetero-homogeneous hierarchies extend them.

An important area of work concerns summarizability [71, 55] and formal

aspects of aggregation in data warehouses [72]. In this context [34] introduce

the notions of distributive, algebraic, and holistic aggregation functions. In

this chapter we only considered measures based on distributive aggregation

functions, a restriction we will relax in future work.
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8.6 Summary and Outlook

In this chapter we discussed hetero-homogeneous hierarchies based on m-

objects and m-relationships and discussed their application to data ware-

housing. We revisited structural definitions and consistency criteria of m-

objects in order to allow for multiple concretizations. Dimension hierarchies

based on extended m-objects can contain heterogeneities with regard to non-

dimensional attributes and level hierarchies. We also revisited structural

definitions and consistency criteria of m-relationships to allow for n-ary m-

relationships described by attributes. Multi-level cubes based on extended

m-relationships may contain base facts at mixed granularities, and sub-m-

cubes may introduce additional measures, provide measures at finer gran-

ularity, and provide measures with differing measure units. We provided a

query algebra for online-analytical processing (OLAP) that can cope with

these heterogeneities.

Data warehouses with hetero-homogeneous hierarchies can be imple-

mented on top of object-relational database management systems. A proof-

of-concept prototype has been implemented, under our supervision, as an

extension package1 for Oracle DB. For a detailed description, including us-

age instructions, implementation details, and extensive examples, we refer

the interested reader to Schütz’s Master’s Thesis [111]. This implementa-

tion can also serve as a starting point for implementing a general-purpose

multi-level database framework.

We believe that hetero-homogeneous hierarchies are a very promising ap-

proach to modeling, implementing, and querying data warehouses with in-

herent heterogeneities. Interesting issues which we will investigate in the

future are:

1The extension package for Oracle DB can be found on the department’s web page at
http://www.dke.jku.at/research/publications/MT1002_sources.zip
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∙ Aggregation operations. In this chapter we limited the discussion on

measures based on distributive aggregation functions Sum, Max, Min.

We excluded operation Count due to the lack of a meaningful defini-

tion of its semantics in the presence of different and mixed granularities.

Future work needs to address peculiarities of aggregation operations in

multi-level cubes, in the flavor of [72], especially concerning empty cells,

as well as algebraic and holistic aggregation operations.

∙ Efficiency. In this chapter we discussed a conceptual modeling and

querying approach and described its implementation as a proof-of-

concept prototype. In future work we will investigate how hetero-

homogeneous hierarchies can be stored and queried more efficiently.
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This concluding chapter is structured as follows. In Section 9.1, we eval-

uate m-objects and m-relationships with regard to comparison criteria in-

troduced in Chapter 1, thus, complementing our comparison of multi-level

modeling techniques in Chapter 3. In Section 9.2 we summarize the contri-

butions of this thesis. In Section 9.3 we give an outlook on future work.

9.1 Evaluation

In Chapter 1 we presented a sample problem statement and introduced ap-

propriate comparison criteria for multi-level abstraction techniques. Follow-

ing these criteria, we evaluated, in Chapter 3, three modeling techniques

concerning their suitability for multi-level abstraction. In this section we

evaluate m-objects and m-relationships accordingly. The results of our eval-

213
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uations of the various modeling techniques are summarized in Table 9.1. We

wish to stress that this evaluation only addresses the suitability for modeling

hetero-homogeneous abstraction hierarchies. It does, however, not evaluate

the overall quality of these approaches or their suitability for other problem

domains.

1. Compactness: M-objects allow modular and redundancy-free model-

ing by encapsulating all information concerning one domain concept

into one m-object. For example, all information concerning domain

concept car is encapsulated into one m-object, Car.

2. Query flexibility: Pre-defined qualified identifiers can be used to refer

to the set of m-objects at a specific level that belong to a specific

m-object. The set of all m-objects that are descendants of a given

m-object at some specified level is identified by qualifying the name

of the m-object by that level. For example, (1) to refer to all models

of product-category Car one writes Car⟨model⟩, (2) to refer to the

physical cars of product category car: Car⟨physicalEntity⟩ , and (3) to

refer to all physical entities of products: Product⟨physicalEntity⟩ (see
Chapter 6 for details).

3. Hetero-Homogeneous Level-Hierarchies: Hierarchies of m-objects are

easy to extend by an additional level (e.g., brand) in one sub-hierarchy

(e.g., the sub-hierarchy rooted by car) without affecting other sub-

hierarchies (e.g., the sub-hierarchy rooted by book). Figure 1.4 shows

level brand with m-object car.Adding this level to cars, but not to

books, requires no changes above m-object car, nor in sibling hierarchies

of m-objects (such as book).

4. Multiple relationship abstractions: M-relationships between m-objects

are like m-objects described at multiple levels, associating one or more

pairs of levels of the linked m-objects. M-relationships are interpreted

in a multi-faceted way, once as relationship occurrence (or sometimes

also called relationship instance or link), and once as relationship class
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(or sometimes also called relationship type or association), or also as

meta-relationship class. They take on these multiple roles depending on

what pairs of linked levels one considers and on whether one considers,

the linked m-objects in an instance or a class-role. As m-relationships

may also be concretized along the concretization hierarchy of linked

m-objects, they support multiple relationship abstractions.

M-Relationships cover (a) (Meta-)Classification of Relationships, (b)

Adressability/Queryability of Relationships at different levels, and (c)

Specialization/Instantiation of Domain and Range

Mater. Deep I. Powertypes M-Objects
Compactness + + – +
Query Flexibility ∼ ∼ + +
Heterogenous Level-Hier. – – + +
Relationship-Abstraction ∼ ∼ – +

Table 9.1: Evaluation of different multi-level abstraction techniques. Used
symbols: ‘+’ (full support), ‘∼’ (limited support), ‘–’ (no support)

9.2 Contributions

The main part of this thesis is dedicated to conceptual structural modeling.

Contributions to conceptual modeling can be applied, in general, to concep-

tual and logical database design, to knowledge representation, as well as to

software engineering (model-driven development, programming language de-

sign). The main contributions of this thesis are summarized in the following.

We introduced the notion of hetero-homogeneous abstraction hierarchies

as the core construct of conceptual modeling in the large. In such a hierarchy,

each element belongs to a certain abstraction level and can be regarded as

abstraction of all its descendants (its sub-hierachy). Each element can spe-

cialize the schema of its sub-hierarchy by introducing additional abstraction
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levels and by specializing the structure of elements at a given abstraction

level.

As a prerequisite for modeling hetero-homogeneous abstraction hierar-

chies, we revisited basic notions of conceptual modeling as well as basic

abstraction principles, namely classification, generalization, and aggregation.

We provided a concise conceptual framework together with a simple graphical

notation which solely build on the classical abstraction principles. In par-

ticular, we also discussed aggregation, specialization, and meta-classification

of relationships (issues that are widely neglected in the conceptual modeling

literature).

We showed how hetero-homogeneous abstraction hierarchies of objects as

well as of relationships can be represented using this conceptual framework :

Abstract domain concepts (such as Car) as well as concrete domain entities

(such as a physical Car) are represented as objects, residing on the instance

level, having different principles of identity (at different levels of abstraction

or granularity), and being arranged in a specific kind of aggregation hierar-

chy. Objects at higher levels of abstraction (such as Car) additionally have

multiple class-facets (such as CarModel or CarPhysicalEntity) as well as

metaclass-facets (such as PhysicalEntityClassOfCarModel). We backed up

aspects of this approach by relating it to insights from ontological analysis,

particularly on Guizzardi’s analysis of the ontological foundations of con-

ceptual structural models [39]. However, representing hetero-homogeneous

abstraction hierarchies solely based on the classical abstraction principles

leads to overly-verbose models. Such models consist of a myriad of classes

and metaclasses as well as aggregation-, instantiation-, and generalization-

relationships between them. We concluded that this is not practicable.

To overcome the issue of overly-verbose models, we introduced a mod-

eling technique that allows to represent a domain concept together with its

class- and metaclass-facets in a single model element called multi-level object

(m-object). Analogously, we provided for representing a relationship together

with its relationship-class- and relationship-metaclass-facets in a single model
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element called multi-level relationship (m-relationship). Arrangement of m-

objects and m-relationships in so called concretization hierarchies comprises

aspects of specialization, meta∗-classification, as well as aggregation. We

provided a concise formalization of m-objects and m-relationships in terms

of set-theoretic definitions of their structure as well as of their consistent ar-

rangement in concretization hierarchies. The modeling technique was com-

plemented by a simple graphical notation.

We introduced formal definitions of operations for creating and manipu-

lating multi-level models based on m-objects and m-relationships. These for-

mal definitions can be employed as a blueprint for implementing multi-level

databases as well as for implementing multi-level programming languages.

We extensively discussed querying multi-level models. We introduced an

object-centered query approach which comprises of query operations on m-

objects. These operations form an algebra that is closed on sets of m-objects

(m-object algebra). Additionally, we introduced a relationship-centered query

approach, in terms of an algebra that is closed on sets of m-relationships

(m-relationship algebra). We also showed how these two algebras are com-

bined. This formal query approach, similar to relational algebra, can serve

as blueprint for implementing query support on top of multi-level databases.

We introduced the notion of Active Domain to multi-level modeling and

discussed query support for this construct. An active domain is given by the

set of possible relationships at a lower level of abstraction that may possibly

be introduced with regard to existing relationships at higher abstraction

levels. This is especially important in organization, where different levels

of a multi-level model are maintained by different users, having differing user

rights.

As a basis for re-using the contributions of this thesis for the Semantic

Web, we provided a mapping from m-objects and m-relationships to OWL,

extended by integrity constraints. We admit, however, that the feasibility of

this mapping approach may be hampered by the computational complexity of
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reasoning with such multi-level models. It is open to future work to simplify

the approach in order to provide for better computational properties as well

as to also provide for the bottom-up modeling style which is prevalent in the

Web.

We applied the notion of hetero-homogeneous hierarchies to Data Ware-

housing in order to provide a solution to the long-pending problem of hetero-

geneities in dimension hierarchies. Based on an extended form of m-objects,

we introduced hetero-homogeneous dimension hierarchies. In such dimen-

sion hierarchies, sub-hierarchies may refine their schema by introducing ad-

ditional dimension levels and additional non-dimensional attributes. Our

consistency criteria ensure that the schema of each sub-hierarchy complies

with the schema of the dimension hierarchy of which is is a fragment of.

Based on an extended form of m-relationships, we also allowed for het-

erogeneities in data warehouse cubes. In a hetero-homogeneous multi-level

cube, different measures may be represented at different levels of granularity.

Sub-Cubes may —for the facts within that sub-cube— introduce additional

measures, refine the level of granularity of measures, and use differing units of

measure. We provided formal consistency criteria that ensure that the refined

schema of a sub-cube is consistent with regard to the cube it is a fragment of.

This global consistency is necessary in order to ensure that queries against

the schema of a cube can be evaluated in face of heterogeneities in sub-cubes.

We discussed and formally defined operations for querying hetero-

homogeneous hierarchies in data warehouses. These operations form an al-

gebra that is closed on multi-level cubes (m-cube algebra). This query ap-

proach serves as basis for on-line analytical processing (OLAP) with hetero-

homogeneous hierarchies in data warehouses.

Based on our formal definitions of hetero-homogeneous dimension hierar-

chies, of hetero-homogeneous multi-level cubes, of the m-cube algebra, as well

as on our implementation concept, an extension package for Oracle DB was

implemented (as part of a master’s thesis [111]) . This proof-of-concept proto-
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type allows to create, maintain, and query Data Warehouses which are com-

prised of hetero-homogeneous dimension hierarchies and hetero-homogeneous

multi-level cubes.

9.3 Outlook

The scope of this thesis is limited to the core constructs of conceptual

modeling, namely objects (entities, individuals) and relationships between

them, together with their representation at higher levels of abstraction. It

remains open to future work to extend this approach with further con-

structs of conceptual modeling, examples include relationships between re-

lationships (as in the higher-order entity relationship model [122]), key con-

straints and cardinality constraints [124], further abstraction principles such

as Role/Player [33, 130], as well as meta-classification of attributes. Further-

more, extensions introduced in the context of data warehousing (multiple

concretization, n-ary m-relationships, m-relationships with attributes) can

be generalized and be integrated in the core m-object/m-relationship ap-

proach.

In this thesis, we only considered extensional aspects of metaclass-facets

of m-objects and m-relationships. We did not consider typing aspects of

metaclasses, such as member-metatype (see Chapter 2 for a discussion of

the different aspects of metaclasses). We believe, that considering typing

aspects of metaclass-facets of m-objects facilitates integration of the m-object

approach with current approaches to linguistic metamodeling, like the Meta-

Object Facility (MOF) [95], which focus on the member-metatype aspect of

metaclasses. This remains open for future work.

Future work also needs to analyze the implications of orthogonal ab-

straction hierarchies. We are particularly interested in the specialization

of m-objects/m-relationships orthogonal to their concretization as well as

in the composition of multiple m-relationships and m-objects to structured
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m-objects. Such orthogonal abstractions will, presumably, result in multi-

ple interdependent concretization hierarchies. Previous work on combining

specialization and structured objects [114, 60, 128], as well as the work of

Thalheim and colleagues on component development [120, 123, 126, 100], can

serve as a starting point.

Concerning tool support for m-objects and m-relationships, we are cur-

rently investigating different directions. First, as part of an ongoing master’s

thesis [25], an extension to the ontology editor and knowledge-base framework

Protégé [90] for multi-level modeling with m-objects and m-relationships is

being implemented. As part of another master’s thesis [52], an export-plugin

for this extension of Protégé is being developed, implementing our mappings

from m-objects and m-relationships to OWL as discussed in Chapter 7. Sec-

ond, also as part of an ongoing master’s thesis [49], a multi-level program-

ming framework based on Ruby [27] is being developed. Database extensions

for managing persistent multi-level models can be implemented in line with

our implementation of hetero-homogeneous hierarchies in data warehouses.

The implementation of hetero-homogeneous hierarchies in data warehouses

is going to be complemented by an SQL-like language as well as a graphical

modeling and visualization tool.

The core ideas of this thesis can be applied to modeling of static behavior

(methods, object life cycles) in order to provide for multi-level modeling of

business processes. Previous work on object-oriented modeling of processes

and of their specialization [104, 105, 119, 106] will serve as a starting point.

It remains to future work to apply our core ideas to modeling of active

behavior (events/situations, actions) in order to provide for multi-level mod-

eling of business rules. Previous work on object-oriented modeling of active

behavior [68, 69, 92] will serve as a starting point.

Our contributions to data warehousing may be employed as a basis for

extending Active Data Warehousing [79] with multi-level modeling of analysis
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rules. Previous work on Active Data Warehouses [107, 121, 120] can serve as

a starting point.
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